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Abstract

Cellular networks have to undergo a complete transformation to meet the
formidable capacity demands from the ever-increasing number of smart devices. A
close look at the requested traffic profile of the devices reveals a deeper underlying
challenge for 5G wireless networks. This is because, there is no “one-size fits all”
solution and different categories of devices have contrasting requirements. For
example, smart phones expect anytime, anywhere connectivity and because of the
data hungry applications, they also expect a certain quality of experience. On the
other hand, the massive amount of other smart things deployed in the near future
will primarily require to stay connected with only a small payload to
transmit/receive. Thus, the network operators have an arduous task ahead to
design ultra-flexible networks that can easily accommodate a large number of
devices with unique requirements and specifications.
Device-to-device (D2D) communication has been recently proposed as a promising
solution to enhance the capacity of cellular networks by enabling direct
communication between user equipments (UEs) located in close proximity without
the intervention of the base station (BS). In this thesis, we borrow tools from
stochastic geometry to analyze the gains in throughput achieved by offloading UEs
to communicate via D2D. We study distance-based and and content-based mode
selection strategies. In the distance based mode selection, it is assumed that the
D2D pair already exists and D2D mode is selected if the distance separation
between them is below a certain threshold. On the other hand, in content based
mode selection, the D2D pairs are created subject to requested content availability.
We also study how the concept of D2D communication could be extended to
establish D2D connections between UEs and the machine-type-devices (MTDs)
located in their close proximity to aggregate M2M data. This could potentially
reduce the burden of massive access of MTDs on the BS. We employ a novel
Poisson hard sphere model for the association between UEs and the MTDs. We
quantify the number of MTDs from which a UE can successfully aggregate data



without compromising its quality of service (QoS) requirements.
Finally, another contribution of this dissertation is comprehensive statistical
modeling of the coverage of M2M networks operating in the same spectrum as the
cellular networks. The MTDs employ cognition to satisfy the strict QoS
constraints of the primary cellular networks. We consider that the MTDs are
energy limited as they harvest energy from the sun. The transmit power of the
MTDs is therefore shown to play a critical role to efficiently utilize the harvested
energy and also maximize the spectrum access opportunities.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, the background, motivation and the organization of the re-
search work carried out is presented. More specifically, we identify the chal-
lenges involved in integrating D2D and M2M communications with the legacy
cellular networks and comprehensively review the existing literature to address
these challenges. Finally, we highlight the contributions of this thesis.

1.1. Motivation

The past decade has witnessed a tremendous growth in data transfers over the
wireless medium. This growth is a result of proliferation in ubiquitous devices
such as smart phones, tablets and other hand-held devices. Social networking,
e-gaming, navigation, multimedia content downloads and sharing including ultra
high-definition/4K videos, and other real-time data hungry applications are now
a part of our lives and have become a necessity rather than a luxury. To add to
this, the current vision of urban development is to empower everyday objects with
internet connectivity creating what we call the internet of things (IoTs), leading
to smart cities. The connectivity of these objects is pivotal as simple object level
interactions can collectively result in powerful and intelligent decision making. As a
consequence, the internet service providers face an onerous task of not only ensuring
anytime/anywhere connectivity, but also maintaining users’ satisfaction and quality
of experience (QoE).

In the context of cellular networks, there has been a continuous evolution in
cellular capabilities over the years. The cellular technology was initially designed to
support voice calls only and the first digital cellular technology in 1993, commonly
known as 2G, offered extremely low data rates of only a few kbps with a severely lim-
ited range. The growing trends towards video calling and web browsing soon resulted
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in a major paradigm shift and cellular networks continued to push the barriers with
technologies like code division multiple access (CDMA), orthogonal frequency divi-
sion multiple access (OFDMA), multi-user multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO),
etc., supporting higher data rates and simultaneous user connections. The present
day cellular technology of 4G, LTE-Advanced, supports data rates of up to 100Mbps
with a range of over tens of miles.

This technological advancement in cellular networks may at first seem impres-
sive, but it falls short of meeting the explosive data demand and the number of si-
multaneously active devices. According to a recent mobile data forecast, the global
mobile data traffic grew 18 fold over the past 5 years and will continue to grow
in the future [1] and as aptly stated by Cisco, “with no signs of slowing, data just
keeps growing” [2]. In 2016 alone, the global mobile data traffic grew 63% with a
record total of 7.2 exabytes per month, where an exabyte is equivalent to a billion
gigabytes. The annual data traffic is predicted to hit a staggering 49 exabytes at
the end of 2021 as shown in Figure 1.1a. Smart phones are a major contributor to
this growth, making up nearly 86% of this traffic by 2021. However, it may come
as a surprise that the number of smart phones will remain fairly stagnant with only
roughly 5% increase over the span of five years, while the number of machine-type-
devices (MTDs) will steadily increase with the expected compound annual growth
(CAGR) of 34% by the end of 2021 as displayed in Figure 1.1b.

MTDs are a key enabler of the Internet of Things (IoTs) as machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication is finding its use in a wide variety of applications includ-
ing health care, vehicle to everything (V2X) communication, industrial automation,
banking, smart grid utilities, etc. [3]. The proliferation in MTDs has been fueled
by the miniaturization of electronics with high computational capabilities. In par-
ticular, the industry of smart wearable devices is gaining traction and contributing
significantly to the rise of MTDs. Wearable devices are equipped with the capability
to connect and communicate to the network either directly through embedded cel-
lular connectivity or through another device (typically a smartphone) using Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, or another technology. These devices come in various shapes and forms,
ranging from smart watches, fitness trackers, health monitors, smart glasses, heads-
up displays (HUDs), wearable navigation devices and scanners, smart clothing, etc.

Because of the staggering statistics of data traffic and connected devices, the
wireless community is already working towards the fifth generation (5G) cellular
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Figure 1.1.: Global mobile data trends and forecast [1].

system to support the requirements of the projected challenging use cases. 5G
networks are expected to provide 1000× capacity and support 100× simultaneous
connections and data rates with extremely low latency [4]. A straightforward way
to improve network capacity is to increase the available spectrum, but strict regu-
lations for spectrum licensing and excessive costs make it prohibitive. Many new
enhancements to the current LTE infrastructure have been proposed by the 3rd
generation partnership project (3GPP) to materialize the concept of 5G; each with
some benefits and pitfalls. One such proposed technique is the proximity service
(ProSe), which was first introduced in Release 12 of the 3GPP specifications [5].
Commonly referred to as direct device-to-device (D2D) communication, it is a tech-
nology that allows LTE devices to communicate directly without the intervention
of the base station (BS). Since traditional communication between UEs takes place
in two hops, i.e. to and from the BS, the initial intent of ProSe was to enable au-
tonomous communication between devices in case of network failure. However, the
potential of D2D communication soon became evident and its applications extended
to social networking, pushing targeted advertisements based on user’s location and
interests and cooperative communication, to name but a few.
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1.2. D2D Communication

What makes D2D communication so attractive for 5G networks is the innate fact
that users in close proximity share common interests and are more inclined to request
a certain content at the same time [6]. The internet infrastructure is continuously
evolving from the traditional host-centric networking architecture to a more ver-
satile, content-aware information-centric networking (ICN) architecture. With the
help of ICN, intelligent ways of data dissemination and storage can be developed [7].
Creating caching zones by storing popular content at the user equipments (UEs) will
allow neighboring UEs to exchange content directly and offload the burden of mul-
tiple duplicate requests at the core network. The short range direct communication
naturally improves coverage, which in turn improves the data rate experienced by
the users and also reduces latency and required transmit power. D2D communica-
tion can also help extend coverage of the cell or improve the coverage of the cell
edge users.

In many aspects, the concept of D2D communication is quite similar to com-
munication in M2M and ad hoc networks with a few fundamental differences. In
the case of M2M communication, there is generally a missing human element and
the transmissions are assumed to take place between machines [8]. M2M commu-
nication is technology-independent and application oriented and there is no explicit
range restriction for communicating devices, while D2D relies on connectivity based
on proximity between devices. The presence of a centralized control offered by the
cellular network is what sets a D2D network apart from the ad hoc networks such
as mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) or cognitive radio networks (CRNs), which
have been thoroughly explored in the past [9–11]. The lack of coordination between
the infrastructure and CRNs causes a lot of energy and time to be wasted on spec-
trum sensing and interference management becomes critical. Similarly in MANETs,
collision avoidance, synchronization and multi-hop routing are major issues. D2D
communication assumes localized single-hop transmissions, thus relieving the need
for complex multi-hop routing protocols. The transparency of a D2D network also
enables a cellular network to authorize, authenticate and synchronize a D2D connec-
tion. The network can also optimize resources, guarantee a certain quality-of-service
(QoS) and even arrange billing for provisioning D2D services.
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1.2.1. D2D Design Conundrums

Currently, there is yet to be a unanimous agreement on how D2D communication is
going to be integrated with existing cellular networks [8]. The challenges faced on
several fronts are explained as follows.

• Device Discovery: The two underlying components of D2D specified by [5]
are device discovery and D2D communication. An accurate device discovery
procedure is imperative for discovering nearby devices and establishing D2D
links. The device discovery mechanisms can be further broken down into direct
discovery and evolved packet core (EPC)-level discovery. Direct discovery is
based on UE expressions; the UEs may either make announcements to notify
other UEs of their identity and availability or listen for such announcements
for suitable D2D transmitters. LTE Direct is one such proposed D2D schemes
using application layer direct device discovery [12]. The EPC-level discovery,
on the other hand, is based on proximity calculation based on the location
information present in the mobility management entity (MME) in the core
network. Direct discovery incurs the overhead of repeated signaling and bat-
tery drainage in the UEs, but can be more accurate due to periodic updates
by the UEs [13].

• Mode Selection: Traditional cellular communication between UE-A and UE-B
takes place when UE-A transmits to the BS in the cellular uplink (UL) slot
and the BS forwards this message to UE-B in the downlink (DL). When UE-A
and UE-B are physically close together, they can switch from cellular mode
to D2D mode. Mode switching not only depends on the proximity between
the UEs, but also on the policies set by the network operator. As a general
rule, the UEs operating in D2D mode should be able to peacefully coexist
within the cellular network. UEs can be allowed to switch to D2D mode to
improve individual device utilities such as improving link spectral efficiency
or minimizing energy consumption [14], but it is more important from the
network’s perspective that the interference generated from D2D links is kept
at bay and the overall network level utilities are optimized. For example,
in [15] D2D links are activated only when the constraint of ensuring a certain
QoS for cellular UEs is satisfied [15].

• Spectrum Access: The classification of spectrum access techniques for D2D
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communication proposed in literature is illustrated in Figure 1.2 and explained
as follows.

Licensed spectrum

In-band Out-of-band

Underlay Overlay

Cellular D2D Cellular D2D
Cellular

D2D

Licensed spectrum Licensed spectrum Licensed spectrum Unlicensed 
spectrum (eg. ISM)

Figure 1.2.: Spectrum access for D2D communication.

– In-band D2D: It is when the D2D UEs access the licensed spectrum for
communication. It is further subdivided into underlay and overlay. Un-
derlay D2D is when both the cellular and D2D UEs share the spectrum
resources, while overlay D2D is when a portion of the spectrum resources
is reserved for D2D communication only. A large volume of research fo-
cuses on underlay D2D as it helps efficiently utilize the spectrum and
enhances the overall spectral efficiency [14, 16–24]. However, a major
concern is mitigating interference generated from D2D UEs [8,20,25,26].
The problem of interference is eliminated in the case of overlay D2D, but
dynamic resource management is required to efficiently utilize the avail-
able spectrum [27]. In this thesis, we mainly consider in-band overlay
D2D communication except for one chapter, where we consider underlay
communication.

– Out-of-band D2D: It is when the D2D UEs operate in the unlicensed spec-
trum such as 2.4 GHz ISM band. Examples include Zigbee, Bluetooth
and WiFi Direct. A clear advantage of this approach is that it makes D2D
and cellular communications impossible to interfere with each other [28].
However, all the services on unlicensed bands are best effort services and
do not guarantee a QoS [8]. It is also extremely challenging for the net-
work to coordinate out-of-band access and manage mode switching.
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• Infrastructure control: It is necessary to ascertain what level of control the
network should provide for successful coexistence of D2D communication. The
availability of multiple radio access technologies (RATs) at the UEs further
makes coordinating access a challenging task. We briefly discuss the possible
configurations in which D2D can be implemented.

– Cellular controlled D2D, also commonly known as network-assisted D2D,
is when the cellular network is fully responsible for establishing, managing
and arbitrating a D2D connection. D2D communication takes place in
the licensed spectrum, which ensures security and reliability of a D2D
link and improves the overall capacity of the network [19].

– Cellular aware D2D, is when the cellular network is aware of D2D but
not fully responsible to maintain a successful D2D connection. Cellular
aware D2D takes place on a different RAT, for example, a D2D pair can
be offloaded to operate on WiFi, but the cellular network may not be
able to provide any QoS or security guarantees.

– Autonomous D2D, is when the cellular network is completely oblivious
to the D2D communication. Cellular unaware D2D finds its use in so-
cial networking, peer-to-peer communication and advertising. On a large
scale, autonomous D2D can behave exactly like ad hoc networks in emer-
gency situations, where the infrastructure is compromised. Although au-
tonomous D2D communication may usually take place in the unlicensed
band, D2D pairs may also access the licensed spectrum following the
principles of CRNs.

• Cellular link: Another challenge particularly relevant to network-assisted in-
band underlay D2D is whether D2D communication should take place in the
UL or DL slot. In case of UL, the victim of the interference generated by the
D2D pairs are the BSs, while in DL it is the cellular UEs. Conversely, the D2D
receivers experience interference caused by cellular UEs in the UL and the BSs
in DL. There is no clear suitable choice between UL or DL for D2D, but it is
reported by [16] that the interference generated by the UEs in the UL is much
lower than that from the BSs in DL and it better to take advantage of D2D in
the UL. A recent study in [26] however, points out that the interference power
generated by the BSs in DL may be powerful, but we can exploit the fact
that the interference in temporally correlated due to static BSs. This gives us
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better performance of D2D in DL.

• Architecture enhancements: To facilitate seamless integration of D2D commu-
nication with LTE networks, it is necessary to modify the EPC network by
introducing new functional entities and develop standardized protocols. The
inclusion of a D2D server is proposed in [29], where the D2D server is respon-
sible for storing and updating identifiers of the D2D enabled UEs attached
to the network, authorization of D2D UEs, policy management and D2D link
establishment. The description of interfaces to interconnect the new entities is
given in [30] and the references therein. The architectural changes required in
the core network are outside the scope of this thesis and will not be discussed
further.

1.3. Thesis Outline and Contributions

In this thesis, we focus on modeling cellular networks enhanced with network-assisted
D2D and/or M2M communications. Since the future deployment of BSs and devices
will be fairly dense and random, point-to-point characterization of a cellular or D2D
link is insufficient and a more holistic view of the network is needed. In particular,
the interference generated from the other nodes in the network is significant and
cannot be ignored. To add to the complexity, this interference is also dependent on
the physical location of the nodes and their distance to the receiver of interest. As
pointed out by [31], the assumption of a deterministic grid deployment of BSs re-
sults in an upper bound on SINR coverage, but the analysis of grid topology involves
long and cumbersome calculations resulting in intractable expressions offering very
few insights. A recently emerged tool called stochastic geometry was introduced to
circumvent this issue, by considering that the location of all nodes are independent
of each other. Although, this is not the case in practice, the performance models
derived using stochastic geometry are shown to provide lower bounds on the per-
formance computed using actual deployment scenarios [32]. The difference between
independent and grid deployment essentially boils down to the simplicity and in-
creased tractability of the derived expressions using independent deployment. The
independence of node locations can allow for substantial tools to be brought forward
from stochastic geometry such as palm probability or generating functional, which
are among others, described in detail in the next chapter.

The main objectives of this thesis can be broken down into three main categories
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Chap.
Technology Resource Spectrum access Research

Objective
Salient
feature(s)D2D M2M UL DL Underlay Overlay

3 x x x
Capacity

enhancement
using D2D

Massive
MIMO

4 x x x
3GPP path
loss models

5 x x x
Content
caching

6 x x x x Exploiting
D2D interfaces
to aggregate
M2M data

Data
aggregation

7 x x x Cognitive
M2M network

Energy
harvesting
at MTDs

Table 1.1.: Schematic view of the chapter-wise outline of this thesis.

as shown in table 1.1. The first three chapters focus on the capacity enhancement
of cellular networks with the help of D2D communication. In chapters 3 and 4,
we consider that the D2D pairs have been created previously, while in chapter 5,
we study how D2D pairs will be established. Since we consider network assisted
D2D, the network can control mode switching of UEs to maximize the average
throughput. Chapters 3 takes a proactive approach towards mode selection, where
UEs are offloaded to D2D mode primarily to maximize the overall cell capacity.
Chapters 4 proposes a simple distance based mode selection, where the UEs are
offloaded to D2D mode if the distance separation between the pair exceeds a certain
threshold. This threshold can then be tuned to adjust the average rate experienced
by an arbitrary UE. Chapter 5 provides an enhanced model for the selection of the
pairing device/helper for a UE to establish a D2D connection based on the content
availability in the UE’s neighboring devices. If the content is available, then the
UE must be served in D2D mode by the selected helper. The content popularity,
and other physical parameters are shown to affect the average rate experienced by
a UE. The number of candidate helpers that can possibly serve the UE is a critical
controlling parameter and may be tuned to obtain the desired performance. In
chapter 6, we present a completely different use case of D2D communication as
we study how UEs can establish D2D links with MTDs in their close proximity to
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relay their data to the BS. In chapter 7, we investigate the coexistence of M2M
networks with cellular networks. The cellular network is assumed to be unaware of
the underlying M2M network, which follows the concept of CRNs guaranteeing a
certain pre-defined QoS for the cellular UEs.

A detailed overview of the chapters is given as follows.

Chapter 2

This chapter reviews the fundamentals of modeling the signal-to-interference-and-
noise ratio experienced by a receiver in a communication system. We describe the
point process theory and its key role in developing tractable expressions to assess the
performance of large scale networks. We specifically highlight the channel models,
performance metrics and the modeling assumptions used throughout the thesis.

Chapter 3

In this chapter, we study the effectiveness of introducing D2D communication in
a massive MIMO system, which is also envisaged to be an essential component of
5G networks. We consider an isolated cell, where the BS is equipped with massive
MIMO capabilities, i.e. the number of antennas at the BS is much larger compared
to the number of UEs. The extra degrees of freedom in a massive MIMO help
achieve near-optimal performance with simple linear processing techniques. In the
cellular downlink, we assume that the UEs can be offloaded by the BS to operate in
D2D mode and share the cellular resources in the underlay. We answer the following
research question: given a certain number of UEs uniformly distributed inside a cell,
what is the optimal offload fraction which maximizes the sum capacity in a massive
MIMO system? We consider a simple scenario where each UE has a dedicated D2D
transmitter at a certain distance separation to serve the UE when it is offloaded to
D2D mode. We develop tractable bounds for the overall spectral efficiency of the
system and show that offloading a fraction of UEs to D2D mode does in fact improve
the overall capacity. This offload fraction is strongly coupled with the number of
antennas at the BS, the transmit powers of BS and UEs and also the D2D link
distance.
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Chapter 4

Simplistic assumptions are often used in the literature for channel modeling to obtain
tractable expressions at the cost of accuracy. One such commonly used assumption
is of a power-law path loss model for modeling large scale path loss according to
which, the signal power attenuates by r−α, where r is the distance separation and α
is the path loss exponent. This chapter considers the 3GPP recommended path loss
model for the analysis of a cellular network overlaid with D2D communication. The
practical path loss model is a multi-slope path loss model taking into account the
presence of free space (FS), line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) links.
We use stochastic geometry to characterize the average throughput of the network
in cellular uplink and compare our analysis with the reference scenerio, where a
simple power-law path loss model is used. For D2D links, we assume that each UE
has a dedicated D2D receiver at a random distance separation and if this separation
is below a certain threshold, then D2D mode is selected. We show that in contrast
to the previous findings, where the throughput saturates with the intensity of BSs,
the average network throughput does not saturate, but there exists a unique BS
intensity which maximizes the throughput.

Chapter 5

The previous chapters assume the presence of a dedicated D2D transmitter/receiver
associated with each UE and the primary factor controlling mode selection is the
distance separation between the pair. A fundamental assumption made in these
chapters and the vast majority of existing literature is that the D2D transmitter is
in possession of the content desired by its respective receiver and there is no explicit
mention of how D2D pairs are created in the first place. In this chapter, we study
how D2D pairs are created based on not only proximity but also content availabil-
ity. We consider a large-scale cellular network model, where the BSs, requesting UEs
and potential D2D helpers are distributed according to independent homogeneous
Poisson point processes (HPPPs). We consider that content requests in UEs follow
the Zipf distribution of content popularity and each D2D helpers has pre-cached
some of the contents. A requesting UE is offloaded to D2D mode in downlink in the
overlay if one of its k nearest D2D helpers has the requested content. We consider
two helper selection schemes, namely i) nearest selection (NS), where the closest
helper possessing the requested content is selected, and a baseline ii) uniform selec-
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tion (US), where one of the k nearest helpers is uniformly selected without checking
for content availability. Our main contribution is to characterize the distribution
of distance between the UE and its ith nearest helper within the macrocell, which
to the best of our knowledge, does not yet exist in the literature. This distribution
effectively captures the fact that when the BS is aware of the devices in its coverage
region only, the D2D links must also lie within the coverage region. We further eval-
uate the probabilities of a generic requesting UE to be served in D2D mode under
both the NS and US schemes and derive the key performance metrics including the
coverage and average rate experienced by the UE. The following conclusions can be
drawn from this work:

• The probability of a UE to be served in D2D mode increases with the popu-
larity of the requested content, implying that it is easier to find a D2D helper
possessing the requested content.

• Always associating to the nearest helper (k = 1) in D2D is sub-optimal and
even the D2D helpers located farther away can provide high-capacity links
compared to the cellular link.

• Enhancing D2D opportunities does not always result in performance gains; as
the number k of candidate D2D helpers increases, the UE is pushed to connect
with helpers located farther resulting in performance degradation.

Chapter 6

Cellular networks were primarily designed to cater for human-to-human (H2H) com-
munication, which is based on fewer, longer interactive sessions such as voice and
video calls. The emphasis of cellular networks has always been to increase network
capacity, throughput and the QoE of UEs. With the penetration of a bulk of con-
nected MTDs, the cellular networks have to adapt and scale to support massive
access. The characteristics of M2M traffic are drastically different as millions of
MTDs transmit only a small amount of data sporadically. One way to address the
issue of massive access of MTDs is to aggregate the generated data. This chapter
explores how we can exploit the D2D connectivity between the cellular UEs and
nearby MTDs for the aggregation of M2M data. UEs are ideal candidates for data
aggregation as they are abundantly present everywhere. We develop a comprehen-
sive analytical framework borrowing tools from stochastic geometry to analyze the
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aggregation and trunking of M2M data using D2D interfaces in the cellular uplink.
The uplink slot is divided such that a portion is used by the UEs to aggregate M2M
data and the remaining time is used to transmit this data along with the UE’s own
data. We consider two different transmission strategies of the MTDs in the aggrega-
tion phase namely, i) Multiplexed, where the transmissions of the MTDs associated
to a UE are muliplexed in frequency or time, and ii) Combined, where the MTDs
associated to each UE transmit to it simultaneously. The UEs employ successive
interference cancellation (SIC) to decode the signals of interest. We study the trade
offs in adopting either the multiplexed or combined scheme. While the multiplexed
scheme is more robust, it requires extensive signaling and control from the UE. The
combined transmission, on the other hand, results in a lot of interference and also
requires sophisticated decoding techniques.

The contributions of this work are highlighted as follows.

• The commonly used Voronoi tessellation used extensively to model BS coverage
in stochastic geometry works is inappropriate for UE coverage, because of the
low power of UEs. We therefore consider a Poisson hard sphere (PHS) model
for UE coverage, where the UE coverage region (referred to as S-cell) is a disk
centered at the UE with a random radius depending on its distance to the
neighboring UEs.

• We derive the distributions of distance between the UE and the MTDs within
the S-cell and characterize the probability that the rate requirements of MTDs
and UEs are satisfied in aggregation and trunking phases respectively under
both the multiplexed and combined scheme.

• We explore the tradeoff between a UE’s performance in the uplink and the
number of MTDs per UE. Our results reveal that a UE can successfully ag-
gregate data from a few MTDs without compromising its QoS.

Chapter 7

In this chapter, we study the coexistence of a cellular network underlaid with an
M2M network in a cognitive manner, where the MTDs reuse the same resources as
the cellular UEs in the uplink. The MTDs in a cognitive M2M network (or CM2M)
are assumed to harvest solar energy and those with sufficient harvested energy may
transmit to a generic IoT controller (could be a smart phone, access point, etc.).
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The transmissions of MTDs are also subject to the QoS constraint of the cellular
UEs in terms of maximum outage probability threshold. Since the MTDs have to
control the interference at the BS in the uplink, there can either be a few active
transmitting MTDs at a high power or a large number of MTDs transmitting at
a low power. Transmitting at high power results in better coverage and lower bit
error rate, but it also means that the energy required to transmit will be high. Since
energy is also a limited resource, there exists an inherent trade off which maximizes
the probability of successful transmission of an MTD. We use stochastic geometry
to model both the cellular network and underlying M2M network. To accurately
analyze the energy outage, we include the effect of cloud cover on the harvested
energy. The clearness index, which is the ratio between the measured irradiance
and the clear sky irradiance, is a random variable depending on the intensity of
clouds. We use the empirical distributions of clearness index for the city of Leeds,
United Kindom to characterize the energy outage for various cloud cover intensities.
Using the energy outage probability and the cellular QoS constraint, we derive
the maximum permissible activation probability and the probability of successful
transmission for the MTDs. We also demonstrate that the transmit power plays a
key role in maximizing the success probability.

Chapter 8

This chapter concludes the thesis and discusses possible future directions for re-
search.
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2 Theory Preamble

In this chapter, we briefly describe the modeling techniques and methodology
used for this thesis. We introduce the tool of stochastic geometry and present
the mathematical preliminaries to create the foundations for easy understand-
ing of this thesis.

2.1. Notations

Throughout this thesis, we use the following mathematical notations. The probabil-
ity density of a random variable X is represented by fX(x) and the corresponding
cumulative distribution function is denoted by FX(x), where the lowercase letter x
is a particular realization of the random variable X in upper case. The expectation
of a function with respect to X is represented by EX[.]. A bold face lower-case
letter, for e.g. y, is used to denote a vector on R2 and its Euclidean norm is repre-
sented by ||y||. Symbol \ refers to the exclusion of elements from a set, for instance,
[1, 2, 3]\[1] = [2, 3]. The expression b(o, r) represents a ball of radius r centered at
the origin.

2.2. Channel Model

The wireless channel suffers from impairments including attenuation due to path
loss, scattering and multi-path fading, where multiple copies of the same signal
arrive at the receiver resulting in a constructive superposition at some points and
destructive superposition at the others. Furthermore, the imperfection in hardware
and electronics also introduces thermal noise, commonly known as the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN). It is important to take into account all these impairments
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to effectively analyze the characteristics of the received signal. The commonly used
power law path loss model is defined as

PL = 10log10(A) + 10αlog10(r) dB, (2.1)

where A is the carrier-frequency dependent path loss co-efficient, α is the path
loss exponent and r is the distance separation. In chapter 4, we consider a more
comprehensive multi-slope path model recommended by the 3GPP for the analysis of
cellular and D2D links. The multi-slope path loss model accounts for the presence
of line-of-sight (LoS) and the non-line-of-sight (NLoS) links. The probability of
having a NLoS link increases with the distance separation r. The LoS probability
expressions and 3GPP recommended values of A and α are all discussed in detail in
chapter 4.

We consider Rayleigh fading to model multi-path propagation. It is a fitting
model for rich-scattering urban environments, where the channel gain g ∼ C(0, 1)
is a zero mean circularly symmetric Gaussian random variable with unit variance.
This implies that the power gain of the faded signal h =| g |2∼ exp(1) will follow
a unit mean exponential distribution, where | g | is a Rayleigh distributed random
variable.

2.3. Stochastic Geometry to Model Cellular
Networks

A number of tools to model cellular networks such as game theory or graph theory are
based on the instantaneous approach, i.e. they consider a snapshot of the network,
where the devices have been deployed and the channel gains and interference powers
already computed [33,34]. This information is then used to develop ways to optimize
resources, maximize capacity and rate experienced by a given set of users at a
given instant. Stochastic geometry modeling on the other hand makes use of the
statistics of the network and takes into account the distribution of the location of
devices, the distances between them and the distribution of the channel gains. These
statistics are then used to characterize network performance in the average sense.
Stochastic geometry helps us answer questions like, what is the average ergodic
capacity experienced by an arbitrary user in the network and what is the outage
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probability of an arbitrary user?
Stochastic geometry may only have been recently recognized as a useful tool for

analyzing wireless networks, but it has been used extensively in the past to model
biological and physical phenomena [35,36]. It builds on the theory of point processes,
where the point process is a random collection of points in an d-dimensional space.
For instance, the positions of plants and trees in a forest, imperfections in a material
at a microscopic level, spread of an epidemic, etc., can all be represented as a
collection of points. In the context of wireless networks, the BSs, UEs and other
devices can be represented as points distributed randomly in space. Formally, a
point process (PP) is denoted as Φ = {xi ∈ Rd, i = 1, 2, 3, ...} and the counting
measure on Φ, can be written as Φ(A) = n, where n is the random number of points
in the Borel set A ∈ Rd. The intensity measure of points in A can be written as

Λ(A) = E [Φ(A)] =
ˆ
Rd
λ(dx), (2.2)

where λ(x) is the location dependent intensity function of a point process. For the
case of homogeneous point processes (HPP), λ(x) = λ is a constant implying that
the density of points is independent of the location and they are homogeneously
distributed in Rd. The intensity measure then reduces to

Λ(A) = λ ld(A), (2.3)

where ld(A) is a d-dimensional volume measure, also known as the Lebesgue measure
on Rd. When d = 2 and A is a disk of radius r, then the intensity measure of a
homogeneous point process simplifies to Λ(A) = λπr2.

Thinning

This is a process which removes the points from a process. This process is dictated
by a thinning function p(x) ∈ [0, 1], which is the location-dependent probability.
The intensity Λt(A) of the resulting process after thinning can be written as

Λt(A) =
ˆ
A
p(x)Λ(dx). (2.4)

When the thinning probability p(x) = p is constant, the point process is homoge-
neously thinned in the entire space and the resulting intensity of the thinned process
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can be simplified as Λt(A) = pΛ(A).

2.3.1. Poisson Point Process

Throughout this thesis, we will make use of the Poisson point process (PPP) due to
its many convenient properties. The PPP of intensity measure Λ is defined by the
means of its d-dimensional distributions as

P {Φ(A1) = n1,Φ(A2) = n2, ..,Φ(Ak) = nk} =
k∏
i=1

(
Λ(Ai)ni
ni!

exp (−Λ(Ai))
)

(2.5)

for every bounded, mutually disjoint set Ak, k = 1, 2, .... In other words, the
number of points in the Borel set Ai is Poisson distributed with mean Λ(Ai), i.e.
Φ(Ai) ∼ Poisson (Λ(Ai)) .

Void probability

It is the probability that the point process does not have a point in a given bounded
set. It can be written as vA = P [Φ(A) = 0]. For a PPP, the void probability reduces
to

vA = exp (−Λ(A)) (2.6)

Slivnyak’s Theorem

In the study of point processes, it is quite common to analyze the statistics at a
given point of the process. Particularly in the case of wireless networks, we are
interested in quantifying coverage and rate at the typical user, i.e. the user located
at the origin. Palm theory formalizes the concept of a general point process to have
a fixed point at a certain location. For the point process with a property or an event
E, we can write the palm distribution as

P {Φ has a property E ‖ o} = P {Φ has a property E | o ∈ Φ}

= Po[E], (2.7)

where o = {0, 0} is the origin and Po[E] is a shorthand representation of the palm
distribution of the point process Φ with a fixed point at o. In some applications
however, it is important to exclude the point under consideration from the analysis.
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For instance in measuring the interference in a cellular downlink, all the active BSs
are generating interference apart from the one the user is associated with. The
reduced palm distribution is the probability that the point on which we condition
on is not included in the distribution. It can be represented as

P {Φ\{x} ∈ E | x ∈ Φ} = P {Φ\{x} ∈ E ‖ x}

= P!x[E], (2.8)

where P!x[E] implies the reduced palm distribution where the point located at x
is removed from Φ. According to Slivnyak’s theorem, the reduced palm distribution
of a PPP is equivalent to the original palm distribution P!x[E] = Px[E], implying that
the effect of removing or adding a point does not affect the properties of the point
process. This is a very powerful theorem enabling us to analyze the performance at
the typical user without any loss of generality.

Probability Generating Functional

The probability generating functional of a point process with respect to a non-
negative bounded function f on Rd such that 0 ≤ f(x) ≤ 1 is analogous to the
probability generating function of a non-negative integer-valued random variable. It
is defined as

G(f) = E

∏
x∈Φ

f (x)
 , (2.9)

where the product is performed for all points in the point process Φ. For a PPP,
the generating functional can be written as

G(f) = exp
(
−
ˆ
Rd

(1− f (x)) Λ(dx)
)
. (2.10)

2.4. Modeling Cellular Networks: An Example

We now present a simple example of the characterization of the distribution of the
average received power at a typical UE using stochastic geometry.

Let us consider that the base stations are distributed in a 2D network according
to a HPPP Φ with intensity λ. We assume nearest association, i.e. an arbitrary
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Figure 2.1.: A realization of a cellular network: BSs are represented by blue dia-
monds and the typical UE by a red cross.

UE will be served by the closest BS. The boundaries of coverage regions, or the
macrocells of the BSs, correspond to a Voronoi tessellation as displayed in Figure
2.1.

The power received at the typical UE from the BS at a distance R = r can be
written as

Pr = Pthr
−α (2.11)

where Pt is the transmit power, h ∼ exp(1) is the channel power and α is the path
loss exponent. Notice that we assume that A takes the value 1 in (2.1) without loss
of generality. The distribution of R is obtained using the concept of void probability
of point processes as follows.

P [R > r] = P [No BS inside the disk of radius r]

= exp
(
−λπr2

)
.

Differentiating 1− P [R > r], we get the PDF as follows.

fR(r) = 2πλr exp
(
−λπr2

)
. (2.12)
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The CDF of the received power Pr can then be written as

FPr(p) = P
[
Pthr

−α < p|R
]

= ER
[
P
[
h <

p

Pt
rα|R

]]
= 1−

ˆ ∞
0

exp
(
− p

Pt
rα
)
fR(r) dr. (2.13)

When α = 4, (2.13) simplifies to

FPr(p) = 1− κ
√
π

p
exp

(
−κ

2

p

)
erfc

(
κ
√
p

)
, (2.14)

where κ = 1
2λπ
√
Pt and erfc (z) = 2

π

´∞
z

exp (−t2) dt is the complementary error
function. We compare our analysis in (2.14) with Monte Carlo simulations. For
the simulations, we consider a large circular area of radius 1 km and conduct 104

iterations. In each iteration, the number of BSs is drawn from a Poisson distribution
with intensity λ and the BSs are distributed uniformly in the region. The power
received at the origin from the nearest BS is then calculated for each iteration. We
see from Figure 2.2 that the expression in (2.14) accurately captures the distribution
of power received at the typical UE.
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Figure 2.2.: CDF of desired power at the typical UE: λ = 1.27× 10−4, Pt = 1W.

It is evident from the simple example above that stochastic geometry analysis can
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help develop tractable expressions for the network performance, thereby alleviating
the need to perform cumbersome and time consuming simulations. In the upcoming
technical chapters, we study more complicated scenarios where the cellular networks
are enhanced with D2D or M2M communications. We then analyze the statistics of
the generated interference to characterize the key performance metrics.
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3 Offloading to D2D in a
Single-Cell Scenario

In this chapter, we consider a single-cell scenario where the BS is equipped
with large, but finite number of antennas and the total number of UEs is
kept fixed. By offloading a fraction of UEs to communicate via short-range
direct D2D communication, the overall cell capacity can be improved. The key
design question is that what fraction of UEs should be offloaded to D2D mode
in order to maximize the aggregate cell level throughput. We demonstrate
that there exists an optimal user offload fraction, which is strongly coupled
with the network parameters such as the number of antennas at the BS, D2D
link distance and the transmit SNR of both the UE and the BS. By carefully
tuning the offload fraction, capacity gains of up to 5× can be achieved.

3.1. Introduction

Massive MIMO is an attractive emerging technology as it enables simultaneous
communication between the BS and multiple UEs at the same time/frequency re-
source [37]. The distinct feature of massive MIMO is that the number of antennas
deployed at the BS is much larger than the number of UEs to be served. This allows
for significant improvements in link reliability and data rates due to increased spatial
directivity. The additional degrees of freedom alleviate the need for sophisticated
signal processing techniques and simple linear processing achieves near-optimal per-
formance [38]. In this chapter we will study massive MIMO in conjunction with
D2D communication. With the help of D2D, UEs in close proximity can commu-
nicate directly without the intervention of the BS [16]. The short range of D2D
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Chapter 3: Offloading to D2D in a Single-Cell Scenario

communication improves coverage and it also reduces the burden of access on the
BS and the core network.

Even though D2D been studied extensively in the context of cellular networks
with BSs equipped with a single antenna, the analysis of D2D with massive MIMO
is still in its infancy. In [39] and [21], the authors analyze an isolated cell with a
single cellular UE and D2D pair and investigate how the excess antennas at BS can
eliminate the interference at the D2D receiver. The sum capacity of an isolated cell
with a fixed number of cellular UEs and a random number of D2D pairs has been
studied in [40] for the case of cellular UL. Expressions for signal-to-interference-and-
noise ratio (SINR) are derived for both the cellular and D2D cases for fixed spatial
locations of UEs and the randomness is accounted for in simulations. The corre-
sponding DL analysis is conducted in [41] and the density of D2D pairs maximizing
the sum capacity is explored.

The research on massive MIMO with D2D thus far does not consider dynamic
mode selection for the UEs. It is only in [42] that the authors consider mode
switching for a UE (between cellular and D2D) in cellular UL for a simple network
setting with a single D2D pair. The optimality region for D2D mode satisfying the
link spectral efficiency (SE) requirements is defined around the D2D transmitter.
The obtained results, however, cannot be directly translated to DL and scaled for
multiple D2D pairs case as the location of interfering UEs is assumed to be fixed.
The interference from the active D2D pairs is highly dependent on their distance
from the UE under consideration and will significantly impact the findings. Also,
the link SE metric does not capture the overall cell capacity.

Motivated by this, we study the offloading problem for a single cell scenario in
DL, where a fixed number N of UEs is distributed uniformly around the BS. We
focus on D2D in DL time slot as it is more suited for massive MIMO scenario. This is
because the BS can make use of the excess degrees of freedom to mitigate interference
at the D2D receivers, whereas it is not possible in the UL with single antenna
UEs [21, 39, 43, 44]. While D2D communication between UEs in close proximity
can provide high data rates, the transmit power of a BS is much higher than a UE
and it is not clear under what circumstances offloading is a better choice. There
exists an inherent tradeoff as offloading UEs to operate in D2D mode will improve
the SE, but at the same time, a large number of D2D UEs will generate higher
interference causing the SE to drop. The incentive of this work is to answer the
following question: Given a certain number of UEs inside a cell, what is the optimal
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3.2 System Model

offload fraction which maximizes the sum capacity in a massive MIMO system and
how do the system parameters affect this fraction?. Our main contribution is to
explore this trade off and derive closed-form expressions for the approximation of
the unconditional overall capacity.

3.2. System Model

We consider a time division duplex (TDD) DL transmission scenario where the BS
is equipped withM antennas and N < M single antenna UEs distributed uniformly
in an annular region of inner radius Rmin and outer radius Rmax centered at the
BS as shown in Figure 3.1. K out of N UEs are served directly by the BS, while

R
max

R
min

r
d2d

M Antennas

h
k0

h
jd

h
jl

h
j0

Figure 3.1.: System Model.

the remaining (N −K) UEs are offloaded to D2D mode. Each of the (N −K)
D2D receiving UEs is associated to a unique D2D transmitter UE located randomly
at the perimeter of a disk of radius rd2d centered at the UEs. These transmitters
can be thought of as UEs who are willing to establish D2D connections with their
neighboring UEs to share files of common interest [45].

Without any loss of generality, the set of all N UE locations can be written as
U = {x1, ..,xK ,xK+1, ..,xN}. Assuming that the BS is located at the origin, the
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distance between the kth UE and the BS rk0 = ‖xk‖ is distributed as

frk0(x) = 2x
R2
max −R2

min

, Rmin ≤ x ≤ Rmax. (3.1)

We adopt a simple power-law path loss model where the signal power attenuates
according to r−αm ,m = {b, d}, where r is the distance separation and αm denotes
the path loss exponent in mode m where m = b stands for cellular mode when the
UE is served by the BS and m = d stands for D2D mode. The BS-UE and UE-UE
links suffer from small scale Rayleigh fading. This implies that the channel gain is
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) complex Gaussian variable with zero
mean and unit variance. We further assume that the D2D pairs share the same
resources as the cellular UEs and hence, both the BS-UE and UE-UE links interfere
with each other. The BS is considered to have full channel state information (CSI)
of the UEs and it employs zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) precoding. As a result,
there is no signal leakage within the cellular UEs. The BS transmits a total power
Pb, which is equally distributed for cellular UEs and the D2D UEs transmit a fixed
power Pd, where Pd < Pb. The preliminary analysis for the SINR at the UEs in
cellular and D2D modes is presented as follows.

3.2.1. Cellular Mode

The signal received at the kth cellular UE under ZFBF can be written as

yk =
√
Pbr

−αb
k0
K

(
hBS−UEk0

)H
wBS
k0 s

BS−UE
k0

+
√
Pd

N−K∑
l=1

√
r−αdkl hUE−UEkl sUEl + vBSk , (3.2)

where, hBS−UEk0 ∈ CM×1 is a vector of M Rayleigh fading channel gains, vBSk is the
zero mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance σ2

BS, sBS−UEk0 is
the complex scalar signal, wk0 ∈ CM×1 is the precoding vector and (.)H denotes
the Hermitian transpose operator. To satisfy the maximum BS power constraint,
sBS−UEk0 and wBS

k0 = gBSk0 /‖gBSk0 ‖2. The precoding vector and the complex signal is
normalized such that E

[∣∣∣sBS−UEk0

∣∣∣2] = ‖wk0‖2 = 1. The un-normalized precoding
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matrix GBS−UE =
[
gBS−UE10 , ..,gBS−UEK0

]
under ZF precoding can be written as

GBS−UE = HBS−UE
((
HBS−UE

)H
HBS−UE

)−1
,

where HBS−UE =
[
hBS−UE10 , ..,hBS−UEK0

]
. The second term in (3.2) denotes the inter-

ference signal from all the (N −K) active D2D transmitters to the kth cellular UE,
where rkl = ‖xk − xl‖ is the distance between the kth UE and the lth D2D trans-
mitter and sUEl is the information symbol transmitted by the lth D2D transmitter.
The average SE for the kth UE in cellular mode can be written as

SEBS−UE
k = E

[
log2

(
1 + SINRBS−UE

k

)]
, (3.3)

where

SINRBS−UE
k =

γbr
−αb
k0

∣∣∣∣(hBS−UEk0

)H
wBS
k0

∣∣∣∣2
γd
∑N−K
l=1 r−αdkl

∣∣∣hUE−UEkl

∣∣∣2 + 1
(3.4)

and γb = Pb/σ2
BS and γd = Pd/σ2

UE are the cellular and D2D transmit signal-to-noise
ratios (SNRs).

3.2.2. D2D Mode

The signal received at the jth UE xj in D2D mode from its corresponding dth D2D
transmitter can be written as

yj =
√
Pdr

−αd
d2d h

UE−UE
jd sUEd + IUE−UEj + IBS−UEj + vUEd ,

where vUEd is the zero mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance
σ2
UE, the interference signal received by the jth UE in D2D mode from other active

D2D transmitters can be written as

IUE−UEj =
√
Pd

N−K∑
l 6=d

√
r−αdjl hUE−UEjl sUEl ,
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and the interference from the BS is

IBS−UEj =

√
Pbr

−αb
j0

K

K∑
k=1

(
hBS−UEj0

)H
wBS
k0 s

BS−UE
k0 .

The average SE for the jth UE in D2D mode can then be written as SEUE−UE
j =

E
[
log2

(
1 + SINRUE−UE

j

)]
, where

SINRUE−UE
j =

γdr
−αd
d2d

∣∣∣hUE−UEjd

∣∣∣2
|IBS−UEj |2/σ2

UE + |IUE−UEj |2/σ2
UE + 1

. (3.5)

3.3. Spectral Efficiency Analysis

The goal of this work is to evaluate the optimal fraction of UEs to be offloaded in
D2D mode. We define our performance metric as follows.

Definition 3.1. Given a fixed number of UEs N, the maximum attainable overall
capacity is given by the following optimization problem

Ctot = max
K

 K∑
k=1

SEBS−UE
k +

N∑
j=K+1

SEUE−UE
j


where K is the number of UEs in cellular mode. Our aim is to evaluate µ∗ =
(N−K∗)/N, which is the optimal offload fraction, where K∗ is the optimal number of
remaining cellular UEs.

In the following subsections, we present our analysis pertaining to the cellular
and D2D SEs.

3.3.1. Cellular Mode

To characterize the average SE of a generic UE operating in cellular mode in (3.3),
we need to average the effect of randomness due to the UE locations and the channel
gains. The following Lemma provides the SE of a UE in cellular mode conditioned
on UE locations.

Lemma 3.1. Conditioned on the location of the UEs, the average SE of a UE in
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cellular mode can be approximated as

SEBS−UE
k |rk0, rkl ≈ log2

1 + γb (M −K) r−αbk0

K
(
1 + γd

∑N−K
l=1 r−αdkl

)
 . (3.6)

Proof. Since log (1 + x−1) is convex in x, we employ Jensen’s inequality to obtain

SEBS−UE
k |rk0, rkl ≥ log2

1 + E
[

1
SINRBS−UE

k

]−1
 . (3.7)

The inverse of the desired power in (3.4) is an inverse chi-squared random variable
such that 1

2
∣∣∣(hBS−UE

k0 )HwBS
k0

∣∣∣2 ∼ Inv-χ2
2(M−K+1). This is because the isotropicM dimen-

sional vector is projected onto M −K + 1 dimensional beamforming space [43]. As

a consequence, we have E

 1∣∣∣(hBS−UE
k0 )HwBS

k0

∣∣∣2
 = (M −K)−1. The interference power

from each D2D UE is a unit mean exponential random variable
∣∣∣hUE−UEkl

∣∣∣2 ∼ exp(1).
Exploiting the independence of these random variables and substituting the expected
power values in (3.7), we obtain (3.6). The approximation sign is used as the bound
is very tight for a wide range of network parameters.

We de-condition SEBS−UE
k |rj0, rjl in (3.6) with respect to distances in the fol-

lowing Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.1.

Lemma 3.2. The average SE of an arbitrary UE in cellular mode conditioned on the
location of interfering D2D UEs can be approximated in closed-form for αb = αd = 4
as

SEBS−UE
k |rkl (βkl) ≈

log2 (1 + βkl)
R2
max

+ 2
√
βkl

ln (2) tan−1
(√

1
βkl

)
, (3.8)

where βkl (ψ) = γb(M−K)
K(1+γdψ)R4

max
and ψ = ∑N−K

l=1 r−4
kl .

Proof. The proof follows by averaging (3.6) over rk0 which is distributed according
to (3.1).

Proposition 3.1. The bounds on the unconditional average SE of a UE in cellular
mode SEBS−UE

k,LB ≤ SEBS−UE
k ≤ SEBS−UE

k,UB can be written in closed-form as

SEBS−UE
k,UB = SEBS−UE

k |rkl
(
βUBc

)
, (3.9)
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where βUBc = βkl
(
ψUBc

)
with ψUBc = (N −K)E [rkl]−4 and E [rkl] = 128

4π Rmax for the
upper bound and

SEBS−UE
k,LB = SEBS−UE

k |rkl
(
βLBc

)
, (3.10)

where βLBc = βkl
(
ψLBc

)
, with ψLBc = (N −K)E

[
r−4
kl

]
and

E
[
r−4
kl

]
≈ ρ−1

g

[
−

3
√

(4R2
max − 1)

4R2
max

+
(

1 + 1
2R2

max

)
cos−1

( 1
2Rmax

)]

ρg =
√

(4R2
max − 1)

(
2R2

max+1
8R2

max

)
for the lower bound.

Proof. The first term in (3.8) is of the form log
(

1 +
(
A+B r−4

kl

)−1
)
, which is

concave in rkl and convex in r−4
kl for A,B > 0. The second term is of the form

g (rkl, A,B) =
(
A+B r−4

kl

)−1/2
tan−1

((
A+B r−4

kl

)1/2
)
, which can be easily shown

to be a quasi-concave function. The function g(rkl, A,B) transitions from convex to
concave and contains a point of inflection at rkl > 0. Simulations reveal that this
inflection point takes a very small value of rkl < 10m for various values of A and
B as seen in Figure 3.2 . Since 0 < rkl < 2Rmax , we treat g(r, A,B) as concave
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Figure 3.2.: Effect of A and B on g(rkl, A,B). Point of inflection is shown by red
filled circles.

and make use of Jensen’s inequality to shift the expectation operator inside these
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functions to obtain the bounds1. The D2D UEs are i.i.d distributed and their re-
spective transmitters are uniformly located at a fixed distance rd2d. For tractability,
we assume that Rmin = 0. This does not impact the result as Rmax � Rmin. The ef-
fective distance between the kth UE and lth transmitting D2D UE is then distributed
according to [46]

frkl(x) = 2x
πR2

max

(
2 cos−1

(
x

2Rmax

)
− x

Rmax

√
1−

(
x

2Rmax

)2
)
, 0 ≤ x ≤ 2Rmax,

where E [rkl] = 128
4π Rmax. It is tricky to obtain E

[
r−4
kl

]
as the integral

´∞
0 x−4frkl(x) dx

diverges on the lower bound. To tackle this issue and avoid singularity, we intro-
duce a minimum separation distance of 1m. Therefore, we have E

[
r−4
kl |rkl ≥ 1

]
=´ 2Rmax

x=1 xfrkl(x|rkl ≥ 1) dx, where frkl(x|rkl ≥ 1) = frkl (x)/µg, 1 ≤ x ≤ 2Rmax and
µg = P [rkl ≥ 1] . This completes the proof.

3.3.2. D2D Mode

Similar to the methodology adopted in the previous section, we obtain the SE of a
UE in D2D mode conditioned on UE locations in the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.3. Conditioned on the location of the UEs, the average SE of a UE in
D2D mode can be approximated as

SEUE−UE
j |rj0, rjl ≈ log2

(
1 + γdr

−αd
d2d

1 + γd
∑N−K
l 6=d r−αdjl + γbr

−αc
j0

)
. (3.11)

Proof. We follow a different approach compared to the proof of Lemma 3.1. Since
the desired power is exponentially distributed

∣∣∣hUE−UEjd

∣∣∣2 ∼ exp(1), the expected
value of its inverse does not exist. We therefore exploit the concavity of log(1 + x)
to obtain log2

(
1 + E

[
SINRUE−UE

j

])
. We can write

E
[
SINRUE−UE

j

]
=
ˆ ∞

0
e−szE

[
exp

(
−szIjBS−UE

)]
E
[
exp

(
−szIjUE−UE

)]
dz,

where sz = z r
αd
d2d/γd. Since

(
hBS−UEj0

)H
is independent of wBS

k ,
∣∣∣∣(hBS−UEj0

)H
wBS
k

∣∣∣∣2 ∼
exp(1).

∣∣∣IjBS−UE∣∣∣2 is the superposition of K independent data streams, which im-

1The analysis in the subsequent sections also assumes g(r,A,B) to be concave.
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plies ∑K
k=1 2

∣∣∣∣(hBS−UEj0

)H
wBS
k

∣∣∣∣2 ∼ χ2
2K . For the D2D interference power

∣∣∣IjUE−UE∣∣∣2,
we have

∣∣∣hUE−UEjl

∣∣∣2 ∼ exp(1). To ensure tractability, we invoke Jensen’s inequality
once again to draw the expectation inside the exponential to obtain (3.11).

Similar to the analysis for cellular mode, we derive the expressions for uncondi-
tional SE of a UE in D2D mode as follows.

Lemma 3.4. The average SE of an arbitrary UE in D2D mode conditioned on the
location of interfering D2D UEs can be approximated in closed-form for αb = αd = 4
as

SEUE−UE
j |rjl (βjl1, βjl2) ≈ 1

R2
max

log2

(
1 + γdr

−4
d2d

βjl1 + γb/R4
max

)

+ 2
ln (2)

[√√√√ γb/R4
max

βjl2 + γdr
−4
d2d

tan−1


√√√√βjl2 + γdr

−4
d2d

γb/R4
max


−

√√√√γb/R4
max

βjl2
tan−1

(√
βjl2

γb/R4
max

)]
(3.12)

where βjl1 (ψ) = βjl2 (ψ) = 1 + γdψ and ψ = ∑N−K
l 6=d r−4

jl .

Proof. The proof follows by averaging (3.11) over rk0.

Proposition 3.2. The bounds on the unconditional average SE of a UE in D2D
mode SEUE−UE

j,LB ≤ SEUE−UE
j ≤ SEUE−UE

UB can be written in closed-form as

SEUE−UE
j,UB = SEUE−UE

j |rjl
(
βUBd , βLBd

)
, (3.13)

where βUBd = βjl1
(
ψUBd

)
with ψUBd = (N −K − 1)E [rkl]−4 and βLBd = βjl1

(
ψLBd

)
with ψLBd = (N −K − 1)E

[
r−4
kl

]
for the upper bound and

SEUE−UE
j,LB = SEUE−UE

j |rkl
(
βLBd , βUBd

)
, (3.14)

for the lower bound.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Prop. 3.1 with the exception that there
is a negative sign inside the second term of (3.12). It can be easily shown that for
g (rjl, A,B) , we have g (rjl, A1, B) ≤ g (rjl, A2, B) for A1 ≥ A2 or A1−A2 = γdr

−4
d2d >

0. Therefore, if we re-write SEUE−UE
j |rjl = T1 + T2, then T2 exhibits the opposite
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behavior of T1. It is concave in r−4
jl and convex in rjl. The coefficient (N −K − 1) in

ψ1 and ψ2 denotes the number of interfering D2D pairs, excluding the one on which
the performance is being measured.

3.4. Results and Discussion

Parameter Value
BS antennas M , Total users N 200, 100
BS coverage radius (Outer Rmax,
Inner Rmin)

200 m,
2m

D2D range rd2d 12 m
Path loss exponents: αc, αd 4, 4
Ratio of cellular and D2D SNR
(γb/γd)dB

30 dB

Table 3.1.: List of simulation parameters.

In this section, we present the evaluation procedure adopted to assess the per-
formance of the offloading mechanism. As a first step, we validate our analysis
in (3.6) and (3.11) with the help of Monte Carlo simulations in Figures 3.3a and
3.3b respectively. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1 unless stated
otherwise. The simulations are repeated for 104 network realizations and for each
realization, the SE is measured at an arbitrary UE operating in cellular or D2D
mode. The SE obtained from (3.6) and (3.11) and the simulations is averaged over
all the realizations and hence, the effect of link distances is also averaged out. We
study the average SE per UE as a function of the offload fraction µ = (N −K)/N .
Clearly, the analysis for both SEBS−UE

k and SEUE−UE
j is in good agreement with the

simulations for various transmit SNR2 values γb and γd. In addition, we study the
SE for the case when there is no noise, i.e. vBSk , vUEd = 0 or alternatively γd, γb →∞.
In that case, the analysis in (3.6) and (3.11) reduces to

lim
γb,γd→∞

SEBS−UE
k |rk0, rkl ≈ log2

(
1 +

γb/γd (M −K) r−αck0

K
∑N−K
l r−αdkl

)

2The variation in transmit SNRs γb = Pb/σ
2
BS and γd = Pd/σ

2
UE is governed by several parameters

including the BS and UE transmit powers Pb and Pd, the noise spectral density, etc. We
will implicitly treat the effect of these parameters by varying γb and γd directly to assess the
performance of our setup. To ensure a fair comparison, a fixed, positive ratio γb/γd is maintained.
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Figure 3.3.: Effect of the offload fraction on the SE of an arbitrary UE.

and

lim
γb,γd→∞

SEUE−UE
j |rj0, rjl ≈ log2

(
1 + r−αdd2d∑N−K

l 6=d r−αdjl + γb/γdr
−αc
j0

)
.

We observe that for low transmit SNR values γb and γd, SEBS−UE
k increases mono-

tonically, while there is a drop in SEUE−UE
j with the increase in µ. We refer to this

as the low-SNR (LS) regime. The rise in SEBS−UE
k with the increase in µ is because

as more UEs are offloaded to D2D mode, the number K of the cellular UEs inside
the cell decreases and the power allocated to each cellular UE by the BS increases.
The fall in SEUE−UE

j , on the other hand, is due to the increasing interference from
D2D UEs. This gap becomes more pronounced for higher values of γd. A different
behavior is observed for SEBS−UE

k in the high SNR (HS) regime; it closely resembles
the case when γd, γb →∞, i.e. the system is interference-limited. The SEBS−UE

k in
HS regime is initially quite high when no UEs are offloaded. At offload percentage
of 1%, the BS power is being distributed over N−1 UEs. Because of negligible D2D
interference, a smaller allocated power is still sufficient to counter the BS−UE link
path loss in the HS scheme. As more UEs are offloaded, the allocated power for the
cellular UE increases, but SEBS−UE

k decreases steadily. This is because the increase
in the BS power per UE is unable to cope with the increase in the D2D interference.
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After a certain fraction of UEs has been offloaded (µ ∼ 50%), SEBS−UE
k begins
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Figure 3.4.: Bounds on SEBS−UE
k and SEUE−UE

j from Prop. 3.1 and 3.2.

to rise again. This rise is now dominated by the increase in the allocated power
per cellular UE. The value of SEBS−UE

k at µ = 99% is lower compared to that at
µ = 1% because of the adverse effects of the aggregate D2D interference power. In
the rest of this chapter, we will focus on the LS regime as the HS regime is more
suited for a multi-cell environment, where inter-cell interference also plays a critical
role. An interesting observation from Figures 3.3a and 3.3b is that while SEBS−UE

k

monotonically increases in the LS regime and SEUE−UE
j monotonically increases,

there must exist an optimal offload fraction µ = µ∗ which maximizes Ctot.
After validation of our analysis, we study the accuracy of the bounds derived

in Prop. 3.1 and 3.2. Figure 3.4 shows that the bounds closely match SEBS−UE
k

and SEUE−UE
j from (3.6) and (3.11) respectively. The bounds are fairly tight es-

pecially for low values of γb and γd. For high values of γb and γd, the bounds on
SEUE−UE

j begin to deviate significantly while the bounds on SEBS−UE
k still remain

tight. The upper bound is tighter compared to the lower bound for both SEUE−UE
j

and SEBS−UE
k . For the rest of the discussion, we use the upper bounds SEUE−UE

j,UB

and SEBS−UE
k,UB to analyze the overall capacity Ctot.

We study the behavior of Ctot with respect to µ in Figures 3.5a-3.5c. We also
explore the impact of key design parameters on the optimal offload fraction µ∗ and
the corresponding Ctot. These parameters include, i) the number of antennas M at
the BS, ii) D2D link distance rd2d, and iii) the transmit SNRs γb and γd. From (3.8),
we see that the SE of cellular UE SEBS−UE

k increases with the increase in M , while
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the SE of D2D UE SEUE−UE
j in (3.12) does not depend on M . As M increases,

more and more UEs can be offlaoded to D2D mode as seen from Figure 3.5a. When
M=N=100, it is better to offload 75% UEs in D2D mode while only 6% UEs should
to be offloaded when M is increased to 400, while N = 100. Another important
observation is that the selection of µ is crucial for smaller M . We can see that when
M = N = 100, Ctot = 2 bps/Hz for µ = 3%, whereas Ctot = 10 bps/Hz for µ = 75%
giving 5 times better performance.
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Figure 3.5.: Effect of the number of antennas M , D2D link distance rd2d and γd
on Ctot and µ∗ = (N−K∗)/N: γb = 60dB.
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Figure 3.5b shows the effect of D2D link distance rd2d on Ctot and µ∗. The in-
crease in rd2d aggravates D2D link path loss and degrades SEUE−UE

j , while SEBS−UE
k

is independent of rd2d. We see that a high overall capacity Ctot can be achieved with
smaller values of rd2d and it is better to offload UEs in D2D mode if their respective
D2D transmitter is located close by. We further notice that even a slight increase
of a few meters in rd2d significantly reduces gains in Ctot from offloading, thereby
causing µ∗ to drop. As a consequence, the BS has to carefully evaluate the offloading
strategy based on the D2D link distances before scheduling UEs for transmission.

We also study the effect of γb and γd in Figure 3.5c. We observe from (3.8) and
(3.12) that as γb increases while γb/γd is fixed, both SEBS−UE

k and SEUE−UE
j increase

causing Ctot to rise. The increase in SEUE−UE
j , however, is more that the increase

in SEBS−UE
k as evident from Figures 3.3b and 3.4. This implies that with higher

SNR, more UEs should be offloaded to D2D mode to maximize Ctot. We see that
for a 10dB rise in γb and γd, up to 30% more UEs can be offloaded to maximize Ctot.

3.5. Conclusion

In this chapter we studied the performance gains achieved by employing network-
assisted D2D communication in a massive MIMO system. We consider a finite
number M of antennas at the BS, where M is larger than the number of UEs in the
cell. We derived closed-form expressions for the spectral efficiency of an arbitrary
UE in the cell in both D2D and cellular modes. Our results reveal that there exist a
trade off between the number of UEs a BS can offload and the maximum achievable
capacity of the cell. With careful selection of the offload fraction, the overall capacity
of the cell can be improved up to a factor of five.
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4 Offloading to D2D in a
Multi-cell Scenario with
Realistic Path loss Model

In this chapter, we employ the third generation partnership project (3GPP)
recommended path loss models for the analysis of cellular networks overlaid
with D2D communication and channel inversion power control in the uplink.
The 3GPP model accounts for the presence of line-of-sight (LoS), non-line-of-
sight (NLoS) and free space (FS) links. We develop tractable expressions for
the coverage and rate in cellular and D2D modes using tools from stochas-
tic geometry. Our theoretical work differs significantly from the traditional
methodology using simple power law path loss models. We demonstrate that
such classification of links significantly impacts the inference which can be de-
rived from the analysis for the design of overlaid D2D networks. In particular,
we show that, contrary to the previous findings, the area spectral efficiency
(ASE) of the network does not saturate with the increase in the density of
base stations (BS), but there exists an optimal mode selection threshold and
BS density, which maximizes the ASE.

4.1. Introduction

Currently available literature on D2D communication in the uplink (UL) focuses on
the analysis of spectrum sharing, interference mitigation, power control and mode
selection techniques [8,22,27]. However, the analytical findings and even simulations
in these works consider simplistic and idealized power law path loss model, where
the signal power attenuates according to r−α, where r is the distance separation and
α is the path loss exponent. In reality however, α depends on r and may increase
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with r. Considering a single path loss exponent for all distance separation may
greatly impact the computation of average received power and interference powers.
Furthermore, the presence of line-of-sight (LoS) and non-line-of-sight (NLoS) links
is also neglected in the simple path loss model. It is well established that trans-
missions from the user equipment (UE) face a lot of obstructions as the distance
to the intended receiver gets large because of the low antenna heights of the UEs.
This effect is worsened in urban environments where D2D communication is most
applicable. Therefore, it is necessary for a path loss model to distinguish between
cellular and D2D links.

Recent studies on the analysis of LoS and NLoS communication focus only on
single tier downlink cellular networks [47–50]. In this chapter, we build upon the
network model discussed in [27] for the overlaid D2D communication in the cellular
UL with channel inversion power control by employing practical path loss models
recommended by 3GPP for the transmissions from the UE to the BS in cellular
mode [51] and the transmissions from the UE to UE in D2D mode [52].

4.1.1. Contributions

The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We borrow tools from stochastic geometry to fully characterize and obtain
closed-form expressions for the average transmission power and coverage in
cellular and D2D modes under the realistic 3GPP propagation model.

• We observe that for a given noise floor, the cellular coverage in the baseline
model in [27] remains constant with the variation in BS density. But, our
enhanced model based on the 3GPP standards indicates otherwise and shows
that the cellular coverage in fact decreases with an increase in the BS density.

• The area spectral efficiency (ASE) of the network using the reference model
saturates after a certain BS density threshold and increasing the BS density
after that does not have any effect. On the contrary, our analysis with the
3GPP path loss model shows that there exists an optimal BS density, which
maximizes the ASE of the network.
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4.1.2. Organization

The remaining chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 outlines the hybrid net-
work setting. Section 4.3 discusses the preliminary analysis, which includes the
derivation of the expected power in cellular and D2D modes. Section 4.4 provides
the main results of cellular and D2D coverage. Section 4.5 verifies the analysis of
coverage with network simulations and discusses useful insights. Section 4.6 con-
cludes the chapter.

4.2. System Model

We consider a UL scenario of a single tier cellular network overlaid with D2D com-
munication and channel inversion power control. In this section, we briefly outline
the important device, link and network level parameters, which dictate the network
performance.

4.2.1. Spatial Model and Mode Selection

The BSs with intensity λb are placed inside a regular hexagonal grid. The transmit-
ting UEs are distributed in space according to a homogeneous Poisson point process
(HPPP) Φu ∈ R2 with intensity λu. We assume that only a fraction ε of the UEs
can participate in D2D communication. The intended receiver of each D2D enabled
user is placed at distance L from the user, where L is a Rayleigh distributed RV
with probability density function (PDF) fL(x) = 2πζx exp(−ζπx2), where ζ is an
arbitrary shape parameter. It is further assumed that the D2D enabled UE com-
municates in D2D mode only if the distance L is below a certain threshold rd2d,
otherwise cellular mode is selected. The probability of D2D mode selection is then
given as

P[L ≤ rd2d] = 1− exp(−ζπr2
d2d).

Because of the independent thinning property of the HPPPs [32], the UEs operating
in D2Dmode constitute an HPPP Φd ∈ R2 with intensity λd = ελu (1− exp(−ζπr2

d2d))
and the cellular UEs constitute a HPPP Φc ∈ R2 with intensity λc = (1−ε)λu exp(−ζπr2

d2d).

It is assumed that the cellular UEs are associated with the nearest BS. Notice
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that the transmitting D2D UE and its intended receiver may not be present in the
same cell due to the ad hoc nature of the D2D network. Without any loss of gener-
ality, the performance in cellular mode is measured at a typical BS in cellular mode
and a typical D2D receiver in D2D mode. For the sake of analytical tractability, we
exploit the stationarity property of HPPP. Therefore, in cellular mode, the typical
node is assumed to be at the origin. A similar process can be repeated to position
a typical D2D receiver at the origin by translating the PPP of the D2D receivers.
Figure 4.1 displays the network spatial model under consideration.

−1000 −500 0 500 1000

−1000

−500

0

500

1000

Figure 4.1.: Network model. Diamonds represent BSs placed in the center of a
regular hexagonal grid. The cellular UEs operating on a single channel are shown
by squares. All UEs operating in D2D mode are shown by dots. The circle
centered at each D2D UE represents its distance to the intended receiver. The
D2D receiver lies anywhere on the perimeter of this circle.

4.2.2. Propagation Model and Power Control

We consider that the radio signal experiences small-scale flat fading, which is com-
plemented by the attenuation due to the large scale path loss. We assume a Rayleigh
fading environment, where the channel power h(x1,x2) between arbitrary locations
x1,x2 ∈ R2 is an i.i.d unit-mean exponential RV. Because of the i.i.d channel gains,
we denote h(x1,x2) = h in the rest of the analysis. We adopt the path loss model
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specified by the 3GPP standard in [52]. Consequently, the path loss model for the
UE located at a distance x from its corresponding BS1 is given as

lc(x) =



Ac,lx
−αc,l

with probability PrLOSc (x)

Ac,nx
−αc,n

with probability 1−PrLOSc (x),
0 ≤ x ≤ rc,

Ac,nx
−αc,n x > rc,

(4.1)

where Ac,l and αc,l are the cellular LoS reference path loss and path loss expo-
nents respectively, Ac,n and αc,n are the cellular NLoS reference path loss and path
loss exponents respectively, rc is a constant based on practical measurements and
PrLOSc (x) is the probability of having a LoS link of the transmitting UE with the
BS at distance x. It is given as [49]

PrLOSc (x) =

1− x
rc

0 ≤ x ≤ rc,

0 otherwise.
(4.2)

The path loss model for the UE-UE link is slightly more involved and is given as

ld(x) =



Afsx
−αfs , 0 ≤ x ≤ rfs,

Ad,lx
−αd,l , rfs < x ≤ rD,

Ad,lx
−αd,l

with probability PrLOS
d

(x)

Ad,nx
−αd,n

with probability 1−PrLOS
d

(x),
x > rD.

(4.3)

where Afs, Ad,l and Ad,n are the free space, D2D LoS and D2D NLoS reference path
losses respectively; αfs, αd,l and αd,n are the free space, D2D LoS and D2D NLoS
path loss exponents respectively; rD is a constant based on measurements; rfs = q fc

is the free space distance which depends on the carrier frequency fc, where q = 2.56/c
m/Hz is a constant depending on UE’s antenna heights and the speed of light c;
PrLOSd (x) is the probability of having a LoS link between the transmitting UE and

1Here we assume x = ‖x1 − x2‖, x2 = o, x1 ∈ Φu.
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the UE at a distance x. It is given as

PrLOSd (x) =

1, rfs ≤ x ≤ rD,

rD
x

(
1− exp

(
− rD

x

))
exp

(
− rD

x

)
, x > rD.

(4.4)

We use the following non-linear approximation to simplify the expression for PrLOSd (x)
in (4.4):

PrLOSd (x) ≈

1, rfs ≤ x ≤ rd,

rd
x
. x > rd,

(4.5)

where rd = rD + v and v is a small displacement term.

4.2.2.1. Channel Inversion Power Control

The power received at a distance x in cellular or D2D mode (in the absence of noise)
can be quantified as P (i)

r = Pili(x)h, i = {c, d}, where Pi is the UE transmit power
in mode i. We adopt uplink channel inversion power control, where a transmitting
UE inverts the path loss to serve the intended receiver. This implies

Pi = ρil
−1
i (x), i = {c, d}. (4.6)

Here, ρi is the sensitivity of the receiver in mode i. The small scale fading gain is
not included in power control as it has little effect on the long term statistics and it
removes the need to estimate h at every transmission slot. Furthermore, we assume
that the links suffer from both co-channel interference and additive white Gaussian
noise at receiver front end.

4.2.3. Spectrum Access Model

We assume that the available spectrum is divided between D2D and cellular net-
works. Thus, the D2D transmitters operate in an overlay mode in a disjoint spec-
trum partition. This enables network operator to suppress the inter-tier interference
without sophisticated coordination mechanism. A fraction β of the bandwidth is
allocated to the D2D UEs, while the remaining 1 − β is allocated to the cellular
UEs. For cellular communication, there is no intra cell interference, i.e. only one
UE is transmitting on a given channel in a cell at the particular time.
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4.3. Transmit Power Analysis

Quantification of the average transmit power of UEs in cellular and D2D modes
is central for further performance analysis. More specifically, both coverage and
attainable rates are coupled with the average transmit power, which shapes the
received signal strength and co-channel interference. To this end, we first derive the
expected transmit power of the UEs in cellular mode.

Lemma 4.1. The average power of a UE in cellular mode with channel inversion
power control and 3GPP path loss model for UE-BS link is given as

E[Pc] ≈
[
ρ′c
Ac,l

(
ya2,l

a2,l
− ya3,l

a3,l

)
+ ρ′c
Ac,n

(
ya3,n

a3,n
− ya2,n

a2,n

)]
+ 2ρc (Ac,n)−1

a2,n (πλb)
αc,n

2
(4.7)

where ρ′c = 2πλbρc, y = min(rc, R) a2,j = (αc,j + 2) and a3,j = (αc,j + 3), j = {l, n}.

Proof. For tractability, we approximate the hexagonal cell with a circular cell of
same area 1/λb. The radius of the cells is then given as R = (πλb)−

1
2 . Taking

expectation of (4.6) over the distance gives E[Pc] =
´ R

0 ρcl
−1
c (x) fX(x) dx, where

fX(x) is the distribution of the distance of the UE from its BS. Since the tagged
user is uniformly distributed in πR2, fX(x) = 2x

R2 = 2πλbx. We get

E[Pc] = 2πλbρc
[
A−1
c,l

yˆ

0

(1− x

rc
)xαc,l+1dx+

A−1
c,n

rc

yˆ

0

xαc,n+2dx+ A−1
c,n

R̂

y

xαc,n+1dx

]
.

Solving the above integrals results in the expression in (4.7).

The following Lemma gives the expected transmit power of the D2D UEs.

Lemma 4.2. The average power of a UE in the D2D mode with channel inversion
power control and 3GPP path loss model for the UE-UE link is given as

E[Pd] = K

[
ω (yfs, 0, b1(αfs))

Afszb1(αfs)
+ ω (yd,yfs, b1(αd,l))

Ad,lzb1(αd,l)
+ rd ω (rd2d, yd, b2(αd,l))

Ad,lzb2(αd,l)

−rd ω (rd2d, yd, b2(αd,n))
Ad,nzb2(αd,n) + ω (rd2d, yd, b1(αd,n))

Ad,nzb1(αd,n)

]
, (4.8)

where yfs = min(rfs, rd2d), yd = min(rd, rd2d), z = πζ, K = zρd/1 − exp(−zr2
d2d),

b1(a) = 1+a/2, b2(a) = (1 + a) /2, ω(x1, x2, b) = Γ(zx2
1, b)−Γ(zx2

2, b) and Γ(x, a) =´ x
0 t

a−1exp(−t) dt, is the lower incomplete Gamma function.
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Proof. The proof is along similar lines as that for Lemma 4.1. The expected D2D
transmit power can be represented as

E[Pd] =
rd2dˆ

0

ρdl
−1
d (x) fL|L<rd2d(x) dx, (4.9)

where fL|L<rd2d(x) = fL(x)/1−exp(−ζπr2
d2d). Substituting (4.3) and (4.5) into (4.9)

and evaluating the piece-wise integral, we obtain E[Pd] in (4.8).

4.4. Analysis of Coverage and ASE

The SINR at the intended receiver is characterized as SINRi = ρih
Ii+σ2 , i = {c, d},

where σ2 is the noise power and Ii is the interference power at the receiver. Due
to the exponentially distributed channel power h, the probability that the SINR is
greater than a certain modulation dependent threshold is expressed as

Si(θi) = P [SINRi ≥ θi] = exp
(
−siσ2

)
LIi (si) , (4.10)

where si = θi
ρi

with i = {c, d}. LIi (si) is the Laplace transform of the interference.
It is evident from (4.10) that in order to fully characterize the cellular and D2D
coverage probabilities, we need to obtain expressions for LIc (sc) , and LId (sd). The
following theorem gives the Laplace transform of interference in the cellular mode.

Theorem 4.1. The Laplace transform of interference on the BS from the cellular
UEs outside the cell using the 3GPP path loss model for UE-BS link and channel
inversion power control is given as

LIc(sc) = exp
(
−2πλb

[
α−1
c,ny

2−αc,n

kc,n(1− δc,n)ξ1 (αc,n, kc,n, y) + 1
3rc

[
y3χ3(y)−R3χ3(R)

]
+1

2
[
y2ξ2 (αc,l, kc,l, y)−R2ξ2 (αc,l, kc,l, R)

]])
, (4.11)

where y = max (rc, R) , δc,n = 2/αc,n, kc,j = (scE [Pc]Ac,jρc)−1 , j = {l, n}, ξ1 (a, k, x) =
F2 1

(
1, 2/a; 1− 2/a;− (kxa)−1

)
, ξ2 (a, k, x) = F2 1 (1, 2/a; 1 + 2/a;−kxa) and

χ3(y) = ξ3 (αc,l, kc,l, y) + ξ3 (αc,n, kc,n, y) ,

where ξ3 (a, k, x) = F2 1 (1, 3/a; 1 + 3/a;−kxa) and F2 1 (a, b; c;x) is the generalized
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hypergeometric function.

Proof. The active interfering cellular users constitute a HPPP Φc,a with intensity
λb as only one interfering user is present in a cell. The interference in this case is
characterized as Ic = ∑

xm∈Φc,a\o Pcmhmlc (‖xm‖) . This implies

LIc (sc) = exp
−sc ∑

xm∈Φc,a\o
Pcmhmlc (‖xm‖)


(a)
≈ exp

−2πλb
∞̂

R

x

1 + (scE [Pc] lc (x))−1dx

 ,
where (a) follows from the probability generating functional (PGFL) of PPP [32]
and employing Jensen’s inequality for the expectation of power and averaging with
respect to the channel power. The lower limit of integration is the minimum separa-
tion distance between the typical BS and the nearest interfering user. Substituting
(4.1), (4.2), and (4.7) and evaluating the piece-wise integral gives the Laplace trans-
form in (4.11).

Corollary 4.1. For the realistic case of R > rc, y = R in (4.11) then LIC (sc)
reduces to

LIc (sc) = exp

−
δc,n (πλb)1/δc,n ξ1

(
αc,n, kc,n,

√
1
πλb

)
kc,n (1− δc,n)

 (4.12)

where δc,n = 2/αc,n.

We observe from (4.12) that when αc,n = αc and Ac,n = 1, LIc (sc) reduces to the
well-known expression for the Laplace transform of aggregate cellular interference
in [27], which is given as

LrefIc (sc) = exp
−δc (πλb)1/δc

kc (1− δc)
ξ1
(
αc, kc, (πλb)−1/2

) (4.13)

and kc =
(
scE

[
P ref
c

]
ρc
)−1

. The Laplace transform of aggregate interference for the
D2D links is given in the following theorem.
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Parameter Value
λb, λu, ζ, ε, β [1, 100, 15]/π5002, 0.5, 0.2
Ac,l, Ac,n 10−3.08, 10−0.27

Afs, Ad,l, Adn 10−3.302, 10−3.08, 10−0.27

αc, αc,l, αc,n 3.5, 2.42, 4.28
αd, αfs, αd,l, αd,n 4, 2.27, 4, 4.375
rc, rfs, rd, rd2d 300m, q(2GHz)m, 23m, 100m
ρc, ρd, σ

2 -70dBm,-70dBm,-100dBm
Table 4.1.: List of simulation parameters. The values of path loss exponents and
the reference path loss are taken from [52].

Theorem 4.2. The Laplace transform of interference on the typical D2D receiver
from other UEs transmitting in D2D mode using the 3GPP path loss model for
UE-UE link and channel inversion power control is given as

LId (sd) = exp
(
−πλd

[
r2
fsχ2(rfs) + r2

dξ2 (αd,l, kd,l, rd)

+2r2
dχ0 (rd) + r

2−αd,n
d

kd,n

ξ1 (αd,n, kd,n, rd)
(αd,n − 2)

])
, (4.14)

where, kd,j = (sdE [Pd]Ad,jρd)−1 , j = {fs, l, n}, χ2(rfs) = ξ2 (αfs, kfs, rfs)−ξ2 (αd,l, kd,l, rfs) ,
χ0(rd) = ξ0(αd,l,kd,l,rd)

kd,l(αd,l−1)rαd,ld

− ξ0(αd,n,kd,n,rd)
kd,n(αd,n−1)rαd,nd

and

ξ0 (a, k, x) = F2 1

(
1, 1/a; 1− 1/a;− (kxa)−1

)
.

Proof. The proof follows similar steps to the proof of Theorem 4.1 with the exception
that the interfering UEs include all active D2D UEs xm ∈ Φd and the minimum
separation distance between the typical receiver and the interfering UE is zero.

Similar to the analysis of Laplace transform of cellular interference, by setting
Ad,j = 1 and αd,j = αd, j = {n, l, fs} in (4.14), LId (sd) reduces to LrefId (sd) in [27],
where

LrefId (sd) = exp
(
− πλd
sinc(δd)

kδdd

)
(4.15)

and kd = sd E
[
P ref
d

]
ρd.
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4.5 Results and Discussion

4.5. Results and Discussion

The first step is to validate our analysis for the D2D and cellular coverage probabil-
ity using Theorem 4.1 and 4.2. We use the values listed in Table 4.1 unless stated
otherwise. For the network simulations, we generate a hexagonal grid cellular net-
work, where the area of each cell is 1/λb. The users are distributed uniformly in
each realization, where the number of users in each iteration is Poisson distributed
with parameter λu. Figures 4.2a and 4.2b show that the simulation results for
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Figure 4.2.: Coverage probability of a generic UE in cellular and D2D modes.

D2D and cellular coverage closely match our theoretical analysis. We also compare
our proposed model with the analysis in [27].

The plots reveal that the D2D coverage with the 3GPP path loss model signifi-
cantly deviates from the simplistic approach in [27]. This is because of the nonlinear
path loss model described in (4.5). The realistic cellular coverage in Figure 4.2b how-
ever, follows a similar trend as the cellular coverage in reference model in [27]. This
is because the cellular path loss exponent remains fairly constant for all users for
a small value of λb or alternatively a large macrocell. We can see from (4.1) that
when rc > R, PrLOSc (x) = 0 for all the interfering links and the Laplace transform
of cellular interference in (4.11) follows the same trend as (4.13).

The behavior of cellular coverage with the increasing BS density is studied with
the help of Figure 4.3a. The reference cellular coverage is not affected by the change
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Figure 4.3.: Effect of variation of BS intensity λb on the cellular coverage proba-
bility (left) and variation of mode selection threshold rd2d on the D2D coverage
probability (right).

in λb. This is due to the channel inversion power control, as the cell size goes small,
the interference power also decreases accordingly. This ideal behavior is not observed
in reality with the 3GPP path loss model and we see that as λb grows, the chances of
having LoS interference links also increases, which intensifies the interference power.
Hence, the probability of cellular coverage drops with the increase in λb.

Figure 4.3b shows the effect of varying the mode selection threshold on the D2D
coverage probability. The D2D coverage decays more steeply than the reference
when the mode selection threshold is increased. This is because as rd2d increases,
the number of D2D transmitters increases. In the case of the proposed model, it
also implies that the density of interfering UEs with free space path loss and LoS
also increases. The results on the realistic D2D coverage probability may not be as
optimistic as the previous findings however, we observe that with the suitable set of
parameters, D2D communication still results in better coverage prospects compared
to cellular communication.
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4.5.1. Area Spectral Efficiency

The ASE of the network under discussion is the sum of the rates of all active links
normalized over the transmission bandwidth and unit area. It is expressed as

T = λc(1− β)Rc + λdβRd, bps/Hz/m2 (4.16)

where Rc and Rd are the expected rates of the cellular and D2D links respectively and
β is the spectrum resource partition factor. Using Shannon’s capacity formulation,
the cellular rate per unit bandwidth can easily be expressed as Rc = E [1/N ]R′c,

where R′c = E [log2 (1 + SINRc)] and E [1/N ] = λb/λc

(
1 − exp

(
−λb/λc

))
is the

expectation taken over the number of active cellular usersN inside the cell (including
the tagged UE). The D2D rate is similarly expressed as Rd = E [log2 (1 + SINRd)] .
The ASE is then given as

T = λb(1− β)(1− exp(−λc/λb))R′c + λdβRd. (4.17)

The expectation for R′c and Rd are computed as

E [log2 (1 + SINRi)] =
ˆ

z>0

P [log2 (1 + SINRi) > z] dz

=
ˆ

z>0

P [SINRi > 2z − 1] dz

= log(2)
ˆ

z>0

(1 + z)−1Si(z) dz.

We wish to see how the variation in λb and rd2d impacts the ASE of our proposed
model and the reference model as the ASE is a function of both the D2D and cellular
coverage. Figure 4.4a shows that for the proposed coverage model, the ASE first
increases with an increase in λb and rd2d and attains a maximum value at a point
(λ∗b , r∗d2d) after which it decays. The increase with respect to rd2d is attributed
to the fact that initially, the activation of more D2D users offloads cellular traffic
and enables spatial frequency reuse. However, after a certain value of rd2d, the
interference due to further activation of D2D UEs becomes dominant and reduces
the ASE. Recall from Figure 4.3a that the increase in λb results in a decrease in
cellular coverage and hence R′c, but this decrease is initially overcome with the
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Figure 4.4.: ASE for various values of mode selection threshold and BS intensity.

increase in λb. But after a certain value of λb, the ASE beings to decrease. Any
variation in rd2d does not affect this optimal density λ∗b . This is because, Rc is
the only term in (4.17) which depends on λb and it is independent of rd2d. This,
however, is not the case for rd2d as it appears in both terms in (4.17). The optimal
point (λ∗b , r∗d2d) is obtained numerically and is equal to (200/π5002, 40m).

For the purpose of comparison, the ASE for the reference model is displayed
in Figure 4.4. A similar trend is observed with the variation in rd2d but a striking
difference is seen for the variation in λb. This is because, due to a simplistic path
loss assumption, the cellular coverage, and hence the cellular rate, does not change
with respect to λb and as λb grows, (4.17) converges to λc(1− β)R′refc + λdβR

ref
d as

lim
λb→∞

λb(1− exp(−λc/λb)) = λc.

4.6. Conclusion

This chapter analyzed the cellular networks overlaid with D2D communication in the
UL using path loss models recommended by the 3GPP and compared the coverage
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4.6 Conclusion

and area spectral efficiency (ASE) with the baseline model in [27], which uses a
simple power law path loss model and does not differentiate between the LoS, NLoS
and free space regimes. The realistic path loss model significantly impacts the
coverage and ASE results. A major difference is that our theoretical results confirm
that as the density of the BSs grows, there is no perfect interference cancellation as
suggested by the reference model in [27].
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5 Offloading to D2D in a
Multi-cell Scenario Based on
Content Availability

In this chapter, we develop a comprehensive analytical framework for an ap-
proach similar to the EPC-level discovery defined by the 3GPP, where the
BS is responsible for establishing and arbitrating D2D links based on the
content availability in proximate devices. We consider two different helper
selection schemes employed by the BS to establish D2D links. To model a
D2D communication link, we derive the probability of the UE to be served
in D2D mode and the distribution of the distance between an arbitrary user
and its ith neighboring D2D helper within the macrocell. We fully character-
ize the overall rate coverage probability and the average rate experienced by
an arbitrary user requesting a particular content. Our analysis reveals that
significant performance gains can be achieved with the help of information-
centric offloading compared to conventional cellular communication, especially
when popular contents are requested. However, enhancing D2D opportunities
for the users does not always result in better performance and the network
parameters have to be carefully tuned to harness maximum gains.

5.1. Introduction

Ubiquitous devices such as smart phones and tablets have fueled the demand for
data intensive applications, including ultra high-definition video streaming, social
networking and e-gaming. This puts significant pressure on the traditional cellular
networks, which are not designed to support such high data rates and reliability
requirements. As a consequence, current research on 5G wireless networks is geared
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towards developing intelligent ways of data dissemination by deviating from the
traditional host centric network architecture to a more versatile information-centric
architecture. Caching has already proved to be a promising way to reduce the con-
gestion in client-server model of communication in the wired domain. However, only
recently caching has been recognized as a key enabler of 5G networks in the wireless
domain as it is expected to potentially reduce the backhaul access cost in terms of
capacity, latency and energy consumption by turning memory into bandwidth [53].
Current statistics of wireless data traffic reveal that UE requests follow predictable
patterns and a number of duplicate multimedia content requests occur from the same
vicinity [54]. Therefore, UEs can leverage this trend to their advantage by accessing
the information pre-downloaded by their neighboring UEs using D2D communica-
tion. Mobile UEs in close physical proximity can exchange popular files without the
intervention of the base station [55]. This not only offloads the burden of duplicate
transmissions from the BS, but it also provides higher rates due to short range D2D
communication [56].

5.1.1. Contribution

In this chapter, we propose a new information-centric offloading mechanism, whereby
the macro BS (MBS) offloads the UEs to D2D mode if its requested content is present
in proximate devices. We focus on network-assisted D2D communication, where the
MBS establishes, manages and arbitrates a D2D connection [19]. According to the
3GPP standard, centralized device discovery for D2D is defined as evolved packet
core (EPC)-level discovery [5], where the UE locations and proximity information
can be estimated at the mobility management entity of the core network through
periodic updates and the GPS and location apps in smart phones. The network-
assisted device discovery ensures a better QoS and a more reliable service because
of the authentication and privacy mechanisms offered by the network operator. The
MBS maintains a record of the previously downloaded contents by the UEs in its
long-term coverage region and, based on this information, it schedules the appro-
priate D2D links between a UE and one of its neighboring D2D helpers. These
D2D helpers can be considered as idle UEs, which are not receiving any data form
the MBS in the current time slot. The D2D connection is subject to the content
availability and the employed helper selection scheme. We consider two different
helper selection schemes, namely, 1) nearest helper selection (NS): where the MBS
selects the D2D helper closest to the UE possessing the requested content and 2)
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uniform selection (US): where the MBS only checks for the content availability of a
single D2D helper selected at random. Figure 5.1 displays a simple example of the
scenario under consideration. The MBS examines its records for the arrived content
requests and schedules possible D2D transmissions. Here, User#1 is served by its
second nearest D2D helper, while User#2 is served by the MBS as none of its k
neighboring helpers have the content.

The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.

• For the information-centric offloading paradigm, we consider that the D2D
helpers are equipped with caches and may serve requesting UEs in their close
proximity. Even though we explicitly ignore the cost incurred in accessing
content from the core network, the MBS still encourages D2D communication
for the requesting UEs whenever feasible to reduce multiple duplicate requests
and to provide better coverage at the UEs. We derive expressions for the
probability that an arbitrary requesting UE is served in D2D mode by one of
its k candidate D2D helpers. These expressions are based on a given content
placement strategy at the D2D helper’s cache, cache size, helper selection
scheme (NS/US) and the requested content itself. We obtain bounds on this
probability and study its behavior as the number of candidate helpers k grows.

• With the help of our stochastic geometry framework, we derive the distribution
of distance between an arbitrary UE and its ith nearest D2D helper within
the cell using a disk approximation for a Voronoi cell. We show that this
approximation is fairly accurate for various values of i and compare it with
the distribution of distance between the requesting UE and its ith nearest D2D
helper not necessarily present inside the cell. We investigate the conditions in
which our derived distribution reduces to the unconstrained case.

• We characterize the coverage probability for the cellular and individual D2D
links. We also derive the probability that an arbitrary UE is in coverage for a
certain desired rate and content under the NS and US schemes. Our analysis
is validated with the help of network simulations.

• We explore the two important performance metrics, including the rate coverage
probability and the average rate experienced by an arbitrary UE requesting a
particular content c. We show the existence of an optimal number of candidate
D2D helpers k = k∗ that maximizes the rate coverage and the average rate.
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We also show that high performance gains (up to 9× the average throughput
experienced by an arbitrary UE) can be harnessed compared to conventional
cellular communication for most popular contents requests, skewed content
popularity and dense deployment of D2D helpers.

User#1

User#2D2D helper s
cache

Content Record at BS

Figure 5.1.: Illustration of cache-enabled coordinated D2D network. The MBS
pairs the requesting UEs with one of their k neighbors depending on the content
availability and helper selection scheme. If none of the k neighbors have the
content, the MBS serves the UE itself.

5.1.2. Related Work

Characterization of the performance of caching enabled cellular networks has been
widely studied in [23, 57, 58] to name a few. However, all these works make use
of the simplistic protocol model, where outage occurs if the intended receiver is
at a distance greater than a fixed distance from the transmitter or there is another
interfering transmitter present within the range of the receiver. The other approach,
which makes use of the physical model, is where the outage occurs on the basis of
the received signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR).

Stochastic geometry has been widely applied to analyze the physical layer met-
rics of the large scale wireless networks. For the case of cache enabled cellular
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networks, the dynamics of content popularity, propagation conditions and spatial
locations are employed in [59–66] to quantify the performance gains. The analysis
of rate and energy efficiency for single-tier cache enabled cellular networks is car-
ried out in [62] and [64]. An optimal content placement strategy is devised in [64],
which maximizes the rate coverage and the energy efficiency of the single-tier cellular
networks. The authors in [65] and [66] consider clustered D2D networks, which op-
erate in isolation from the underlying cellular network. In [65], the authors consider
clustering to mimic spatial content locality without explicitly considering content
popularity and storage. It is assumed that for a UE in a given cluster, there will
always be a device in that cluster with the requested content i.e., a D2D wireless link
is always established. The authors in [66] consider D2D devices with caching and
a Zipf type content popularity distribution. Here, clustering is considered so that
there are finite transmissions within the cluster multiplexed in time as in TDMA and
one link is active at a given time. In [63], the analysis is carried out with different
D2D transmitter selection schemes, but this work makes use of the same clustered
UEs model as in [65]. All these works do not take into account the coexistence
of D2D communication with cellular networks and that if D2D communication is
infeasible, the UEs can communicate with the MBS.

For the case of multi-tier analysis with caching, the authors in [60] and [61]
consider distributed caching, where a UE can access data from the caches of multiple
small BSs (SBSs) inside a cell. The UE is always served by its nearest SBS if the
content is available in the cache of any one of the SBSs within the cell. The authors
assume that the content transfer takes place among the SBSs. This is different from
our case as we cannot expect such level of cooperation between D2D helpers and
therefore need an explicit characterization of the distances of the individual D2D
helpers from the arbitrary UE.

The selection of cellular and D2D modes is studied for the uplink in [27] and [22].
In [27], the decision to transmit in D2D mode is based on the distance to the receiver
uniformly placed around the D2D transmitter, while in [22], it also depends on
the distance from the BS. Both of these approaches ignore the aspects of content
availability, popularity and storage.

Various content replacement policies and storage techniques are studied in [67–
69]. Reference [68] shows how updating a cache by evicting the least recently used
(LRU) content could provide performance gains. It is shown that least frequently
used (LFU) policy outperforms LRU [70]. Reference [69] explores how caches could
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be updated by exploiting social ties between UEs using transfer learning approach.
Reference [67] proposes coded caching for delay sensitive applications. In [71] and
[72], the authors explore the effect of geometric placement of caches to devise optimal
content placement strategies. A simpler, fixed-caching approach is adopted in [62,
66, 73] and [61], where the cache is not updated and the stored files are simply
considered to follow the popularity distribution.

5.1.3. Organization

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the
spatial setup, signal propagation, content popularity and caching models. The
information-centric offloading paradigm for both the NS and US schemes is ex-
plained in section 5.3. Section 5.4 provides the derivation of the distance between
an arbitrary UE and its ith nearest D2D helper within the cell. The distribution
of this distance is then used to characterize the overall coverage and the average
rate for the NS and US schemes in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 discusses the results and
validates our analysis with network simulations. Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.

5.2. System Model

We consider a cellular DL scenario of MBSs overlaid with D2D helpers. The MBS
schedules a requesting UE with one of its neighboring D2D helpers inside the cell if
the helper has the requested file. The network description and the key assumptions
now follow.

5.2.1. Spatial Model

According to the theory of HPPPs, the number of points Φ (A) of the point process
Φ inside a bounded Borel set A, in R2, is given as [35]

P[Φ (A) = n] = (λµ(A))n

n! exp (−λµ(A)) , (5.1)

where λ is the intensity of the HPPP and µ (A) =
´
A dx is the Lebesgue measure

on R2. For a disc of radius r in R2, µ (A) = πr2. We consider that the MBSs, D2D
helpers and the requesting UEs are distributed according to independent HPPPs
Φm, Φd, and Φu with intensities λm, λd and λu respectively, where λu, λd � λm.
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BS

D2D helpers

Requesting UE

Candidate D2D helpers

Figure 5.2.: Spatial model of the network: k = 4 candidate D2D helpers, λd =
10λm.

The requesting UEs are associated to the nearest MBS and the MBS association
region is defined as [31]

Cvi
def= {x ∈ R2 : ‖νi − x‖ < ‖νj − x‖, ∀ νi, νj ∈ Φm, i 6= j}, (5.2)

where Cvi represents a Voronoi cell of the MBS located at νi ∈ Φm
1. Without any loss

of generality, we measure performance at the requesting UE located at the origin.
This follows from the palm distribution of HPPPs and Slivnyak’s theorem [35].
The MBS selects one of the k closest D2D helpers inside its coverage region and
establishes a D2D link. A realization of the spatial setup is shown in Figure 5.2. We
note that the actual physically nearest D2D helper may lie in some other macrocell,
but the D2D pairs are constrained to exist within the same macrocell.

5.2.2. Propagation Model and Spectrum Access

We assume that both the cellular and D2D links experience channel impairments
including path loss and small-scale Rayleigh fading. The power received at the origin
from the MBS/ D2D helper located at z ∈ Φn, n = {m, d} is given as Pnh ‖z‖−α ,
where Pm and Pd are the transmit powers of the MBS and D2D helper respectively, α
represents the path loss exponent usually greater than 2 and h is the channel power.
We assume that h is a unit-mean exponential RV representing the squared-envelope

1We use the same notation to denote the the node itself and its location.
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of Rayleigh fading.
We consider inband overlaid D2D communication, where the available down-

link spectrum W is partitioned into orthogonal sub-bands Wm and Wd for cellular
and D2D communication respectively. The main motivation behind this overlaid
D2D communication is that no sophisticated interference management has to be
employed. For multiple access, we assume that MBS employs TDMA scheduling for
the UEs inside the cell. Therefore, at a given instant, there is at most one cellular
and one D2D UE inside the cell.

5.2.3. Content Popularity and Caching Model

The performance of caching is crucially determined by the content popularity dis-
tribution. It has been observed that the popularity of data follows a Zipf popularity
distribution where, the popularity of the cth content is proportional to the inverse
of cζ for some real, positive, skewness parameter ζ. It is mathematically represented
as [70]

pop(c) = ρc−ζ 1 ≤ c ≤ L, (5.3)

where ρ =
(∑L

l=1 l
−ζ
)−1

is the distribution normalizing factor and L is the file library
size. ζ = 0 corresponds to uniform popularity while a higher value of ζ results in a
more skewed distribution. Empirical evidence shows that the value for ζ normally
range between 0.6 to 0.8 for different content types including web, file sharing, UE
generated content (UGC) and video on demand (VoD) [70]. We consider that the
D2D helpers are equipped with caches of size Cd. All files are considered to have a
unit size. Our analysis can easily be extended for variable file sizes as each memory
slot will then contain a chunk of a file. We further assume that UE requests follow
the independent reference model (IRM) as introduced in [70]. According to the
IRM, the UE requests for a file in the library are independently generated following
the popularity distribution and there is no spatio-temporal locality, i.e. identical
contents have the same popularity in space and time [60].

Content Placement

When there is a set of candidate D2D helpers that can serve a single UE, the LFU
placement for all D2D helpers is not optimal. Such a scenario requires a collaborative
content placement strategy which takes into account the number and the locations
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of the D2D helpers [71, 72]. Investigating the optimal content placement strategy
for D2D helpers for this network setup is a research issue in itself and left for future
work. We consider a sub-optimal but tractable content placement strategy for the
D2D helpers to quantify the advantage of employing content-centric offloading on
D2D mode. We consider that each D2D helper stores the content c in each memory
slot independently according to the popularity distribution pop(c). The D2D hit
rate for content c, is then given as

hd(c) = 1− P[Content c not present in Cd slots]

= 1− [1− ρc−ζ ]Cd . (5.4)

5.2.4. Mode Selection

In the proposed framework, we consider that when a UE requests content c, the
MBS employs the NS or the US scheme to establish an appropriate D2D connection
for this UE. If the connection is not possible then the UE is served by the MBS.
The description of the NS and US schemes are describes as follows.

Nearest selection (NS)

The MBS examines the record of pre-downloaded contents as depicted in Figure
5.1. Out of the k closest candidate D2D helpers inside the cell for the requesting
UE, the MBS selects the nearest D2D helper that possesses the content c for D2D
connection. If none of the k nearest helpers have the content, the MBS serves the
UE.

Uniform selection (US)

The MBS randomly selects a D2D helper out of the k closest candidate D2D helpers
inside the cell for the requesting UE. If this helper has the requested content then
the D2D connection is established. Otherwise, the UE is served by the MBS. Even
though this scheme is computationally less intensive, it will be clear in the following
sections, that the performance is compromised with this random helper selection.

The motivation of considering the two schemes is as follows. Even though the
instantaneous received power from the nearest D2D helper may be low, the effect of
path loss outweighs the effect of small scale fading as it stays constant over a longer
period of time as formally proven for the case of single tier networks in Lemma
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1 of [74]. The assumption of nearest D2D helper providing maximum power in a
long-term sense is therefore appropriate. In contrast, the US scheme depicts the
average case helper selection because the link quality is completely neglected. We
now describe the technical details and the analysis of the NS and US schemes in the
following section.

5.3. Analysis of Information-Centric Offloading

The selection of the D2D helper for a requesting UE depends on the helper selection
scheme, the number k of candidate D2D helpers and the popularity of the requested
content itself. The first step is to derive the probability that a UE is served by its
ith nearest D2D UE (1 ≤ i ≤ k) under the NS and US schemes. This probability is
stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1. The probability that an arbitrary UE requesting content ’c’ is
served by its ith nearest D2D helper within the cell under NS and US schemes is
given by

pd,i,NS(c) =
3.54.5Γ(i+ 4.5) ηid F2 1

(
1, i+ 4.5; i+ 1; ηd

(ηd+3.5)

)
i! Γ (4.5) (ηd + 3.5)i+4.5 (1− hd(c))i−1 hd(c),

(5.5)

and

p
(k)
d,i,US(c) = 3.54.5

Γ (4.5)

[Γ(k + 5.5) ηk+1
d F2 1

(
1, k + 5.5; k + 2; ηd

(ηd+3.5)

)
k(k + 1)! (ηd + 3.5)k+5.5 + (5.6)

k−i∑
j=0

Γ(i+ j + 4.5)ηi+jd

(i+ j) (i+ j)! (ηd + 3.5)i+j+4.5

]
hd(c)

respectively, where ηd = λd/λm, i = {1, ..k}, Γ(a) is the complete Gamma function
and F2 1 (a, b; c;x) is the generalized hypergeometric function.

Proof. For the UE to be served by the ith nearest D2D helper, there must be at
least i D2D helpers inside the cell. In the NS scheme, the UE is served by the ith
helper if no closer helper has the requested content. This implies

pd,i,NS(c) = P [Nd > i] (1− hd(c))i−1 hd(c), (5.7)

where Nd is the number of D2D helpers in a Voronoi cell conditioned on covering
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the origin. Even though the exact statistics of a Voronoi cell are still unknown, the
probability mass function (PMF) of Nd can be well-approximated as [75]

P [Nd = j] = 3.54.5Γ(j + 4.5)ηjd
Γ(4.5) j! (ηd + 3.5)j+4.5 , (5.8)

where ηd = λd/λm. We use the equality in ((5.8)) because of the tightness of
approximation already established in [75]. Moving on, we obtain P [Nd > i] = 1 −∑i−1
j=0 P [Nd = j] and substitute this expression into (5.7) to get (5.5). For the US

scheme, the UE is served by the ith helper if it is uniformly selected and has the
requested content. This implies

p
(k)
d,i,US(c) = hd(c)

1
k
P [Nd > k] +

k−i∑
j=0

1
i+ j

P [Nd = i+ j]
 . (5.9)

Substituting the expressions for P [Nd > k] and P [Nd = i+ j] in ((5.9)) completes
the proof.

Corollary 5.1. The probability for an arbitrary UE requesting content c to be served
in D2D mode under the NS and US schemes is given as

p
(k)
d,NS(c) =

k∑
i=1

pd,i,NS(c), (5.10)

and

p
(k)
d,US(c) = p

(1)
d,US(c) = p

(1)
d,NS(c) = hd(c)

[
1− (1 + 3.5−1ηd)−4.5

]
. (5.11)

Proof. The probability of D2D mode under the NS scheme is a straightforward
summation of p(k)

d,i,NS(c) in (5.5) over i = {1, 2.., k}. For the US scheme, we follow
the complementary rule to obtain the overall probability of D2D mode. As the D2D
helper is selected first and then checked for available content, the probability of D2D
mode in the US scheme is essentially equal to hd(c) [1− P [Nd = 0]] , which is the
probability that there is at least one helper inside the cell and the uniformly selected
helper has the requested content. We therefore obtain (5.11).

Corollary 5.2. The bounds on p(k)
d,Π(c), Π ∈ {NS,US} with respect to ηd are given

as

p
(k)
d,NS(c) ≤ 1− hd(c)− (1− hd(c))k−1 (5.12)
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and

p
(k)
d,US(c) ≤ hd(c) (5.13)

where the equalities hold when λd � λm and ηd →∞.

Proof. For the NS scheme, P [Nd > i]→ 1 when ηd →∞ in (5.7), i.e. there are defi-
nitely at least i D2D helpers within the cell and (5.7) reduces to (1− hd(c))i−1 hd(c).
Similarly, for the US scheme, P [Nd > k]→ 1 and P [Nd = i+ j]→ 0, where i+j < k

and ηd → ∞. To show that the asymptotes also represent upper bounds, we prove
that (5.10) and (5.11) are strictly increasing in ηd using the first derivative test. We
have

∂

∂ηd
p

(k)
d,NS(c) = 3.54.5

Γ (4.5)hd(c)
k∑
i=1

Γ(i+ 4.5) ηi−1
d

Γ(i) (ηd + 3.5)i+4.5 (1− hd(c))i−1 (5.14)

and
∂

∂ηd
p

(k)
d,US(c) = 9

7
(
1 + 3.5−1ηd

)−5.5
hd(c), (5.15)

which are both positive in ηd.

Before moving on to further analysis, we study the behavior of the D2D mode
probability in Figures 5.3a and 5.3b. Figure 5.3a shows that p(k)

d,NS(c) sharply de-
creases as the requested content becomes less popular or the skewness parameter
ζ decreases. Figure 5.3b reveals that p(k)

d,NS(c) initially increases rapidly with the
increase in k, but diminishing gains are observed when k is further increased. On
the other hand, it is interesting to note that p(k)

d,US(c) is independent of k as already
established in (5.11). This is because increasing the candidate D2D helpers has no
impact on the likelihood of finding the requested content and the cache hit still
depends on the stored contents of one randomly selected helper. In Figure 5.3c,
we plot the D2D mode probabilities p(k)

d,Π(c) using the upper bounds from Corollary
5.2 and compare them for the actual values of p(k)

d,Π(c) in (5.10) and (5.11). The
deviation of p(k)

d,Π(c) from the bounds for the NS scheme becomes large as the value
of k increases, however, the bounds are fairly tight for ηd ≥ 10.
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Figure 5.3.: Effect of helper selection schemes Π ∈ {NS,US}, requested content c,
candidate D2D helpers k and popularity skewness parameter ζ on the probability
of D2D mode.

5.4. Distance to the ith Nearest D2D Helper
Within a Macrocell

One of the main contributions of this work is to characterize the distribution of the
distance between the typical UE and the ith nearest D2D helper within the macro
cell. It is a well-known fact that the distance between the nearest neighbors for a
2-D Poisson process is Rayleigh distributed and this has been widely adopted for
the stochastic geometry analysis of cellular networks [22, 27], [31, 62]. In our case,
however, the MBS only keeps a record of the files stored in the memory of D2D
helpers within its coverage region. Therefore, it can only connect the requesting
UE with the helpers within its cell. Figure 5.2 illustrates that in our spatial setup,
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the ith nearest D2D helper is not always within the macrocell. Hence, this adds
a layer of complexity to our model as the distance is no longer independent of the
geometrical attributes of the cell, including its shape and size.

The distribution of the exact shape and size of a typical Voronoi cell in a 2-D
Poisson Voronoi tessellation is still unknown. In their analysis of bivariate Poisson
processes in [76], Foss and Zuyev make use of the maximal disk approximation for
the Voronoi cell. The maximal disk, Bmax, is the largest disk inscribing the Voronoi
circle. The exact characterization of the distribution of the radius X of Bmax is
straight forward as it is the probability that there is no other BS at a distance 2x
from the tagged BS and is expressed as P[X ≥ 2x] = exp (−4λmπx2) . This implies
that

fX(x) = 8λmπx exp(−4λmπx2). (5.16)

We utilize the maximal disk approximation for the Voronoi cell to derive the dis-
tribution of the distance between the typical UE and its ith nearest D2D helper.
It is important to mention that the maximal ball approximation is based on the
properties of a typical Voronoi cell and not the on Voronoi cell covering the origin
(typical UE) as considered in Prop. 5.1. For characterizing the distance distribution
in this section, we will make use of the typical Voronoi cell assumption. As will be
shown in the later sections, the impact of this assumption in negligible. The follow-
ing Lemmas provide some useful preliminary results which are necessary conditions
for the characterization of the distance distribution.

Lemma 5.1. Given that a UE at a distance Y from the typical MBS lies inside
Bmax, the radius X̂ = {X : X ≥ Y } of the resulting Bmax is distributed as

fX̂(x) = 8λmπ
pin

x
[
exp(−4λmπx2)− exp(−5λmπx2)

]
x > 0, (5.17)

where fY (y) = 2λmπy exp(−λmπy2) and pin = P [X ≥ Y ] is the probability that the
UE lies inside Bmax. It is a constant and is given as

pin = 1/5. (5.18)

Proof. The CCDF of the radius X̂ of Bmax conditioned on having the UE at a
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distance Y can be written as

FX̂(x) = P [X ≥ x|X ≥ Y ]

= P [X ≥ x,X ≥ Y ]
P [X ≥ Y ] = P [X ≥ max(x, Y )]

P [X ≥ Y ]

= 1
P [X ≥ Y ]

[ˆ x

0
FX(x)fY (y) dy +

ˆ ∞
x

FX(y)fY (y) dy
]
,

where FX(g) =
´∞
g
fX(x) dx = exp (−4λuπg2). The probability pin = P [X ≥ Y ]

that a UE lies inside Bmax can be written as
´∞

0 [1− FX(y)] fY (y) dy, where FX(y) =´ y
0 fX(x) dx. As we know that the cellular link distance Y is Rayleigh distributed
[31], we can easily obtain (5.18). Differentiating FX̂(x) = 1−FX̂(x) with respect to
x gives (5.17).

Lemma 5.2. The probability that there are at least i D2D helpers inside Bmax which
also contains a UE at a distance Y is given as

p
(i)
Nd

= 5(1 + 4η−1
d )−i − 4(1 + 5η−1

d )−i. (5.19)

Proof. Given a disk Bmax with radius X̂, the probability that there are at least i
D2D helpers inside the disk is given as

P
[
Nd ≥ i|X̂

]
= 1−

i−1∑
j=0

(λdπx2)j

j! exp
(
−λdπx2

)
= 1− Γ(i, λdπx2)

Γ(i) .

Averaging over X̂, we obtain

p
(i)
Nd

=
∞̂

0

[
1− Γ(i, λdπx2)

Γ(i)

]
fX̂(x) dx. (5.20)

Simplification after evaluating the integral yields (5.19).

We now give the distribution of distance in the following Theorem.

Theorem 5.1. The distribution of the distance between the typical UE and its ith
nearest D2D helper within the cell can be well approximated using the inscribed disk
approximation for a Voronoi cell and is given as

fRi(r) ≈
fi,2(r)κ(r) +

´∞
0

´ a2
a1
fi,1(r, y, x) fX(x) dx fY (y) dy

(1 + 4η−1
d )−i − 4

5(1 + 5η−1
d )−i

(5.21)
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where,

fi,1(r, y, x) = λid
Γ(i)∇(r, y, x)i−1∇′(r, y, x) exp(−λd∇(r, y, x)), (5.22)

fi,2(r) = 2(λdπ)i

Γ(i) r2i−1exp(−λdπr2), (5.23)

and

κ(r) = 1
5exp

(
−4λmπr2

)
− 4
√
π

5 βr exp
(
−4 (βr)2

)
erfc (4βr) , (5.24)

where, ∇(r, y, x) = r2 arccos
(
ω1

2y r

)
+x2 arccos

(
ω2

2y x

)
− 1

2

√
4y2x2 − ω2

2, ω1 = r2 +y2−
x2, ω2 = x2 + y2 − r2, ∇′(r, y, x) is the derivative of ∇(r, y, x) with respect to r,
β =

√
λmπ

5 a1 = max(y, r − y) and a2 = r + y.

Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.1.
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Figure 5.4.: Effect of varying ηd on T1(r) and T2(r): i = 1.

The expression in (5.21) is validated with network simulations in Section 5.6. Be-
fore further analysis, we develop some insights on the derived distance distribution in
(5.21). We can write fRi(r) = T1(r)+T2(r), where T1(r) =

´∞
0
´ a2
a1

fi,1(r,y,x) fX(x)fY (y) dx dy
(1+4η−1

d
)−i− 4

5 (1+5η−1
d

)−i

and T2(r) = fi,2(r)κ(r)
(1+4η−1

d
)−i− 4

5 (1+5η−1
d

)−i . We wish to see how the density of MBSs impacts
T1(r) and T2(r) and in turn fRi(r).
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Corollary 5.3. For sparse networks, i.e. when λm → 0(ηd → ∞), fRi(r) reduces
to the distribution of distance to the unconstrained nearest D2D helper and is given
by (5.23).

Proof. Referring to Appendix A.1, we see that when λm → 0, x � r and b(o, r)
almost surely lies inside Bmax. This in turn implies that T1(r) → 0. However, as
λm → 0, T2(r) reduces to fi,2(r) as κ(r)/((1+4η−1

d
)−i− 4

5 (1+5η−1
d

)−i)→ 1.

Figure 5.4 reinforces the result in Cor. 5.3. We compare (5.21) with the uncon-
strained distribution of distance to the ith nearest neighbor fi,2(r) in (5.23). We
see from Figure 5.4c that when the network is sparse, i.e. the cell size is large com-
pared to the number of D2D helpers, then the term T2(r) dominates fRi(r) and the
distribution of the distance to the ith nearest neighbor essentially approaches that
of the unconstrained case. This conclusion can be intuitively explained as we would
expect that for very large cell sizes, the ith nearest D2D helper will reside in the
same macrocell. However, as the ηd decreases, T1(r) begins to increase and cannot
be ignored that is, when (5.21) begins to significantly deviate from (5.23) as obvious
from Figure 5.4a.

5.5. Performance Analysis under NS and US
schemes

To assess the performance of cellular networks enhanced with coordinated D2D
communication, we define the following quality-of-service (QoS) parameters.

5.5.1. Rate Coverage Probability

The rate coverage probability is the probability that an arbitrary UE requesting
content c experiences the desired rate Rdes or higher in mode n ∈ {m, d} , where m
and d correspond to cellular and D2D modes respectively. We formally define the
overall coverage probability as follows.

Definition 5.1. The overall rate coverage probability R(k)
Π (c) of an arbitrary UE
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requesting content c under the Π ∈ {NS,US} scheme is written as

R(k)
Π (c) = (1− p(k)

d,Π(c))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Probability of cellular mode

.

Cellular rate coverage︷ ︸︸ ︷
R(k)
m,Π + p

(k)
d,Π(c)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Probability of D2D mode

.

D2D rate coverage︷ ︸︸ ︷
R(k)
d,Π(c) ,

(5.25)

where R(k)
n,Π is the probability of coverage in mode n ∈ {m, d} for a given value of k

and p(k)
d,Π(c) and

(
1− p(k)

d,Π(c)
)
are respectively the probabilities for a requesting UE

to be served in D2D and cellular modes.

The description of rate coverage in cellular and D2D modes is given in the
following subsections.

Cellular Mode

Using Shannon’s capacity formulation, the rate coverage experienced by the UE in
cellular mode can be characterized as

R(k)
m,Π = E

[
P
[
Wm

Num,Π

log2(1 + SINRm) > Rdes

]]
, (5.26)

where, SINRm = Pmh y
σ2+Im is the singal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) ex-

perienced by the UE in cellular mode, Pm is the transmit power of the MBS, y
is the distance separation between the UE and the associated MBS and Im =
Pm

∑
νj∈Φactm \ν0 gj ‖νj‖

−α is the aggregate inter-cell interference from all the active
MBSs constituting Φact

m while excluding the MBS ν0 inside the typical cell. ‖νj‖ is
the distance between the typical UE and the interfering MBS νj and gj is the power
gain due to Rayleigh fading at the interfering link. Furthermore, Wm is the cellular
bandwidth and Num,Π is the number of requesting UEs inside the macrocell in cellu-
lar mode under the Π ∈ {NS,US} scheme including the typical UE. Without loss
of generality, we assume the time slot of 1s. Because of TDMA operation, each UE
in cellular mode gets 1/Num,Π of the time slot for communication. Since the number
of UEs inside the cell is Poisson distributed and mode selection is independent of
the location of requesting UEs, the UEs in cellular mode also constitute a HPPP
Φm,Π with intensity λum,Π = λu(1 − p(k)

d,Π), where p(k)
d,Π = ∑L

c=1 p
(k)
d,Π(c)pop(c) is the

probability of D2D mode in (5.10) averaged over all content requests. We adopt
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the mean load approximation as described in [77] for tractability and replace the
random variable Num,Π in (5.26) with its average value such that

E [Num,Π ] = 1 + 1.28ηum,Π , (5.27)

where ηum,Π = λum,Π/λm.
Rearranging the terms in (5.26), we get

R(k)
m,Π = E [P [SINRm > τm]] , (5.28)

where R(k)
m,Π represents the SINR coverage probability for the threshold

τm = 2RdesE[Num,Π]/Wm − 1. (5.29)

Before moving on to the analysis of rate coverage, we first derive the probability
for a generic MBS to serve at least one UE inside its macrocell in the following
Lemma. This result is particularly useful in analyzing the aggregate interference at
the typical UE in cellular mode.

Lemma 5.3. The probability that the MBS of an arbitrary macrocell serves at least
one UE when Π ∈ {NS,US} helper selection scheme is employed can be represented
as

pintm = 1−
(
1 + 3.5−1ηu

(
1− p(k)

d,Π

))−3.5
, (5.30)

where ηu = λu/λb and p(k)
d,Π = ∑L

c=1 pop(c) p
(k)
d,Π(c) is the probability of a UE in D2D

mode.

Proof. For a macrocell with Nu = j UEs, the probability that the MBS serves at
least one out of j UEs inside the cell is equal to 1− P [all j UEs are in D2D mode]
because mode selection occurs independently for every UE. We therefore write

pintm | (Nu = j) = 1−
(
p

(k)
d,Π

)j
, (5.31)

where p(k)
d,Π is obtained by averaging (5.10) and (5.11) with respect to c, which is

distributed according to pop(c). The PMF of the number of UEs in an arbitrary
macrocell is given as P [Nu = j] = 3.53.5Γ(j+3.5)ηju

Γ(3.5) j! (ηu+3.5)j+3.5 . Averaging (5.31) with respect
to Nu gives (5.30).
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It is interesting to note that when p
(k)
d,Π = 0 in (5.30), i.e. there is no D2D

communication, pintm = (1 + 3.5−1ηu)−3.5
, which is the traditional MBS activation

probability. When the typical UE is served by the MBS in cellular mode, the
probability of coverage is given by the following proposition.

Proposition 5.2. Given that the typical UE is served in cellular mode, the rate
coverage probability R(k)

m,Π under the Π ∈ {NS,US} scheme can be expressed as

R(k)
m,Π = 2πλm

ˆ ∞
0

exp
(
−πλm

[
y2 + 2pintm δ (sm, y, α)

]
− smσ

2

Pm

)
y dy, (5.32)

where, sm = τmy
α, δ (sm, y, α) = smy2−α/(2−α) F2 1 (1, ᾱ; 1 + ᾱ;−smy−α) and ᾱ =

1− 2/α.

Proof. The proof is the same as the downlink SINR coverage probability in [31], with
the exception that the resulting process of active MBSs Φact

m is a HPPP thinned with
probability pintm as mode selection process depends on the content availability and
not on the location. The effective intensity of the active MBSs is then λintm = λmp

int
m .

This completes the proof.

Corollary 5.4. The rate coverage probability in cellular mode can be simplified for
α = 4 as

R(k)
m,Π = π3/2λm

2√ρ2
exp

(
ρ2

1
4ρ2

)
erfc

(
ρ1

2√ρ2

)
, (5.33)

where ρ1 = πλm
[
1 + pintm

√
τm tan−1

(√
τm
)]

and ρ2 = τmσ2/Pm.

Proof. When α = 4, δm (sm, y, 4) = √
sm/2 tan−1

(√
smy

−2
)
and (5.32) reduces to

R(k)
m,Π = 2πλm

ˆ ∞
0

exp
(
−ρ1y

2 − ρ2y
4
)
y dy.

Solving the integral gives (5.33).

We notice from (5.33) that when pintm → 1, (5.33) reduces to (14) in [31], which
is the probability of coverage for the case when the UE is only served by the MBS
and there is no D2D communication.
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D2D Mode

Following the similar procedure, we express the rate coverage probability of a UE
served by its ith nearest D2D helper in D2D mode as

R(k)
d,i,Π = E

[
P
[
Wd

Nud,Π

log2(1 + SINRd,i) > Rdes

]]
= E [P [SINRd,i ≥ τd]] , (5.34)

where

τd = 2RdesNud,Π/Wd − 1, (5.35)

SINRd,i = Pdh r
−α

σ2+Id
, is the SINR experienced by the UE in D2D mode, Pd is the

transmit power of the D2D helper, Ri = r is the distance separation between the
UE and the associated ith nearest D2D helper and Id = Pd

∑
zj∈Φint

d
\zi gj ‖zj‖

−αis the
aggregate interference power from the other active D2D helpers, which is the sum
of powers from the active D2D helpers constituting Φint

d excluding the D2D helper
zi serving the typical UE. Note that gj is the channel power for the interfering link
j. Furthermore, Wd is the bandwidth reserved for D2D communication and Nud,Π

is the number of UEs inside the macrocell in D2D mode, where according to the
mean load approximation

E [Nud,Π ] = 1 + 1.28ηud,Π (5.36)

and ηud,Π = λud,Π/λm and λud,Π = p
(k)
d,Πλu is the intensity of UEs in D2D mode.

We now move on to characterize the rate coverage probability experienced by a
UE in D2D mode. But, before that, we present an important preliminary result in
the following Lemma.

Lemma 5.4. The probability that there is at least one UE being served in D2D mode
under the Π ∈ {NS,US} scheme can be written as

pintd = 1−
(
1 + 3.5−1ηup

(k)
d,Π

)−3.5
. (5.37)

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.3 with the exception that we
now have pintd | (Nu = j) = 1−

(
1− p(k)

d,Π

)j
, which is the probability that there is at

least one UE inside the macrocell operating in D2D mode.
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Proposition 5.3. Given that the typical UE is served in D2D mode, the probability
of rate coverage under the NS and US schemes can be expressed as

R(k)
d,Π(c) =

∑k
i=1 p

(k)
d,i,Π(c)R(k)

d,i,Π

p
(k)
d,Π(c)

, (5.38)

where R(k)
d,i,Π is the rate coverage probability when the typical UE is served by the ith

nearest D2D helper and is given as

R(k)
d,i,Π ≈

∞̂

r=0

exp
(
−2πλintd sdEQ [δ(sd, q, α)]− sdσ

2

Pd

)
fRi(r) dr, (5.39)

where sd = τdr
α, fQ(q) = 2πλintd q exp(−λintd πq2) and λintd = pintd λm is the density of

active D2D helpers.

Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.2

Corollary 5.5. For the case of α = 4, the coverage probability for a UE served by
its ith nearest D2D helper can be simplified as

R(k)
d,i,Π ≈

∞̂

r=0

exp
(
−πλintd

√
sd tan−1

(
4λintd

√
sd
)
− sdσ

2

Pd

)
fRi(r) dr. (5.40)

Proof. When α = 4, δ (sd, q, 4) = √
sd/2 tan−1

(√
sdq
−2
)
. To compute EQ [δ(sd, q, 4)] ,

we exploit the properties of the function δ̃ (q) = tan−1
(√

sdq
−2
)
. This function is

concave in q for the range 0 < q < q0 and convex for q > q0. Here, q0 =
(
sd
3

)1/4
is the

point of inflection for δ̃ (q). To simplify the analysis, we make use of Jensen’s inequal-
ity to shift the expectation inside δ̃ (q) to obtain an approximation. We therefore
get EQ [δ(sd, q, 4)] ≈ √sd/2 tan−1

(√
sdEQ [q]−2

)
, where EQ [q] = 4λintd . Substituting

this expression in (5.39) completes the proof.

5.5.2. Average Rate

Using a similar exposition as in the previous subsection, we define the average rate
as follows.

Definition 5.2. The average rate T (k)
Π (c) experienced by an arbitrary UE requesting
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content c under the NS and US schemes can be expressed as

T (k)
Π (c) = (1− p(k)

d,Π(c))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Probability of cellular mode

.

Average cellular rate︷ ︸︸ ︷
T (k)
m,Π(c) + p

(k)
d,Π(c)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Probability of D2D mode

.

Average D2D rate︷ ︸︸ ︷
T (k)
d,Π(c) bps,

(5.41)

where p(k)
d,Π(c) and

(
1− p(k)

d,Π(c)
)
are the probabilities for D2D and cellular commu-

nication respecitvely and T (k)
n,Π(c) is the average rate experienced by the UE in mode

n ∈ {m, d}, which is written as

T (k)
n,Π(c) = WnE

[
log2(1 + SINRn)

Nun,Π

]
.

The average rate in cellular mode is characterized in the following Proposition.

Proposition 5.4. The average rate experienced by an arbitrary UE requesting con-
tent ’c’ in cellular mode under the Π = {NS,US} scheme is expressed as

T (k)
m,Π(c) = Wm (1 + 1.28ηum,Π)−1 T (k)

m,Π (5.42)

where

T (k)
m,Π(c) = E [log2(1 + SINRm)] (5.43)

is the average link spectral efficiency (LSE) measured in bps/Hz of the UE served in
cellular mode.

Proof. Since the number of UEs in cellular mode does not affect the SINR of an
individual UE, we can write

T (k)
m,Π(c) = WmE

[
N−1
um,Π

]
T (k)
m,Π , (5.44)

where T (k)
m,Π =

´∞
0 log (2)−1 (1 + z)−1 P [SINRm ≥ z] dz is the LSE of the UE, We

use the mean load approximation E [Num,Π ]−1 ≈ E
[
N−1
um,Π

]
to represent the average

fraction of time slot available for a UE for cellular communication. Substituting
these expressions in (5.44) results in (5.42) .

The following proposition presents the average rate in D2D mode.
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Parameter Description Value
α Path loss exponent 4
λm, λd, λu MBS, D2D helper and UE density [10, 100, 200]/π5002

ζ Popularity skewness parameter 0.8
c, L Requested content, Library size 1, 103

Cd D2D cache size 20
Wm,Wd Cellular and D2D bandwidth [7, 3] MHz
Pm, Pd Cellular and D2D transmit power [30, 23] dBm
Rdes Desired UE data rate [0.1, 1] Mbps
σ2 Noise power -110 dBm

Table 5.1.: List of simulation parameters.

Proposition 5.5. Given that the typical UE is served in D2D mode, the average
rate experienced by the UE requesting content ’c’ under the Π = {NS,US} scheme
can be expressed as

T (k)
d,Π(c) = Wd

(
1 + 1.28ηud,Π

)−1
T (k)
d,Π(c), (5.45)

where

T (k)
d,Π(c) =

∑k
i=1 p

(k)
d,i,Π(c)T (k)

d,i,Π

p
(k)
d,Π(c)

, (5.46)

is the average LSE of a UE in D2D mode requesting content c and T (k)
d,i,Π = E [log2(1 + SINRd,i)].

Proof. The proof follows the same procedure as that of Prop. 5.4, The average D2D
rate can be written as

T (k)
d,Π(c) = WdE

[
N−1
ud,Π

] ∑k
i=1 p

(k)
d,i,Π(c)T (k)

d,i,Π

p
(k)
d,Π(c)

,

where

T (k)
d,i,Π =

ˆ ∞
0

log (2)−1 (1 + z)−1 P [SINRd,i ≥ z] dz

is the LSE of a UE in D2D mode served by its ith nearest D2D helper, p(k)
d,i,Π(c) is

the probability of being served by the ith helper and denominator term p
(k)
d,Π(c) is

the probability that the UE is served in D2D mode. Employing the mean D2D load
approximation E [Nud,Π ]−1 completes the proof.
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5.6. Results and Discussion

In this section, we will give some key results and verify our analysis with Monte
Carlo simulations. The values of the simulation parameters used in plotting the
results are listed in Table 5.1 unless stated otherwise. For our simulation setup, the
MBSs, D2D helpers and UEs are distributed according to HPPPs with intensities
λm, λd and λu respectively in a circular area of radius 1 km. The performance is
measured at the typical UE at the origin.

5.6.1. Validation with Monte Carlo simulations

We first validate the distribution of distance to the ith nearest D2D helper derived
in Theorem 5.1 for various values of i. For the simulations, we ignore the realizations
in which the number of D2D helpers is less than i in the typical cell. In case of the
disk approximation, the realizations in which the typical UE lies outside Bmax, or
there are less than i D2D helpers inside Bmax, are all ignored. Figure 5.5 shows
that the disk approximation accurately captures the distance distribution for all
values of i, while the unconstrained nearest neighbor distribution in (5.23) does not
encapsulate the behavior of the distance distribution and the deviations from the
actual distribution become large as the value of i increases.
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Figure 5.5.: Distribution of the distance to the ith nearest D2D helper from the
tagged UE within the Voronoi cell, where λm = 20/π5002, and λd = 200/π5002.

In Figure 5.6, we validate our analysis for the link SINR coverage probability
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in cellular and D2D modes by plotting R(k)
m,Π and R(k)

d,i,Π from (5.33) and (5.39)
when τm and τd take arbitrary values. It is evident from the figure that the cellular
coverage R(k)

m,Π accurately matches the simulations. For the case of D2D links,
we observe that the analysis using disk approximation is in good agreement with
the simulations of the actual coverage for various values of i. The small difference
between the analysis and simulations using the disk approximation is due to the equi-
dense HPPP approximation for the D2D interferers used in the analysis. Expectedly,
we observe thatR(k)

d,i,Π drops with the increase in i for all values of τd. This is because,
as i increases, the distance between the transmitting D2D helper and the typical
UE increases, thereby aggravating the path loss. This suggests that selecting a
farther helper may result in poorer coverage compared to the cellular coverage and
therefore, helper selection plays a crucial role in determining the performance of the
system. It may not be obvious at first, but it is interesting to note that R(k)

d,i,US is
slightly higher than R(k)

d,i,NS for any given τd. This is because, when the desired link
for both the NS and US schemes is fixed to the ith nearest helper, the only difference
arises in the interference characteristics pertaining to the two schemes. We see from
(5.11) that the probability of an arbitrary UE to operate in D2D mode is capped
at p(k)

d,US(c) = p
(1)
d,NS(c). This implies that the fraction of active D2D helpers pintd in

(5.37) and in turn the density of active D2D helpers λintd will always be small for
the US scheme compared to the NS scheme for any k > 1. Hence, the link coverage
improves due to reduced interference in the US scheme. We also plot the simplified
rate coverage expression in (5.40) presented in Corr. 5.5 and observe only a small
deviation compared to the analysis in (5.39).

Figure 5.7 validates the overall coverage probability for a UE in D2D mode
R(k)
d,Π(c), Π ∈ {NS,US} given in (5.38) for arbitrary values of τd. For each simulation

trial, k closest D2D helpers are first checked for content availability. The content
availability (c = 1 in this case) is a Bernoulli event with probability hd(c). Out of
the candidate D2D helpers (if there are any), the helper is selected either uniformly
(US scheme) or closest to the typical UE (NS scheme). We observe that even though
the individual link coverage is better in the US scheme compared to the NS scheme,
the overall coverage for the US scheme is poor compared to the NS scheme. While
R(k)
d,NS(c) is robust to changes in k, R(k)

d,US(c) drops significantly with the increase
in k. This is because, the probability of helper selection pd,i,NS(c) under the NS
scheme is independent of k and the closest helper is always given priority whereas,
all helpers are treated equally in the US scheme.
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Figure 5.6.: Probability of coverage when a typical UE is served by the MBS or
the ith nearest D2D helper: k = 4.

The final step is to verify the average LSE of the typical UE in cellular and
D2D modes in (5.43) and (5.46). Figure 5.8 illustrates that the analytical results
match closely with the actual results for various values of k. We observe that the
NS scheme outperforms the US scheme for all values of k and also results in an
LSE gain of up to 2-4 times that of the LSE in cellular mode. This gain is due to
the better coverage provided by the proximate D2D helpers compared with the BS.
We note that T (k)

d,NS(c) is more robust to the changes in k as compared to T (k)
d,US(c)

which decays rapidly with the increase in k. This is because the closest helpers in
the NS scheme are given the same preference even when k increases as pd,i,NS(c) is
independent of k. On the other hand, the probability of selecting the nearest helper
p

(k)
d,1,US(c) decreases steadily with the increase in k. We also observe that T (k)

m,US(c)
is not affected by the increase in k. This is because p(k)

d,US = p
(1)
d,NS in (5.30) and the

resulting density of active MBSs remains unchanged. However, there is only a slight
increase (not visible in the figure) in T (k)

m,NS(c) with the increase in k because p(k)
d,NS

rises with k causing pintm to drop, thereby improving the cellular SINR under the NS
scheme.
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Figure 5.7.: Coverage probability in D2D mode under the NS and US schemes:
c = 1.

5.6.2. Performance Evaluation

After validating our analysis for the SINR coverage and the average LSE, we study
the performance metrics defined in Sec. 5.5 with respect to the the key parameters
to obtain useful design insights. For the rest of the discussion, we will focus only on
the NS scheme as it has already been shown to outperform the US scheme.

5.6.2.1. Rate coverage probability

We begin with the discussion on the overall rate coverage probabilityR(k)
NS(c) given in

(5.25) using the thresholds τm and τd from (5.29) and (5.35) respectively. Figure 5.9
shows the behavior of R(k)

NS(c) with changes in the number of candidate D2D helpers
k, desired rate Rdes, requested content c and the popularity skewness parameter ζ.
We compare our results with the rate coverage experienced by a UE in traditional
cellular network without D2D communication, which is given by (5.32) with pintm = 1
and τm = 2RdesE[Nu]/(Wm+Wd) − 1. Notice that in the cellular only scenario, all of the
bandwidth Wd + Wc is used for cellular communication and all the Nu UEs inside
the cell contend for the cellular resources.

We see that for a small Rdes of 100kbps, coverage of almost 98% can be achieved
in the case of popular content requests with the help of D2D communication. The
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Figure 5.8.: Average link spectral efficiency experienced by the typical UE in cel-
lular and D2D modes under the NS and US schemes.

cellular only scenario also gives a comparable performance. On the other hand, for a
higher Rdes of 1Mbps, the rate coverage of cellular only scenario drops significantly,
while the drop in R(k)

NS(c) is less severe, especially for popular content requests. The
proposed NS scheme in this case improves the rate coverage by a factor of 2.

Another important observation is that a careful selection of the number of can-
didate D2D helpers k plays a crucial role in maximizing R(k)

NS(c). We see that the
performance in D2D mode when k = 1 is sub-optimal and it is required to further
increase k to harness the maximum rate coverage in D2D mode. This is because it
is not just the nearest D2D helper suitable for D2D communication, but even the
farther helpers may provide better coverage than the MBS. As k increases, p(k)

d,NS(c)
in (5.10) rises resulting in an overall increase in D2D opportunities for the UE.
The plots in Figure 5.3a also indicate the existence of an optimal value of k = k∗

maximizing the rate coverage for a fixed set of parameters. We see that the rate
coverage decreases ever so slightly when k > k∗. The reason for this robustness
to the increase in k is that the probability of being served by the closest helper
pd,1,NS(c) is independent of k. The slight decrease is due to assigning a smaller but
finite selection probability to much farther helpers instead of switching to cellular
mode. This also implies that the overall probability of a UE to be served in D2D
mode p(k)

d,NS increases resulting in a higher activation probability pintd and in turn
aggravated interference in D2D mode.
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We also observe from the plots that the rate coverage increases as popular con-
tents are requested or the popularity distribution is skewed. This is because, as ζ
increases or c decreases, the D2D cache hit rate hd(c) increases. Hence, there is a
higher likelihood to connect with the closest D2D helper because p(k)

d,1,NS(c) in (5.12)
increases with hd(c). It is interesting to note that a higher k = k∗ is required for
lower ζ or higher c to maximize the rate coverage.
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Figure 5.9.: Effect of increasing k on the rate coverage probability for various
content requests and popularity distributions.

5.6.2.2. Average throughput

We will now focus on the analysis of average rate experienced by the UE in the
NS scheme. Figure 5.10 displays T (k)

NS (c) plotted against k. We compare T (k)
NS (c)

with the average rate experienced by the UE when no D2D communication is em-
ployed. The rate experienced by the UE in this case is given as T oldm = (Wm +
Wd) (1 + 1.28ηu)−1 Tm, where ηu = λu/λb, Tm = T (k)

m,NS from (5.43) with pintm = 1.
As a general overview of Figure 5.10, we observe that coordinated D2D communi-

cation with information-centric mode selection greatly enhances data rates compared
to cellular only scenario providing more than 8× gains in the average throughput
based on the set of network paramters. Yet again, there exists an obvious trade off in
the selection of the number of neighboring D2D helpers k which maximizes T (k)

NS (c).
The existence of the optimal value of k = k∗ maximizing T (k)

NS (c) follows a similar
reasoning as the rate coverage R(k)

NS(c), as with the increase in k, p(k)
d,NS(c) increases
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Figure 5.10.: Effect of increasing k on the average rate experienced by an arbitrary
UE: L = 104, A = π5002.

causing the average number of UEs in D2D mode E [Nud,Π ] to rise. However, as
k > k∗, T (k)

NS (c) begins to drop because too many UEs offloaded in D2D mode try
to access the reserved bandwidth Wd. The performance is also degraded because a
finite probability is assigned to associate with the kth nearest helper.

We see from Figure 5.10a that the results are extremely favorable when popular
contents are requested or when the popularity distribution is skewed. For the less
popular contents, the average rate experienced by the requesting UE is degraded
because the cache hit probability hd(c) becomes small and more UEs are pushed to
communicate in cellular mode. But this rate is still better than the case without
D2D communication.
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Figures 5.10b and 5.10c illustrate the effect of varying the density of UEs and
D2D helpers on T (k)

NS (c). It is evident that as λu increases keeping λd fixed, ηum,Π
in (5.27) and ηud,Π in (5.36) also increase. The per UE rate T (k)

NS (c) drops because
the fraction of available time for communication in both cellular and D2D modes
decreases. The optimal value of k = k∗ decreases to admit lesser UEs in D2D mode
to maximize T (k)

NS (c). The increase in λu also negatively affects the cellular only
rate Tm. Alternatively, when λd increases keeping λu fixed, the maximum value of
T (k)
NS (c) increases because of the smaller average distance separation between the UE

and D2D helpers. An important conclusion from this figure is that the effect of
a more uniform popularity distribution can be compensated by tweaking the user
traffic and the number of D2D helpers.

5.7. Conclusion

We presented a novel framework for the analysis of cache-enabled cellular networks
with coordinated D2D communication. The arbitrary UE requesting a particular
content is offloaded to communicate with one of its k neighboring D2D helpers within
the cell based on the content availability and helper selection schemes. We derived
the distribution of the distance between the UE and its ith nearest D2D helper
within the cell using disk cell approximation, which is shown to be fairly accurate.
We obtained the probabilities for being served in cellular and D2D modes and the
coverage and data rates experienced by the UE in both these modes. With the help
of our analysis, we showed that the content-centric offloading with coordinated D2D
can result in performance gains if highly popular contents are requested as they are
more likely to be cached among the closest D2D helpers.
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6 Using D2D Interfaces to
Aggregate M2M Data in a
Cellular Network

With billions of machine-type devices (MTDs) deployed in the near future,
massive access of cellular resources from MTDs will cause congestion at the
access network and disrupt the quality of experience of the existing users.
There is a growin g need to devise ways to control and aggregate the gener-
ated data to ensure reliable communication while maintaining connectivity.
In this chapter, we develop a statistical framework to model the aggregation
of M2M data via D2D links. We consider a Poisson hard sphere model for
UE coverage regions instead of the commonly used Voronoi tessellations. The
main motivation of this model is twofold: i) It helps us ensure that an MTD is
associated to at most one UE and, more importantly, ii) It is a realistic model
for UE coverage as a UE can gather data from low-power MTDs located only
in its close proximity. We analyze and compare the effectiveness of both co-
ordinated and uncoordinated transmission strategies for the MTDs and also
account for the high signaling and scheduling overhead for the coordination
scheme. We explore the inherent trade-off between the time reserved for ag-
gregation and successful trunking of data to the BS and compare our results
with the baseline case where no aggregation mechanism is used. Our results
reveal that while the baseline case of connecting a bulk of MTDs directly with
the BS is prohibitive, M2M data can be efficiently relayed using the MAT
scheme in a distributed manner.
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6.1. Introduction

The large volumes of these machine-type-devices (MTDs) could potentially make up
90% of the total IoT market value [78]. One of the main concerns, however, from
both the industry and academia, is that the current M2M applications are being
developed as vertical silos and the last 100m MTDs are still mostly unconnected due
to different standards and technologies [78]. Thus, there is a dire need to unify and
connect these smart devices to analyze trends and extract meaningful information
from the plethora of devices. Hence, the ultimate goal is to establish an interface
connecting the short range MTDs with the cloud to fully realize the potential of
IoTs [79].

According to a recent report on spectrum access for the internet of things by the
GSM association [80], the use of licensed spectrum is vital to deliver the most reli-
able, secure and high quality IoT services. Because of their extensive global coverage
and accessibility, cellular networks represent a viable solution to cater for massive
access from the MTDs [81]. For mobile devices such as vehicles, fitness trackers
and health monitors, cellular spectrum is the only choice offering low-risk, reliable
communication. The existing cellular infrastructure, however, is optimized for the
Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements of human-to-human (H2H) communication,
which is based on fewer and longer sessions with the main focus on providing higher
data rates and better user experience. Conversely, MTDs are low power devices
sending small amounts of data sporadically. Connecting a sheer bulk of MTDs with
the cellular network will cause congestion at the access network. This poses a num-
ber of challenges on cellular networks and necessitates efficient resource management
and clustering techniques with minimal signaling overhead [82].

6.1.1. Motivation and Related Work

A number of recent studies have proposed random access for MTDs over random ac-
cess channel (RACH) in the cellular long-term evolution (LTE). In [83], the authors
study various transmissions strategies over RACH and devise an optimal power allo-
cation scheme for the MTDs. Reference [84] explores whether it is better to transmit
the complete payload over RACH or only contend with the other MTDs for cellular
resources depending on the payload size and packet arrival rate. These techniques
however, are not scalable for ultra dense scenarios due to increased collisions on
RACH. In [85], the authors survey the techniques used to reduce collision in ran-
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6.1 Introduction

Figure 6.1.: Simplified illustration: UEs collect data from the MTDs and transmit
it to the nearby BS along with their own data in uplink.

dom access. Energy efficient power allocation and cognitive underlay transmission to
satisfy the QoS requirements of H2H communication has been studied respectively
in [86] and [87].

Techniques like clustering of MTDs and aggregation of MTD data have proved
to significantly mitigate the congestion problems [88]. Aggregation of M2M traffic
with the help of machine type communication (MTC) gateways can not only reduce
the burden on the base stations (BSs) of scheduling and signaling, but this multi-hop
relaying of MTDs significantly reduces their transmit power and improves the overall
energy efficiency [89]. Device-to-Device (D2D) communication has been identified as
a promising solution to connect the MTDs with the aggregators [90]. D2D proximity
service (ProSe) is an integral part of 4G and 5G networks as it enables short-range,
low power communication [55]. Cellular UEs can serve as ideal candidates for D2D
enabled aggregators due to their abundance and high computation capabilities. In
[91], random access for UEs aggregating M2M packets is explored. The UEs contend
with the other UEs on RACH after aggregating a certain number of packets. Here, no
physical model is considered for the MTDs and UEs. Hierarchical data aggregation
in the cellular uplink has been analyzed using stochastic geometry in [92] for half-
duplex and full duplex transmission schemes. But, at every stage of aggregation,
the aggregators are assumed to cover the devices distributed in the entire Euclidean
space. This approximation, though valid for a BS-UE link in a cellular network, is
not suitable for the UE-MTD link due to the short range and low transmit power
of MTDs. A single cell, single UE framework for the aggregation and trunking of
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M2M traffic via D2D links with the UEs is provided in [93]. The cellular uplink (UL)
slot is divided in three slots for reservation, aggregation and trunking. The MTDs
contend for UE resources in the reservation phase and the successfully reserved
MTDs transmit in the aggregation phase. The UE then aggregates the M2M data
and transmits it along with its own data to the BS in the trunking phase. This work
in [93] is the closest to our approach, but it presents two major shortcomings, i) it
does not take into account the physical locations of the MTDs and the UEs and,
ii) it also does not consider the impact of interference from MTDs transmitting to
other UEs in the aggregation phase.

Motivated by the above literature, we develop a large scale analytical framework
for the aggregation of M2M data with the help of user equipments (UEs). The UEs
collect M2M data by establishing D2D links with the nearby MTDs and then pass
this information to the base station (BS) with their own data in the uplink slot.

6.1.2. Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are highlighted as follows.

• We propose a M2M data Aggregation and Trunking (MAT) scheme, where
the UEs establish D2D links with the MTDs to collect M2M data and for-
ward it along with their own data in cellular uplink (UL) radio resources as
illustrated in Fig. 6.1. We consider a Poisson hard sphere model to represent
the coverage regions of the UEs [94]. For the Euclidean space in R2, this im-
plies that the coverage regions of the UEs are non-overlapping disks centered
at the UEs. The main motivation of this model is to be able to analyze an
individual arbitrarily sized cluster centered at a UE containing an arbitrary
number of MTDs which can transmit to this UE. More details of this model
are presented in the subsequent sections. To the best of our knowledge, this
type of cluster process has not been studied extensively before in the context
of cellular networks.

• For the aggregation phase, we analyze and compare two separate transmission
schemes for the MTDs: 1) Multiplexed (MX), where the MTDs employ time di-
vision multiple access (TDMA) or frequency division multiple access (FDMA)
and 2) Combined, where the MTDs access the channel at the same time. The
transmissions for the multiplexed case do not interfere with each other, but
are coordinated by the UEs and require intensive signaling and control from
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the UEs. Conversely, in the case of uncoordinated combined transmissions,
there is significant interference but minimal signaling involved. In this case,
the UEs employ successive interference cancellation (SIC) to decode the M2M
data. For the trunking phase, we assume that the UEs employ constrained
uplink channel inversion power control, whereby the UE inverts the long term
path loss. We obtain tight approximations of rate coverage for aggregation
and trunking phases. The aggregation coverage is shown to be independent
of the MTD and UE densities (λm and λu) as long as the ratio λm/λu is kept
constant.

• We explore the inherent trade-off between the time reserved for aggregation
by the UEs and the achieved rate coverage in both aggregation and trunking
phases. In fact, a higher time for aggregation results in better aggregation
opportunities but degrades trunking performance. Finally, we compare the ef-
fectiveness of MX and SIC schemes and their effect on the optimal aggregation
time.

6.2. The MAT Scheme

Aggregation Trunking

τT 

T 

(1-τ)T 

Figure 6.2.: Division of the uplink time slot.

In this work, we focus on the cellular UL scenario, where the BSs, UEs and
the MTDs are distributed independently in R2 according to homogeneous Poisson
point processes (HPPPs) Φb, Φu, and Φm with intensities λb, λu and λm respectively.
The independent deployment of MTDs for dense networks is in line with practical
wireless networks. We consider that the UL time slot is further divided into two slots
as shown in Fig. 6.2. In the first slot, the UEs establish D2D links with the nearby
MTDs to aggregate the M2M data. In the second slot, regular UL transmission takes
place whereby UEs employ power control to transmit their own data as well as the
collected M2M data to the BS. The UEs associate to the nearest BS, which implies
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that the macrocells form a Voronoi tessellation in R2 [35]. After the preliminary
description on the spatial setup, the key stages involved in the MAT scheme are
discussed as follows.

6.2.1. Poisson Hard Sphere Model for UE coverage

The first step is to determine how a UE collects data from its nearby MTDs and how
we can ensure that each MTD is associated to at most one UE. According to the
Poisson hard sphere (PHS) model in 2-d, the interiors of the disks centered at the
points of the parent process do not overlap almost surely (a.s.). These models have
been extensively used in chemical and physical sciences to account for the interaction
between particles [95]. More specifically, the nearest neighbor model (NNM) pro-
posed by Stienen in [96] finds its use in studying disk packing and percolation [94].
In the case of NNM, the diameter of the disk centered at a given particle is the
distance to its nearest neighbor of the same process. To understand this better in a
wireless networks sense, consider a UE zj, where zj ∈ Φu

1. The radius of the Stienen
disk of zj is then given as

X = min
zl
ε‖zj − zl‖, ∀zl, zj ∈ Φu, l 6= j, (6.1)

where the Stienen cell (S-cell) Bzj = {y ∈ b(zj, X), y ∈ R2} is such that b(zj, X) is a
disk of radius X centered at zj and ε = 1/2 for the NNM. In this chapter, we modify
the Stienen’s model to a more general case, where the scalar ε in (6.1) may take any
value from the range 0 < ε ≤ 1/2. This gives us control on accurately modeling the
coverage regions of UEs especially when the area is sparsely populated with UEs.
The resulting PHS model may also be considered as a snapshot of the Lilypond model
described in [97], where the disks expand dynamically as ε starts with 0 initially
and increases over time eventually stopping at ε = 1/2. Notice that for any value of
0 < ε ≤ 1/2, the UE S-cells form disjoint sets such that Bzl ∩Bzj = ∅,∀zj 6= zl. This
implies that the MTDs inside a UE’s S-cell are only associated to it. The coverage
model will enter the soft sphere regime if ε is increased beyond 1/2. This is because
the disks begin to overlap complicating the MTD association process, the study of
which is beyond the scope of this work.

1Throughout this thesis the same notation is used for the UE and its location.
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Figure 6.3.: Realization of the spatial setup. BSs are represented by blue, filled
diamonds, UEs by orange filled squares and MTDs by cross marks. The circles
indicate the S-cell boundaries: λm = 10λu = 100λb, ε = 1/2.

Analysis of Modified Stienen’s Model

We now present some fundamental results pertaining to the Stienen’s model. The
distribution fX(x) can be quantified using the concept of the void probability of
a Poisson processe. The probability that the radius of S-cell X exceeds a certain
threshold x is the probability that there is no UE at a distance ε−1x from the given
UE. It can be expressed as P [X ≥ x] = exp (−λuπε−2x2) . This implies

fX(x) = 2λuπε−2xexp
(
−λuπε−2x2

)
. (6.2)

The resulting process of MTDs inside the S-cells constitute a modified Matern cluster
process [98], where the radius of the disks is random and is distributed according
to (6.2). Using this distribution of the radius of the S-cell, the probability mass
function of the number of MTDs inside an arbitrary S-cell [99] can be represented
as follows

P [Nm = n] (a)= EX
[

(λmπx2)n

n! exp
(
−λmπx2

)]
= η

(1 + η)n+1 , n ∈ Z≥0, (6.3)

where (a) follows from the fact that MTDs are Poisson distributed with mean mea-
sure λmπx2, and η = λuε

−2/λm. The probability that there are at least i MTDs
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inside a S-cell can then be written as

P [Nm ≥ i] = η

(1 + η)

∞∑
n=i

(1 + η)−n = (1 + η)−i . (6.4)

Similarly, the average number of MTDs inside a given S-cell is expressed as follows.

Navg
m = η

(1 + η)

∞∑
n=0

n (1 + η)−n = η−1. (6.5)

6.2.2. Transmission Schemes

The transmissions in both aggregation and trunking stages suffer from channel im-
pairments including small scale Rayleigh fading and path loss. As a consequence,
the channel power gain h ∼ exp (1) is a unit mean exponential random variable.
Throughout this chapter, we assume a simple power law path loss function r−α for
a distance separation r where α is the path loss exponent. We consider the same
value of α to account for MTD-UE and UE-BS links, however, the presented frame-
work can be easily extended to account for various propagation environments. We
further assume interference-limited communication between these links. The follow-
ing subsections provide a detailed description of the transmission schemes for the
aggregation and trunking phases.

6.2.2.1. Aggregation

We consider that the MTDs transmit at a fixed power Pm under various medium
selection schemes for communicating with the UEs. Details are given as follows.

• Multiplexed: Under this scheme, the UEs schedule MTDs such that the trans-
missions are multiplexed in either frequency or time. The MTDs employ
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) or time division multiple access
(TDMA). If k MTDs are scheduled for transmission to a UE, then i) under
FDMA, each MTD uses 1/k of the available bandwidth (BW) Wm in the ag-
gregation time τT , and ii) under TDMA, each MTD utilizes the total BWWm

for the kth fraction of the aggregation time τT . Details of the channel assign-
ment techniques are out of the scope of this work. Both TDMA and FDMA
result in the same average data rate so we do not make further distinction
between the two in the rest of the chapter. To account for the extra signaling
for multiplexed transmission, we consider that the available aggregation time
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Teff = τT − kTsig is effectively smaller than T by k × Tsig, where Tsig is the
time reserved for signaling and resource allocation of MTDs.

• Combined: In case of combined transmission, the MTDs concurrently trans-
mit their data to the UE and each MTD’s transmission spans the available
BW Wm and time τT . Even though the channel utilization is maximized
for every MTD, there is a need for sophisticated signal processing techniques
for joint decoding or SIC. Because of the powerful computation capabilities
in smart phones, we consider that the UEs successively cancel interference
starting with decoding the signal with the strongest power and subtracting it
from the received signal to improve the signal-to-interference and noise ratio
(SINR). The process is repeated until the signal of interest (SoI) is decoded.
The received power at the UE is ordered as {Pmhir−αi , Pmhjr

−α
j , ...} such that

hir
−α
i ≥ hjr

−α
j . Since the order in which the MTDs are decoded is based on

both path loss and fading, the probability of successfully decoding the SoI
depends on the sum of order statistics. Characterization of the sum of order
statistics for SIC has been handled in [100] and [101] to name a few. How-
ever, in [102] the authors prove that the received power is dominated by path
loss. Therefore, for simplification in our analysis, we assume that the received
power is ordered with respect to the distance between the MTDs and the UE.
The UEs successively decode the data from MTDs starting from the nearest
until the MTD with the SoI is decoded.

6.2.2.2. Trunking

In this phase, the UEs transmit their own data along with the collected M2M data
to their respective serving BSs. We consider that the cellular bandwidth Wu is
equally divided among the active UEs located within the BS coverage and there in
no intracell interference. For energy efficient operation, the UEs employ UL chan-
nel inversion power control. The transmit power under the truncated UL channel
inversion power control is written as

Pu = min
(
Pmax
u , ρ0l(y)−1

)
. (6.6)

Notice that that the transmit power is constrained by the upper limit Pmax
u , which is

the maximum transmit power of a UE and l(y) = y−α is the path loss when the UE
and the BS are separated by a distance y. The distribution of the distance between
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an arbitrary UE and its associated BS follows a well known Rayleigh distribution and
is given as [31] fY (y) = 2πλbyexp (−λbπy2) . In (6.6), the term ρ0 is the normalizing
factor depending on the receiver sensitivity of the BS. We can see from (6.6) that
the UEs only at a certain distance Rmax =

[
Pmaxu

ρ0

]1/α
can successfully invert the

path loss. The UEs outside a disk of radius Rmax will transmit at maximum power.
Unlike the truncated channel inversion power control presented in [22], where the
UEs farther from Rmax are forced to go into outage, we present a more realistic
power control scheme as the disadvantaged UEs still get a chance to transmit.

6.3. Probability of Successful Aggregation and
Trunking

For cellular downlink scenarios, network operators are interested in load balancing
and maximizing the rate experienced by a UE as well as the overall area spectral
efficiency of the network [77]. On the contrary, the performance metrics are quite
different for cellular UL and M2M applications, where ensuring reliability and en-
hancing connectivity is the primary focus. Based on these criteria, we define a key
performance determining metric for the analysis of the aggregation and trunking
communication framework described above.

Definition 6.1. PSAT: The probability that a UE is able to successfully aggregate
M2M data from k MTDs in time τT and can trunk it along with its own data in
time (1− τ)T can be expressed as the product of rate coverage in aggregation and
trunking phases. It is given as

PΥk = RΥ
a ×Rt, (6.7)

where Υ ∈ {MX,SIC} represents the transmission scheme used by the MTDs in
the aggregation phase, RΥ

a is the rate coverage probability of the MTDs in the
aggregation phase and Rt is the rate coverage probability of a UE in the trunking
phase. The description and derivation of the rate coverage for each phase is given
in the following subsections.
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6.3.1. Aggregation Phase

In this phase, the UE collects data from the MTDs within its S-cell that are trans-
mitted to it. We assume that the UEs aggregate data from k MTDs in a slot of
bandwidth Wm and time τT . Each MTD has a fixed data rate requirement of Rm

bits/s. The probability that the rate requirement is satisfied, also known as the
rate coverage for MX and combined transmission schemes, is characterized using
Shannon’s capacity formulation and is discussed as follows.

6.3.1.1. Multiplexed transmission

The rate coverage for the multiplexed case can be represented as

RMX
a =

(
P
[
Wm

k
log2(1 + SIRMX

a ) ≥ Dm

Teff

])k
=

(
P
[
SIRMX

a ≥ θMX
a

])k
, (6.8)

where Dm = RmT is the number of data bits per MTD, Teff = τT −Tsig is the effec-
tive time available for MTD transmission after the signaling and channel reservation
for MTDs and θMX

a = 2
kDm

WmTeff −1. The SIR of the received signal at the UE from an
arbitrary MTD inside the S-cell at a distance Rarb = r is given as SIRMX

a = h r−α

Im
,

where Im = ∑
ωj∈Φactm \o hj||ωj||

−α is the aggregate interference power experienced by
the UE from MTDs in the other S-cells and Φact

m is the set of active MTDs ωj. The
distribution of the distance Rarb is given by the following Lemma.

Lemma 6.1. If an arbitrarily selected MTD is present inside the coverage region of
a UE, the distribution of the distance between the UE and the MTD can be approx-
imated as

fRarb(r) ≈ 2πrλarb exp
(
−πr2λarb

)
, (6.9)

where λarb = ςλu and ς = (1 + ε−2).

Remark 6.1. The approximation in Lemma 6.1 is due to the fact that when the S-cell
is conditioned to contain a point, the distribution of the radius of the resulting S-cell
is no longer the same as that of (6.1). This is because there is a finite probability
P [Nm = 0] that there is no MTD inside an arbitrary S-cell. However, as will be
clear from the subsequent sections that the effect of this is negligible.
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Proof. The unconstrained distribution of the distance between an arbitrary MTD
and the nearest UE is Rayleigh distributed and is given as

fRuncon(r) = 2πr λuexp
(
−λuπr2

)
. (6.10)

However, in this case, the MTD must also lie in the S-cell of the nearest UE. The
CDF of distance with the condition that the S-cell encapsulates the arbitrary MTD
can be written as

FRarb(r) ≈ P [Runcon ≤ r|Runcon ≤ X] ,

= P [Runcon ≤ r, Runcon ≤ X]
P [Runcon ≤ X] = P [Runcon ≤ min (r,X)]

P [Runcon ≤ X]

=
´ r

0 [1− exp (−λuπx2)] fX(x) dx+
´∞
r

[1− exp (−λuπr2)] fX(x) dx
P [Runcon ≤ X]

(6.11)

where P [Runcon ≤ g] =
´ g

0 fRuncon(r)dr = 1− exp (−λuπg2) and

P [Runcon ≤ X] =
∞̂

0

(1− FX(t)) fRuncon(t) dt = ς−1.

Evaluating the integrals in (6.11) and differentiating with respect to r gives (6.9).

For brevity and conciseness, we separately highlight an important result used
for analysis in the rest of the chapter.

Lemma 6.2. The solution of the integral of the type C(α, β, d) =
´∞
d

ω
1+β−1ωα

dω is
given as

C(α, β, d) = βd(2−α)

(α− 2)F
(
α, βd−α

)
, (6.12)

where F (α, βd−α) = F2 1

(
1, 1− 2

α
; 2− 2

α
;−βd−α

)
and F2 1 (., .; .; .) is the generalized

hypergeometric function. For the special case of α = 4, we obtain

C(4, β, d) = 1
2
√
β tan−1

(√
βd−2

)
. (6.13)

The following theorem gives the coverage probability for the aggregation phase
with MX transmission.
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6.3 Probability of Successful Aggregation and Trunking

Theorem 6.1. For a given SIR threshold θ, the probability that the UE successfully
decodes the data from an arbitrary MTD within its S-cell is given as

SMX
a (θ) ≈

∞̂

0

exp
(
−2πλactm EQ [C (α, sa, q)]

)
fRarb(r)dr, (6.14)

where Q is distributed according to fQ(q) = 2πλactm q exp (−λactm πq2), λactm = λu(1 +
η)−1and sa = θrα.

Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.1.

Conjecture 6.1. The aggregation coverage in MX case SMX
a (θ) does not vary with

respect to λm or λu as long as the ratio λm/λu is kept constant.

Proof. As no closed form expression exists for SMX
a (θ), it is not possible to obtain

a concrete proof. However, we can obtain an approximation for coverage for α = 4
to prove the validity of this claim. Using (6.13), (6.14) can be simplified as

SMX
a (θ) ≈

∞̂

0

exp
(
−πλactm

√
saEQ

[
tan−1

(
q−2√sa

)])
fRarb(r)dr.

The function tan−1
(√

saq
−2
)
is concave in q until the inflection point q = q0 =(

sa
3

)1/4
and convex for q > q0. To simplify the analysis, we apply Jensen’s inequality

to shift the expectation with respect to q inside the function. As EQ [q] = 1
2
√
λactm

,
we obtain

SMX
a (θ) ≈

∞̂

0

exp
(
−πλactm

√
θr2 tan−1

(
4λactm

√
θr2

))
fRarb(r) dr.

Solving the integral with the arctan term inside the exponential is tricky. We
therefore approximate tan−1

(
4λactm

√
θr2

)
with a simple pulse function such that

tan−1
(
4λactm

√
θr2

)
=

0 r < r0

π/2 r ≥ r0

, where r0 =
√

γth
4λactm

√
θ
is the point of transition
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and γth controls the value of this point. We can now write the MX coverage as

SMX
a (θ) ≈

r0ˆ

0

fRarb(r) dr +
∞̂

r0

exp
(
−π

2

2 λ
act
m

√
θr2

)
fRarb(r) dr

≈ 1− exp
(
−λarbπr2

0

)
+
(

1 + π

2
λactm
√
θ

λarb

)−1

exp
(
−
(
λarb + π

2λ
act
m

√
θ
)
πr2

0

)

≈ 1− exp
(
−πςγth

4
√
θ

(1 + η)
)

+
exp

(
−πγth

(
ς

4
√
θ

(1 + η) + π
8

))
(
1 + π

2

√
θ

ς(1+η)

) . (6.15)

It is evident from (6.15) that SMX
a (θ) depends on the ratio λm/λu as η = λuε−2/λm

and remains unchanged as long as λm/λu is kept constant.

6.3.1.2. Combined transmission

The rate coverage in this case can be written as

RSIC
a =

k∏
i=1

P
[
Wmlog2(1 + SIRSIC

a,i ) ≥ Dm

τT

]

=
k∏
i=1

P
[
SIRSIC

a,i ≥ θSICa

]
, (6.16)

where θSICa = 2
Dm

WmτT − 1 and SIRSIC
a,i is the received SIR at a typical UE when the

SoI is from the ith nearest MTD (i ∈ {1, ..k}) given that the UE has successfully
decoded the data from all (i− 1) MTDs. The SIR of the received signal at the
UE while decoding the ith nearest MTD at a distance Ri = r can be written
as SIRSIC

a,i = h r−α

Iin+Iout , where Iin = ∑Nm
j=i+1 hj||uj||−α is the aggregate interference

power from the transmitting MTDs located in the same S-cell which have yet to be
decoded and uj ∈ Φin

m = Φm∩Bo. Notice that the summation starts from i+ 1 as at
this stage, it is considered that the signal from the closest (i− 1) MTDs has been
previously decoded and does not contribute to the aggregate interference. The term
Iout = ∑

vj∈Φoutm
hj||vj||−α is the aggregate interference from the active MTDs outside

the S-cell under consideration, where Φout
m = Φm ∩ Bzj\Bo : zj ∈ Φu constitutes

the MTDs inside other S-cells. The following Lemma gives the distribution of the
distance between the UE and its ith nearest MTD.

Lemma 6.3. The distribution of distance between the typical UE and its ith nearest
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MTD inside its S-cell is given as

fRi(r) = 2 (πλeff )i r2i−1exp
(
−λeffπr2

)
, (6.17)

where λeff = λm + λuε
−2.

Proof. For the unconstrained case, the distribution of distance to the ith nearest
MTD is given as [103]

fRunconi
(r) = 2

Γ(i) (λmπ)i r2i−1exp
(
−λmπr2

)
. (6.18)

The derivation of distance distribution for the ith nearest MTD inside the S-cell
follows the same procedure as the proof of Lemma 6.1. We first evaluate FRi(r) =
P [Runcon

i ≤ r|Runcon
i ≤ X], which is the conditional CDF of distance ensuring that

there are at least i MTDs inside the S-cell. It can be calculated as

FRi(r) =

´ r
0

[
1− Γ(k,λuπx2)

Γ(k)

]
fX(x) dx+

´∞
r

[
1− Γ(k,λuπr2)

Γ(k)

]
fX(x) dx

P [Runcon
i ≤ X] , (6.19)

where

P [Runcon
i < g] =

ˆ g

0
fRunconi

(r)dr = 1− Γ (k, λuπg2)
Γ(k)

and

P [Runcon
i < X] = P [Nm ≥ i] = (1 + µ)−i .

Substituting these expressions into (6.19), evaluating the integrals and differentiat-
ing with respect to r yields (6.17).

The following theorem gives the probability of coverage when a UE decodes its
k nearest MTDs using SIC.

Theorem 6.2. Given that the MTDs inside a UE’s S-cell transmit simultaneously
and the SIR decoding threshold is θ, the probability that the UE employs SIC and
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successfully decodes the data from k MTDs can be represented as

SSICa (θ) ≈
k∏
i=1

ERi

[
exp

(
−2πλm

[
C (α, sa, r)− EX|X>r [C (α, sa, x)]

])

exp
(
−2πλuERuncon [C (α,Navg

m sa, w)]
)]
, (6.20)

where sa = θrα, fRuncon(r) = 2πr λuexp (−λuπr2) and fX|X>r(x) = fX(x)

exp

(
−λuε−2πr2

) .

Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.2.
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Figure 6.4.: Comparison of the exact analysis with results from Conjectures 6.1
and 6.2: k = 1.

Conjecture 6.2. The aggregation coverage in case of combined transmission SSICa (θ)
does not vary with respect to λm or λu as long as the ratio λm/λu is kept constant.

Proof. The proof follows similar steps as that of Conjecture 6.1. For the case of
α = 4, we have for the ith nearest MTD

SSICa,i (θ) ≈ ERi

[
exp

(
−πλm

√
θr2

[
tan−1

(√
θ
)
− EX|X>r

[
tan−1

(√
θr2x−2

)]])

exp
(
−2πλu

√
Navg
m θr2ERuncon

[
tan−1

(√
Navg
m θr2w−2

)])]
.
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To simplify the analysis, we obtain a loose lower bound by removing the second
term in the first exponential and setting tan−1

(√
Navg
m θr2w−2

)
= π

2 . We therefore
get

SSICa,i (θ) ≥
∞̂

0

exp
(
−πθ1/2

(
π

2λu (Navg
m )1/2 + λm tan−1

(
θ1/2

))
r2
)
fRi(r)dr

≥

1 + π (θη)1/2 ε2

2 (1 + η) +
(θ)1/2 tan−1

(
θ1/2

)
(1 + η)

−i . (6.21)

It is clear from (6.21) that SSICa,i (θ) also depends on the ratio λm/λu. This completes
the proof.

The derived results in Conjectures 6.1 and 6.2 are compared with the respective
analysis in (6.14) and (6.20) in Figures 6.4. The approximation for the MX case is
quite close to the actual analysis. The lower bound in (6.20) is not very accurate
especially when λm/λu = 1. However, it still follows a similar trend as the original
analysis and becomes very tight for higher values of λm/λu. Because of the depen-
dence of coverage on η alone, the following important conclusion can be derived.
For both MX and combined transmission schemes, the effect of interference inten-
sifies with the increase in both λm and λu. However, for a fixed λm/λu, this effect
is perfectly canceled with the improved desired signal strength. In the case of MX
transmission, the intensity of active interfering MTDs λactm increases but the average
distance to the arbitrary MTD inside the S-cell decreases. Similarly, in the case of
combined transmission, the average number of active MTDs inside an S-cell Navg

m

increases causing the interference power to aggravate, but this effect is also perfectly
balanced by the reduction in path loss of the desired link.

6.3.2. Trunking Phase

In this phase, the UEs transmit to the BS the data collected from k MTDs along
with their own data. The rate coverage in trunking phase can then be written as

Rt = ENu

[
P
[
Wu

n
log2(1 + SIRt) ≥

Du + kDm

(1− τ)T

]]
,

= ENu [P [SIRt ≥ θt]] , (6.22)

where Du satisfies the UL rate requirement for the UE such that Ru = Du/T ,
θt = 2

n(Du+kDm)
Wu(1−τ)T − 1 and Nu is the number of UEs attached to a typical cell. The
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distribution of Nu is given as in [75] fNu(n) = 3.54.5Γ(n+4.5)(λu/λb)n
Γ(4.5)n!(λu/λb+3.5)n+4.5 . To simplify

things, we adopt the mean-load approximation as in [77]. The average number
of UEs inside a macrocell is given by Navg

u = 1 + 1.28λu/λb. Therefore, the rate
coverage simplifies to

Rt = P
[
Wu

Navg
u

log2(1 + SIRt) ≥
Du + kDm

(1− τ)T

]
, (6.23)

and θt = 2
N
avg
u (Du+kDm)
Wu(1−τ)T − 1. We will make use of this approximation throughout the

course of this chapter. The SIR at the BS in trunking phase at a given distance
separation Y = y can be represented as

SIRt = Puh y
−α

Iu
, (6.24)

where Pu is the variable transmit power given in (6.6) depending on the distance y
between the UE and the BS it is associated with and Iu = ∑

zj∈Φactu \zo Pu,jhj ||zj||
−α

is the interference power from the set of active UEs zj ∈ Φact
u in other macrocells as

we assume that there is no intra-cell interference. In the following Lemma, we obtain
the average power transmitted by a UE which will help characterize the coverage in
the trunking phase.

Lemma 6.4. Under constrained UL channel inversion power control, the average
power transmitted by a UE is given as

P avg
u = ρ0Γ (δ)

(λbπ)α/2
γ
(
λbπR

2
max, δ

)
+ pmaxP

max
u , (6.25)

where δ = 1 + α/2, Rmax =
[
Pmaxu

ρ0

]1/α
, pmax = exp (−λbπR2

max) and γ (b, a) =
1/Γ(a)

´ b
0 t

a−1exp(−t) dt is the normalized lower incomplete Gamma function.

Proof. The average transmit power is calculated by taking expectation of (6.6) over
y. It is given as

E [Pu] = ρ0

Rmaxˆ

0

yαfY (y) dy + Pmax
u

∞̂

Rmax

fY (y) dy

= 2πλbρ0

Rmaxˆ

0

yα+1exp
(
−λbπy2

)
dy + Pmax

u exp
(
−λbπR2

max

)
. (6.26)
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Parameter Description Value
α, ε Path loss exponent, HS

coefficient
4, 1/2

λb, λu, λm MTD, UE and BS density [1, 20, 200]/ (A = π5002)
Pm, P

max
u , ρ0 MTD and UE max. transmit

power, BS receiver sensitivity
[−18, 23,−80] dBm

Wm,Wu MTD and UE bandwidth k × 180 kHz, 10 MHz
Rm, Ru Desired M2M and UE data rates [4, 20] kbps
τ Fraction of UL slot for

aggregation
0.2

T , Tsig UL slot time period, Signaling
time per MTD

1 ms, 50µs

Table 6.1.: List of simulation parameters.

Solving the integral in (6.26), we then obtain (6.25).

The coverage probability for a generic UL with constrained channel inversion
power control is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 6.3. When a generic user transmits to the nearest BS by employing con-
strained channel inversion power control, the probability that the BS can successfully
decode this signal can be expressed as

St(θ) = (1− pmax)LIu(s1) +
∞̂

Rmax

LIu(s2) fY (y)dy (6.27)

where s1 = θ/ρ0, s2 = θyα/Pmax
u and

LIu(st) =exp
(
−2

(
1− pmax

(
1 + λbπR

2
max

))
C(α, stρ0, 1)

)
.exp

(
−2λbπpmax

ˆ ∞
Rmax

u2C(α, stPmax
u u−α, 1)fY (u)du

)
. (6.28)

Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.3.

6.4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we verify our analysis using Monte-Carlo simulations and provide
some useful design insights for the aggregation and trunking framework. To compute
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the distribution of distance and coverage, we conducted 104 iterations. In each iter-
ation, the BSs, UEs and MTDs are distributed independently according to HPPPs
with densities λb, λu and λm respectively in a simulation area of radius 3 km. The
radius of each S-cell is calculated for each UE with respect to its neighboring UEs
according to (6.1). The list of simulation parameters and their description is given
in table 6.1 unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 6.5.: CDF of the distance between the UE and MTD inside the S-cell:
λm = 500/A.

We begin with the verification of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3. For the distance between
the UE and an arbitrarily distributed MTD, we generate the S-cells and fix the
location of the MTD at the origin. The distance between the UE and an MTD
is recorded if the MTD lies inside the nearest UE’s S-cell. The realizations where
the MTD lies outside the S-cell are ignored. For the distance to the ith nearest
MTD, the location of a UE is fixed to the origin and the S-cells are generated. The
distance of the ith nearest MTD from the origin is recorded if the MTD lies inside
the S-cell of the UE. For a clear comparison, we obtain the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the distances as FRarb(r) ≈

´ r
0 fRarb(ν)dν = 1 − exp (−λarbπr2) ,

and FRi(r) =
´ r

0 fRi(ν)dν = 1 − Γ(i, λeffπr2), where Γ (a, b) =
´∞
b
ta−1exp(−t) dt

is the upper incomplete Gamma function. As shown in Fig. 6.5, the simulation
accurately matches our analytical results for various values of ε and i. As ε decreases,
the size of S-cell also decreases and therefore, the distance between the UE and
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MTDs inside the macrocell also decreases. Compared with the unconstrained case,
where FRuncon(r) = 1 − exp (−λuπr2) and FRunconi

(r) = 1 − Γ(i, λmπr2), we see
that the corresponding distributions with S-cell restrictions differ in the densities
only. As λarb ≥ λu and λeff ≥ λm, the average distance between the UE and the
MTDs is smaller. This demonstrates that the current network with S-cell boundary
restrictions can be translated into a denser unconstrained HPPP network.
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Figure 6.6.: SIR coverage probability.

Moving on, we validate the expressions for SIR coverage for the aggregation
and trunking phases derived in theorems 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 in Fig. 6.6. The plots
demonstrate a strong agreement between the simulations and the derived analytical
results. We observe in Fig. 6.6b that when a UE employs SIC to decode the signals,
SSICa (θ) sharply drops with the increase in k. This is because, in order to decode the
kth strongest signal, a UE has to ensure that all 1, .., k − 1 signals are successfully
decoded. Figures 6.6a and 6.6b further reinforce Conjectures 6.1 and 6.2 by showing
that the coverage probability in aggregation phase SΥa (θ), Υ = {MX,SIC} remains
unchanged as long as the ratio λm/λu is kept constant, while it decreases when
λm/λu increases. The drop in SMX

a is attributed to the increase in the interferer
intensity λactm = λu(1 + η)−1 as λm/λu →∞, λactm = λu. This implies that each S-cell
has at least one MTD transmitting to its UE. In the case of combined transmission,
the increase in λm/λu also results in aggravated interference at the UE. The is
because the number of interfering MTDs transmitting within the S-cell increases as
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P [Nm ≥ i] = (1 + η)−i → 1,∀i as λm/λu → ∞. Moreover, the average interference
power from MTDs outside the typical S-cell also increases as Navg

m Pm = η−1Pm

increases with λm/λu. On the contrary, the trunking coverage St(θ) does not depend
on λu or λm as is evident from (6.27).
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Figure 6.7.: Rate coverage probability in aggregation and trunking phases.

Fig. 6.6c reveals that the PPP assumption for the interfering UEs in UL trans-
mission in the trunking phase is quite accurate even though the interfering UEs
constitute a Poisson perturbed lattice process.

6.4.1. Effect of design parameters on Probability of
Successful Aggregation and Trunking (PSAT)

After validation of the preliminary results using network simulations, we investigate
in detail the factors affecting PSAT and the scenarios where aggregation and trunk-
ing is feasible. Fig. 6.7 explores the effect of the number of MTDs per S-cell k and
the fraction τ of the UL time slot reserved for aggregation on the aggregation and
trunking rate coverage performance. The results are intuitive as the increase in k

causes both Rt and RΥ
a to degrade. However, for a given k, an interesting trade off

in τ is revealed. As we increase τ , the trunking rate coverage Rt drops, while the
aggregation rate coverage RΥ

a increases. This is because a higher τ corresponds to
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a better aggregation opportunity for k MTDs as θΥa decreases whereas, it results in
a degraded trunking performance as θt increases because lesser time is available for
trunking UE and M2M data from k MTDs (Du + kDm). Hence, there must exist an
optimal τ = τ ∗Υ which maximizes PΥk . Another important factor to take into consid-
eration while deciding the transmission scheme in aggregation phase is the signaling
overhead in the MX case. Even though the MX transmission is more robust and less
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Figure 6.8.: Variation of PSAT with respect to τ and k. Blue diamonds and
red circles represent the maximum value of PMX

k and PSICk at τ ∗MX and τ ∗SIC
respectively.

prone to error, we see that even a slightly higher signaling and scheduling time Tsig
results in complete outage for small values of τ. This is because there is no time for
aggregation as τT ≤ kTsig. This problem is avoided in the combined transmission
as all MTDs inside the S-cell are transmitting in the same time and no coordination
by the UE is required.

Design of optimal aggregation time fraction

We explore the effect of various parameters on the optimal aggregation time fraction
τ ∗Υ which maximizes PSAT. Fig. 6.8 shows the variation of PΥk with respect to τ and
k for both transmission schemes. A common observation is that as k increases, the
maximum achievable PSAT decreases as both Rt and RΥ

a decrease. The increase
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in k also causes τ ∗Υ to increase and the optimal point shifts further right. This
implies that the degradation in RΥ

a is higher than in Rt. We also note that when
Tsig = 0 and the MTDs have been pre-assigned the resources, it is better to adopt
multiplexed transmission. However, when the MTDs have to be scheduled, Tsig
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Figure 6.9.: Effect of MTD and UE densities on PSAT. The direction of arrows
indicates increasing λm.

cannot be ignored. The signaling overhead adversely affects the available resources
for data transmission causing PMX

k to degrade. Therefore, combined transmission
of MTDs gives much better performance. Another important point to note is that
for higher values of k, the MX scheme requires very careful tuning of τ to maximize
PMX
k as seen in Fig. 6.8a. Even changing τ = τ ∗MX by just10% could result in severe

degradation in PMX
k . On the other hand, combined transmission is more resilient

to changes in τ as we observe flatter curves for PSICk in Figure 6.8b.
The effect of MTD and UE densities on PΥk is studied in Figure 6.9. We see that

unlike SΥa (θ) and St(θ), the PSAT PΥk is no longer independent of the individual
densities. For the case of fixed λu, as λm increases, PΥk drops and τ ∗Υ also increases.
This drop in PΥk is solely attributed to the drop inRΥ

a as when λu is fixed,Rt remains
unchanged. Alternatively, when λu is increased keeping λm/λu constant, there is a
drop in PΥk , which is particularly significant for larger values of k. This is because
the trunking rate coverage Rt depends on λu and not λm as the trunked M2M data
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is fixed to k MTDs. The value of θt increases with λu as the average number of UEs
inside a macrocell increases (see Navg

u in (6.23)) and lesser bandwidth is available
for transmission for a UE. The value of τ ∗Υ is also observed to decrease slightly. We
see that the trunking performance plays a critical role in maintaining a high PSAT
for roughly the same τ ∗Υ . Improving UL coverage by increasing λb or introducing
more BSs to have lesser UEs per BS could be a possible solution to improve Rt and
in turn PΥk for τ = τ ∗Υ .

6.4.2. Comparison with Baseline

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed MAT scheme with the baseline sce-
nario, where the MTDs transmit to the BS directly and there is no hierarchy in-
volved. For a realistic comparison, we consider that the BS gives priority to the
cellular UEs and the available bandwidth is equally divided among the cellular users
and all the active MTDs are treated as a single user in this division. The analysis
for baseline scenario for the two transmission strategies is given as follows.
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Figure 6.10.: Performance of the MAT scheme compared to baseline for various
number of cellular UEs: λm/λu = 100, A = π5002.
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Multiplexed transmission

In this case, both the cellular UEs and MTDs contend for cellular resources and
no two devices can use the same channel inside a macrocell at a given time. In a
snapshot of such a network, where the MTD is transmitting to the typical BS, the
interference at the typical BS is coming from MTDs in other macrocells . The prob-
ability of successful aggregation in this case can be easily obtained using standard
coverage probability expressions for downlink given in [31] as no channel inversion
power control is assumed for MTDs. The probability that the BS is able to success-
fully decode the data from k MTDs can then be expressed as

PMX
a,B ≈ EY

[
exp

(
−2πλbC

(
α, θMX

a,B y
α, y

))]k
, (6.29)

where θMX
a,B = 2

(Navgu +1)Dm
WuT − 1.

Combined transmission

As there is no S-cell boundary restriction in this scenario, the rate coverage for the
case of combined transmission of MTDs is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 6.4. When the MTDs simultaneously transmit to the BS, the probability
that the BS successfully decodes the data from k MTDs using SIC can be represented
as

PSICa,B ≈
k∏
i=1

ERunconi

[
exp

(
−2πNavg

m λuC
(
α, θSICa,i,Br

α, r
))]

, (6.30)

where θSICa,i,B = 2
(Navgu +1)Dm

WnT − 1.

Proof. The proof is based on the same lines as that of (6.20), but simplified as there
is no S-cell boundary restriction. We only present the sketch of the proof to avoid
repetition. The distribution of the distance to the ith nearest MTDRuncon

i is given by
(6.18). At the ith decoding stage and Runcon

i = r, the interference power comes from
all active MTDs farther than the ith nearest MTD. The Laplace transform of the

resulting interference is written as LIout(sa,B) ≈ exp
(
−2πNavg

m λuC
(
α, θSICa,i,Br

α, r
))
,

where the minimum distance separation to the nearest interfering MTD is equal to
r. Averaging the above equation with respect to r completes the proof.

Figure 6.10 compares the PSAT for the MAT scheme and the baseline scenario
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for both multiplexed and combined transmission strategies. We plot the maximum
achievable PSAT at τ = τ ∗Υ and compare it with baseline probabilities for various
values of UE density λu keeping a fixed ratio λm/λu = 100. It is evident that in-
troducing hierarchical aggregation with the MAT scheme significantly enhances the
aggregation performance, especially for higher cell loads and combined transmission
of MTDs. This is because with the MAT scheme, only proximate MTDs within the
S-cell are allowed to transmit. This type of clustering helps generate less interference
compared to the baseline scenario where all MTDs transmit simultaneously.

6.4.3. Maximum Allowable k

To realize the full potential of the MAT scheme from a design perspective, we answer
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Figure 6.11.: Maximum number of MTDs that can be served by a UE under the
MAT scheme: PΥkmax = 0.8, λm/λu = 100.

the following question. What is the maximum number of MTDs kmax that can be
served by a UE provided that the QoS requirements of both the UE and MTDs
are satisfied? Figure 6.11 displays how kmax varies with λu when the ratio λm/λu is
kept fixed. We see that with combined transmission of MTDs, a higher number of
MTDs can be supported as compared to the multiplexed transmission of MTDs. A
common trend is that kmax decreases steadily with the increase in λu to achieve the
same PSAT. However, even for higher cell loads ∼ 50/A, each UE can still aggregate
data from up to 2 MTDs without compromising the QoS requirements.
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6.5. Conclusion

This work proposes a novel stochastic geometric framework for M2M data aggre-
gation and trunking (MAT) scheme, where the UEs establish D2D links with the
MTDs and transmit this data to the BS. A hard sphere model is used to characterize
the coverage regions of the UEs. In addition, various MTD transmission schemes
are considered, i) multiplexed transmission, where a time/frequency resource is ded-
icated for an MTD in close proximity to the UE, and ii) combined transmission,
where all the MTDs in close proximity of a UE transmit simultaneously and the
UE employs SIC to decode and differentiate between the data from different MTDs.
We explore the design space of this system and compare the performance of both
transmission schemes with their corresponding baselines where no hierarchical ag-
gregation is involved. Our results reveal that for a fixed number of MTDs, there
exists an optimal fraction of the UL time slot that should be reserved for data aggre-
gation to maximize the probability of successful data delivery. The proposed MAT
scheme is particularly useful compared to baseline when the UEs are densely popu-
lated. An important conclusion of this study is that a UE can easily aggregate and
data from several MTDs without significantly sacrificing its QoS requirements. The
proposed framework can easily be extended to account for multi-tier, multi-antenna
scenarios.
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7 Cellular Network Underlaid
with Cognitive M2M
Network

In this chapter, we revisit the definition of cognition in the context of M2M
networks and argue that both the energy efficiency and the spectrum efficiency
are key design constraints. We define a new performance metric called the
‘overall link success probability’ which encapsulates these constraints. The
overall link success probability is characterized by both the self-sustainability
of the link through energy harvesting and the availability of spectrum for
transmissions. We consider a large scale deployment of a cognitive machine-
to-machine (CM2M) network empowered by solar energy harvesting at the
MTDs, where the MTDs transmit to a nearby CM2M aggregator. We assume
that the MTDs in a CM2M network share spectrum with the cellular BS
subject to a certain co-existence constraint. Both the self-sustainability of the
link, and the availability of transmission opportunities, are coupled through a
common parameter, i.e., the transmit power at the MTDs. We demonstrate
through our stochastic geometry analysis that the overall link level success
probability can be maximized by optimizing the transmit power of the MTDs.

7.1. Introduction

A recent survey from the Economist Intelligence Unit (EiU) [104] indicated that
around 75% of businesses are either actively considering to use, or are currently
employing M2M solutions. It is reasonable to assume that cellular spectrum will be
widely used by the MTDs because of the performance it can guarantee in terms of
delay, security, coverage, and the fact that they already exist and are widespread so
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can be used anywhere and at any time to deploy a smart environment. Examples
of M2M applications currently using cellular spectrum include, but are not limited
to, video surveilance, asset tracking, vehicle to infrastructure communication and
health and fitness tracking. The proliferation of MTDs operating in the cellular
spectrum would lead to congestion at the access network and a consequent loss of
performance of the smart system. The internet of things (IoT) paradigm will soon
become heavy on ‘things’ while it would struggle on the connectivity frontier.

A quick glance at the frequency allocation charts provided by the regulatory
bodies reveals that most of the cellular spectrum is already assigned and the margin
for accommodating emerging M2M applications is low. It seems natural to think
of the spectrum scarcity as a real challenge posed due to the high utilization of the
Hertzian medium. However, a reality check on the usage patterns of the available
spectral resources reveals that in a nutshell the spectrum scarcity is nothing but
artificial. Spectrum occupancy measurements [105, 106] have revealed that these
licensed bands are highly under-utilized across space and time. From 13% to 87% of
the radio spectrum remains unused across spatio-temporal domains. This sporadic
utilization of scarce electromagnetic spectrum creates an artificial scarcity which in
turn poses the connectivity challenge for M2M communication. Regulatory bodies
such as the FCC (in the USA) and Ofcom (in the UK) have already noticed that
such under-utilization of the spectrum can be avoided by more flexible and dynamic
spectrum access (DSA) mechanisms [107]. Radio spectrum is a multi-dimensional
entity, i.e., frequency is not the only parameter/dimension which characterizes the
spectral opportunity. Space, time, transmission power, polarization, medium access
and interference collectively shape the radio environment. The DSA mechanism em-
ploys one or more of these parameters to break the shackles of rigidity imposed by
the command and control mechanism. Cognitive radios (CRs) are envisioned to be
the key enablers for provisioning DSA. CRs are based on opportunistic exploitation
of radio spectrum across one or more dimensions. Nevertheless, while the CR plat-
form renders itself as a promising solution for improving connectivity, its suitability
in the context of M2M communication is limited for two main reasons:

1. High cost: CRs employ sophisticated hardware to derive operational environ-
ment awareness and so naturally the radio platforms costs are higher when
compared with dumb radio terminals. The radio platforms of MTDs in an
M2M network will be embedded inside objects requiring both additional cost
and form factors. Thus the radio platforms should be as simple as possible,
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ideally comprising of a single chip on which a radio transceiver is integrated
with the micro-controller unit (MCU). Manufacturers such as Texas Instru-
ment, Nordic Semiconductor, Maxim and CSR are already providing such
simple solutions.

2. Energy consumption and life-time: CR terminals often pay the cost of op-
portunism in terms of their higher energy consumption. More specifically,
the operational environment awareness is derived from the inference process
which consumes more energy as compared to simple radio platforms. For the
wireless access applications, energy consumption is not considered as a design
constraint due to the constant supply of power from the grid. Nevertheless,
for M2M based applications energy-consumption of MTDs is of utmost impor-
tance. As discussed earlier, the radio platform is part of a variety of objects,
most of them having no/limited access to the power running only on coin cell
batteries. In this context, the cost of opportunism may be incurred in terms
of the reduced operational life-time of these objects.

While object life-time is a critical aspect of design, the issue of so called ‘green design’
is further brought into play due to the predicted high volume of ‘smart things’.
Specifically, as predicted in a recent report by Ericsson [108], the CO2 emissions due
to a growing number of internet connected devices will increase from 800 Mtonnes
to 1200 Mtonnes by 2020. In terms of net emissions, ICT will continue to maintain
its 2% contribution to the global carbon foot-print. Nevertheless, according to the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), current emission trends are
far from sustainable, requiring an exponential reduction to meet a 2◦C rise in global
temperature. In a recent survey by Cable News Network (CNN) it was estimated
that a 2◦C rise in global temperature will result in a 100 billion US dollar expense rise
for addressing various challenges due to climate change. In summary, like all other
sectors, ICT should exponentially reduce its energy consumption to operate in an
eco-friendly manner. Thus in summary, for future deployment of 500 billion MTDs,
a clean slate design is necessary to address both energy and spectral efficiency issues.

7.1.1. Design Attributes and Proposed Architecture

The grand challenges posed in the context of the cognitive M2M (CM2M) networks
can be easily translated into design attributes/constraints. To summarize, the radio
platform employed in the MTDs in a CM2M network should be: (i) simple yet
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Figure 7.1.: Proposed Architecture for the Cognitive M2M Networks.

agile; (ii) spectrally efficient and (iii) low power with a miniaturized form factor.
To satisfy these design attributes, the definition of cognition in the context of the
M2M networks must be revisited. In particular, not only is spectral agility of prime
importance, but power consumption awareness should also be embedded into the
cognitive engine. We advocate that the cognitive engine must be equipped with a
potential to harvest energy from ambient sources and in some cases from the objects
themselves. For instance, consider smart door locks installed in modern houses. The
radio transceivers on these locks can be powered using solar panels harvesting indoor
ambient light from both natural and synthetic sources. Moreover, these locks can
also harvest power from the mechanical motion of door itself. As smart objects have
a very low-duty cycle, harvested energy provides a significant potential for designing
self-sustainable so called ‘zero-energy consumption’ CM2M networks.

In this chapter, we propose a cloud enabled CM2M platform as depicted in
Figure 7.1 to address the aforementioned challenges. From an object oriented pro-
gramming approach it is well known that an object can be adequately described by
its attributes and functionalities. These functionalists and attributes can be linked
to external stimuli characterizing events. The behavior of the object in response to
an external stimulus is defined by the device profile. External and internal stimuli
may trigger interrupts which should be handled in accordance with device profile
and current state. We propose that this object related functionality should be imple-
mented in the so called ‘object manager’ which forms the central part of the CM2M
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engine. The object engine coordinates with both the energy and spectrum man-
agers to provide context awareness and indicate required quality-of-service (QoS) or
quality-of-information (QoI) constraints. The object management life cycle can be
simplified as most of the inference can be moved up to the centralized cloud proces-
sor. Thus objects can be made simpler by implementing basic look-up tables which
map events, stimulus, attributes and functionality. Notice that the cloud based ar-
chitecture provides flexibility of re-configuring the object management engine on the
fly.

Spectrum and energy management engines are responsible for maximizing the
spectral and energy efficiencies of a CM2M network. Unlike data-intensive applica-
tions such as cellular networks, where optimizing area spectral efficiency and load
balancing are the critical tasks [109], the main purpose of an M2M network is to
provide reliable interconnections between smart things. A number of MTDs need
to communicate with a central aggregator for inferences, decisions and processing.
We advocate the use of a cognitive underlay based spectrum access which requires
only transmit power/medium access probability adaptation at the CM2M platforms.
The interested reader is referred to [110] for a detailed discussion on exploitation of
different degrees of freedom in cognitive underlay networks. In the case of a cogni-
tive underlay mode of operation, it is important to know the spectrum availability
and the probability of successful reception when the spectrum is utilized. Moreover,
catering for the energy demands of the increased number of CM2M nodes is yet
another important issue. The intrinsic advantage of the proposed spectrum access
is that its implementation is simple and does not require additional sophisticated
hardware. Based on the dynamics of the primary network, the cloud reconfiguration
engine can reconfigure the spectrum access probability and the transmit power to
guarantee that the QoS of the legacy network is not violated. This is to ensure a
robust co-existence framework between the primary users (such as mobile users in
cellular network) and the CM2M devices. The practical implementation of such a
spectrum access would require a simple look up table at each device so that CM2M
platforms do not lose their cost-effectiveness or the form factor by implementing
the proposed cognitive access strategy. In the subsequent discussion, we develop
an analytical framework for quantifying the performance of the large scale CM2M
network by considering a reference scenario under the proposed architecture.
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7.1.2. Outline

The outline of the rest of the chapter is as follows: In section 6.2, we introduce
our reference scenario and mathematical preliminaries which are employed through-
out the remainder of this chapter. Additionally, we introduce the proposed energy
harvesting model and detail its dynamics. In section 7.3, we define two CM2M per-
formance metrics called (i) the energy success probability and (ii) spectral success
probability for the considered CM2M network. We consider a realistic model to
compute the harvested power and develop a stochastic model for the energy success
probability which can be treated as a proxy for self-sustainability of a CM2M inter-
connect. Considering, the proposed spectrum management engine, the co-existence
constraint is enforced on a CM2M network to provision spectrum access in under-
lay mode. The co-existence constraint is defined in terms of the average outage
probability for an arbitrary user equipment (UE) scheduled in the downlink1 of the
primary network. Notice that in context of the considered primary network, i.e.,
cellular network, the outage probability is the complement of the coverage proba-
bility. Moreover, the averaging is performed over the location of the UE since it is
unknown a priori (see [31]). Consequently, the definition of outage for the primary
network differs from the one employed in [110]. With the outage analysis of the pri-
mary network, we obtain the maximum allowable spectrum access probability for the
considered CM2M network under Slotted-ALOHA type protocol2. The maximum
allowable access probability ensures that the primary user’s enforced co-existence
constraint is not violated. Section 7.4 combines the aforementioned performance
metrics and introduces a new metric called the overall success probability. The
introduced metric provides interesting insight for optimizing the transmit power
employed by MTDs to strike a balance between the spectrum access and the en-
ergy usage. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter and summarizes the important future
directions.

1Notice that the analysis is general and is not affected by considering the uplink of the primary
cellular network.

2In this chapter, we consider the Slotted-ALOHA type access strategy for a CM2M network.
However, the spectral access probability computed here, can be effectively mapped to the
carrier sensing threshold for a CSMA/CA type protocol.
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7.2. System Model

We consider a large scale energy harvesting CM2M network co-existing with a pri-
mary cellular network as shown in Figure 7.2. We consider that the MTDs are
furnished with solar panels to harvest ambient energy. The MTDs with sufficient
harvested energy, employ the cognitive underlay approach and utilize the same re-
source blocks as the primary base stations (BSs) to communicate with the central
CM2M aggregator. We assume that full frequency reuse is employed in the pri-
mary cellular network for maximizing the area spectral efficiency. The cognition
employed at the MTDs shapes transmission parameters such that the aggregate in-
terference at the primary UE remains below a certain threshold to satisfy the desired
QoS requirement. Consequently, only a fraction of MTDs are activated during each
transmission sub-frame. From the context of the CM2M network, the accumulation
of interference from the primary BSs and other MTDs plays a critical role in deter-
mining whether the transmissions can be successfully decoded at the corresponding
aggregator. Thus both the opportunity for the transmission and the probability of
success when provided with such opportunity collectively define the performance of
the CM2M network for the considered reference scenario.

CM2M Controller

Primary Base StationInterference to 
CM2M controller

Interference to 
primary UE

Figure 7.2.: Top-level diagram showing the coexistence of a CM2M network with
the primary cellular network in spectrum underlay mode.
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Figure 7.3.: Realization of the CM2M network in the underlay.

7.2.1. Spatial Model

The spatial distribution of the primary BSs CM2M aggregators and MTDs is cap-
tured by the independent homogeneous Poisson point processes (HPPPs) Φb, Φc and
Φm respectively, with λi, i ∈ [b, c,m] being the average number of these entities in
a unit area. The selection of HPPPs to model the location of the primary BSs and
UEs is widely studied in the literature [31]. In the context of CM2M network, the
HPPP assumption for the MTDs is quite reasonable as the MTDs are expected to
be densely deployed with considerable irregularity. Figure 7.3 depicts a realization
of the network under these considerations. The primary UEs (not shown in the
figure), as we average the performance metric over all possible locations of the UE
in each cell. Each UE associates itself with the nearest primary BS. The cover-
age areas of BSs and CM2M aggregators result in separate Voronoi tessellations on
R2 [111]. Without any loss of generality a probe CM2M aggregator can be placed
at the origin3 and the signal from an arbitrary active MTD is considered as the
intended signal. All the other active MTDs and BSs are considered as interferers
for the transmission received on the probe CM2M aggregator.

7.2.2. Spectrum Access Strategy

It is assumed that, the MTDs employ a random access strategy similar to the Slot-
ted ALOHA MAC protocol to schedule their transmissions over a shared medium

3This follows from the Slivnyak’s theorem and the palm distribution of HPPPs [36].
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for communicating with the corresponding aggregators. More specifically, at an ar-
bitrary time instant, the MTDs can be classified into two distinct groups, i.e., nodes
which are granted spectrum access and those whose transmissions are deferred. If pm
denotes the spectrum access probability (SAP) for an arbitrary MTD x ∈ Φm

4, then
the set of active users under the considered spectrum access paradigm also forms
a HPPP Φ{TX}m = {x ∈ Φm : 1(x) = 1} with density λmpm, where 1(x) denotes a
Bernoulli random variable and is independent of Φm.

7.2.3. Channel Model

We adopt a standard power loss propagation model with the environment dependent
path loss exponent. All wireless communication links assume Rayleigh flat fading.
So, the overall channel power gain is represented as hr−α, where h ∼ exp(1) follows
a unit-mean exponential distribution representing the received power gain under
Rayleigh fading and r is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. We
focus on the interference limited scenario and assume that the effects of the thermal
noise on the network’s performance are negligible.

7.2.4. Energy Harvesting

Harvesting energy from natural (solar, wind or vibration) and synthesized (mi-
crowave power transfer) sources is envisioned as a key enabler for realizing green
wireless networks. The choice of a suitable renewable source depends on a number
of factors including, the availability of a particular source, ease of harvesting from it
and most importantly the energy demand of the application. A detailed comparison
of the power densities from various sources is provided in [112]. As solar energy
is currently the most scalable renewable resource, from powering small indoor sen-
sors to huge buildings, it naturally becomes a suitable candidate to cater for the
contrasting power requirements of things operating under the umbrella of a CM2M
network. Consequently, in the considered reference scenario, we assume that MTDs
are furnished with solar panels to harvest ambient energy. We begin our discussion
on the solar energy harvesting in a outdoor setting5.

4With a slight abuse of notation, x ∈ R2 is employed to refer to the node’s location as well as
the node itself.

5Notice that the model remains same for the indoor setting except for the fact that the output
power is attenuated by a factor of 10-100. This is because, indoor panels cannot harvest the
direct component of a solar energy field and must rely on the diffuse component.
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Solar Energy Harvesting

The solar power density measured just above the earth’s atmosphere is about 1367
W/m2 and it is commonly referred to as extra-terrestrial (ET) irradiance. The power
density at the surface of the solar panel, also known as insolation, is much less than
the ET irradiance and it depends on a number of geometrical and astronomical
aspects such as the earth’s elliptical orbit around the sun, earth’s tilted axis of
rotation, sun’s position from directly overhead the panel, the panel’s location and
its angle of tilt6. The aforementioned factors are deterministic and can be quantified.
However, the effect of both cloud cover and atmosphere induces randomness in the
observed insolation energy field.

Hourly okta Distribution of clearness index, fκc(.)
0 N (0.99, 0.08)
≤ 6 N (0.6784, 0.2046)
7 W(0.5577, 2.4061)
8 G(3.5624, 0.0867)

Table 7.1.: Distribution of clearness index for various levels of cloud cover at 12:00
pm.

While the atmospheric profile of temperature, concentration of water vapor,
ozone, aerosol gases, other particles and the surface albedo (measure of reflectivity)
remains fairly constant during the day, the cloud cover may fluctuate considerably.
Meteorologists classify the cloud density in terms of oktas, which are increasing levels
of cloud cover with values from 1−8. The extreme scenarios of the absence of clouds
on a clear day and completely overcast conditions or night time are represented by
okta 0 and okta 9 respectively. For a particular value of okta or a range of oktas,
the atmospheric transmission of the solar energy is commonly parametrized by the
clearness index (κc), which takes the form

κc = E

Ec
, (7.1)

where, Ec is the theoretical clear-sky (cloud free) insolation and E is the instanta-
neous insolation observed at the panel. This clearness index is a random variable
encapsulating the effect of atmospheric variations. The authors in [113] obtained

6For medium to average size cities, variations in longitude and latitude are not significant. Thus
neglecting the environmental randomness, the ET irradiance does not vary significantly over
the spatial scale of neighborhood.
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the distributions for κc for a range of oktas as described in Table 7.1. They use the
data provided by the UK Met Office Integrated Archive System (MIDAS) for hourly
values of E, and the corresponding cloud okta for the year 2012. For the computa-
tion of realistic values of Ec, they used the DISTORT radiative transfer solver [114]
in the libRadtran package [115] with the actual data for the atmospheric conditions.
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is used to fit the distributions. To this end,
we employ these distributions in our solar panel model to observe the effect of the
cloud intensity on the harvested energy at noon. This time of the day is chosen as
maximum energy can be harvested at noon in clear sky conditions.

7.3. Performance Analysis of an Energy
Harvesting Empowered CM2M Network

Before moving on to the mathematical analysis of the performance determining
variables, we define the two key metrics as follows:

Definition 7.1. Assuming that the harvested energy is utilized for scheduling the
transmissions, we define ‘energy success probability’ as a metric to measure the
availability of energy for a certain desired transmit power Pm. The dynamics of
the energy harvester and thus management engine of a CM2M platform can be
completely characterized in terms of energy success probability given as [116]

S{e}(Pm) = P [PPV ≥ Pm] , (7.2)

where PPV is the power harvested by the photovoltaic (PV) solar panel. Notice
that the definition can be easily modified to cater for the case where energy storage
of finite size is present. However, in this thesis, we do not consider storage and
thus harvested energy is employed for transmission scheduling in an instantaneous
manner. Such consideration results in a lower bound on actual performance which
can be attained by exploiting the energy storage. Furthermore, we assume that
transmit energy is the dominant factor in terms of energy consumption and that the
power consumption foot-print of the transceiver circuitry is negligible. The circuit
power consumption can be accommodated by performing an affine transformation
on Pm.

We define below the term ‘spectrum success probability’ as the probability that
an MTD is able to access the spectrum and subsequently successfully communicate
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with the CM2M aggregator while satisfying the UE’s desired QoS constraint.

S{s}(Pm) = ERm [P [SIRm(pmaxm , r) ≥ θm | Rm]] , (7.3)

where Rm is the random distance between an MTD and its nearest aggregator and
θm is the modulation dependent decoding threshold which is selected to satisfy a
certain desired frame error rate. Notice that the MTDs employ the maximum SAP
pmaxm to satisfy the UE’s QoS requirements.

7.3.1. Energy Success Probability in Harvesting
Empowered CM2M

We calculate the harvested power using a well-known single diode model for a PV
module [117]. The output panel current for this model can be written as

IPV = Isc

[
1− ν3

[
exp

(
VPV
ν4Voc

)
− 1

]]
, (7.4)

where ν3 =
(
1− IMPP

Isc

)
exp

(
VMPP

ν4Voc

)
and ν4 =

(
VMPP
Voc

−1
)
/ln
(

1− IMPP
Isc

)
. The current

generated by the module depends on several parameters: (i) short circuit current
Isc; (ii) open circuit voltage Voc; (iii) maximum power point voltage VMPP and
(iv) maximum power point current IMPP . These parameters can be expressed as
functions of ambient temperature and global horizontal irradiance as follows:

Isc = Iscs × κc × [1 + ν1(T − Ts)] ,

Voc = Vocs + ν2(T − Ts),

IMPP = IMPPS × κc × [1 + ν1(T − Ts)] ,

VMPP = VMPPS + ν2(T − Ts),

where Iscs, Vocs, IMPPS, and VMPPS are defined for standard conditions, Ts = 25◦C
with ν1 and ν2 being the current and the voltage coefficients. These parameters are
generally provided in the data sheet of a PV module. From (7.4), the output power
of the PV panel can be computed as a function of voltage as PPV = IPV VPV . For
the ease of tractability, we consider standard conditions ( T = Ts) for the panel for
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Hourly okta Energy success probability
[
S{e} (Pm) = 1− Fκc

(
Pm
ζ

)]
0 1

2erfc
(
Pm−ζa1√

2ζb1

)
, a1 = 0.99, b1 = 0.08.

≤ 6 1
2erfc

(
Pm−ζa2√

2ζb2

)
, a2 = 0.6784, b2 = 0.2046.

7 exp
(
−
(
Pm
ζb3

)a3)
, a3 = 2.4061, b3 = 0.5577.

8 1
Γ(a4)Γ

(
a4,

Pm
ζb4

)
, a4 = 3.5624, b4 = 0.0867.

Table 7.2.: Energy success probability for various levels of cloud cover in oktas.

our further analysis. The equation for the harvested power (in Watts) simplifies to

PPV = κcVPV Iscs

[
1− ν3

{
exp

(
VPV
ν4Vocs

)
− 1

}]
. (7.5)

Using definition 7.1 and the expression for the output panel power available for
transmission, the energy success probability is given as

S{e} (Pm) = P
{
κc ≥ ζ−1Pm

}
, (7.6)

where ζ = VPV Iscs
[
1− ν3

{
exp

(
VPV
ν4Vocs

)
− 1

}]
.

It is evident from (7.6) that S{e} (Pm) follows the same distribution as κc, only
scaled by a factor of ζ. The expressions for S{e} (Pm) for various oktas are presented
in Table 7.2, where ai and bi, i ∈ [1, 2] are the mean and standard deviation of
the normal distribution of κc for okta ∈ [0 − 6], a3 and b3 are the shape and scale
parameters of the Weibull distribution of κc for okta 7, a4 and b4 are the shape
and scale parameters of the Gamma distribution of κc for okta 8 and Γ(a, x) =´∞
x
ta−1exp(−t)dt is the incomplete Gamma function.

7.3.2. Spectrum Access Success Probability in CM2M
network

To compute the spectrum success probability, we first consider the outage constraint
enforced by the primary network on the transmitting MTDs. The received SIR of a
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typical UE in an interference limited scenario is characterized as

SIRu(r) = hul(‖x‖)∑
i∈Φb\b(o,‖x‖)

hil (‖xi‖) +∑
j∈Φ{TX}m

ςgjl (‖xj‖)
, (7.7)

= hul(r)
Iu(r) + ςIm

= hul(r)
Itot

,

where hu, hi, gj ∼ exp(1) are random variables capturing the effect of Rayleigh
fading; l(r) = r−α is the path-loss function; ς = Pm

Pb
is the transmit power ratio of

the CM2M and primary networks and r = ‖x‖ is the distance between the primary
BS and the UE. The primary user’s QoS constraint can be expressed in terms of its
desired SIR threshold θu and an outage probability threshold γ{u}out as

P{p}out (Pm, pm) = ERu [P [SIRu(r) ≤ θu | Ru]] ≤ γ
{u}
out , (7.8)

where Ru is the random distance between the UE and its corresponding BS in a
reference Voronoi cell. Notice that the primary user’s outage probability is coupled
with the aggregate interference generated by the CM2M network. Consequently,
secondary access is limited subject to the constraint γ{u}out in (7.8).

Proposition 7.1. (Maximum permissible SAP for an MTD.) Given the QoS of a
UE in terms of the desired SIR threshold θu and its maximum tolerable link outage
γ
{u}
out , the SAP for the MTDs which can operate in a concurrent manner without

violating the co-existence constraint can be quantified as

pmaxm = λb
S{e} (Pm)λm

sinc (δ)
θδuς

δ

 γ
{u}
out

(1− γ{u}out )
(1−F(θu, δ))

 , (7.9)

where δ = 2/α and F(θu, δ) = δθu
1−δ 2F1(1, 1 − δ; 2 − δ;−θu). Here 2F1(a, b; c; z)

is the Gauss Hypergeometric function [118]. For α = 4 (δ = 1/2), F(θu, δ) =
√
θu arctan

(√
θu
)
and the maximum permissible SAP simplifies to

pmaxm = 2λb
S{e} (Pm)λmπ

√
θuς

 γ
{u}
out

(1− γ{u}out )

(
1−

√
θu arctan

(√
θu

)) , (7.10)

Proof. Following the steps in [31] and [110], the outage probability of the primary
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UE can be written as

P{p}out (Pm, pm) = 1−
ˆ

r>0

LItot(θurα) exp(−πλbr2) 2πλbr dr. (7.11)

For the considered scenario, L(s) = LIu(r)(s)×LIm(ςs)|s=θurα
7, and LIu(r)(s) and

LIm(ςs) are respectively the Laplace transforms of the interference on the aggregate
interference on the UE from the other-cell co-channel interferers and the spectrum
sharing MTDs. Using the well-known definition of the generating functional of a
HPPP in [36], the following Laplace transforms can be evaluated as

LIu(θurα) = exp
(
−2πλb

ˆ ∞
r

(1− Eh[exp(−θurαhv−α)])v dv
)

= exp
(
−2πλb

ˆ ∞
r

v

1 + (θurα)−1 vα
dv

)
= exp

(
−πλbr2F(θu, δ)

)
(7.12)

and

LIm(ςγ{p}th r
α) = exp

(
−2πλeffm

ˆ ∞
0

(1− Eg[exp(−ςθurαgu−α)])u du
)

= exp
(
−πλmpmS

{e} (Pm) θδuςδ
sinc (δ) r2

)
}, (7.13)

where δ = 2/α, λeffm = λmpmS{e} (Pm) is the effective density of the active MTDs
and F(θu, δ) = θδp

´∞
θ−δu

(1 + u
1
δ )−1du. The solution for this integral in terms of the

hypergeometric function can be obtained by substituting y = u
1
δ and using Eq. 3.194-

2.6 from [119].
Notice the difference in the limits of integration in (7.12) and (7.13). This is due

to the fact that the other-cell interferer will be separated by a minimum distance
of r from the tagged UE while such a constraint is not enforced on the MTDs.
Furthermore, the density λm of MTDs inside the cell is thinned by the SAP and
the energy success probability S{e} (Pm) as only the MTDs with sufficient harvested
energy will be able to transmit. Inserting the above two expressions into (7.11) and
solving the integral provides us with the outage probability of the UE. Enforcing
the outage constraint γ{u}out as in (7.8) and inverting the equation for pm concludes
the proof.

Implementation Note: From (7.9), we notice that pmaxm is function of both
the primary and the M2M network parameters. Thus cloud based coordination

7This is because of the independence of the point processes Φb and Φm.
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is beneficial to dynamically reconfigure the SAP based on the prevalent network
conditions. More specifically, (7.9) can be implemented in the cloud re-configuration,
inference, learning and adaptation engine to proviso self-organization.

Proposition 7.2. (Spectrum success probability of the MTDs.) The probability that
an MTD is able to access the available spectrum and successfully communicate with
its aggregator is given as

S{s} (Pm) =
1 + λb

λc
ς−2δ

 γ
{u}
out

(1− γ{u}out )
(1−F(θu, δ))

+ λbς
−δθδm

λcsinc (δ)

−1

. (7.14)

Proof. The proof for (7.14) follows similar steps as in the proof of (7.11). The
received SIR at the CM2M aggregator placed at the origin is given as

SIRm = gcl(r)∑
i∈Φ{TX}m \b(o,r) gil (‖xi‖) +∑

j∈Φu ς
−1hjl (‖xj‖)

,

= hcl(r)
ς−1Iu + Im(r) = hcr

−α

Itot
. (7.15)

Using the definition 7.3, the spectrum success probability is given as

P {SIRm ≥ θm} =
ˆ

r>0

LItot(θmrα) exp(−πλcr2) 2πλcr dr. (7.16)

In this case, LItot(s) will be

LItot(s) = LIu(ς−1s)× LIm(s)|s=θmrα .

The Laplace transforms are given by the following expressions

LIu(ς−1θmr
α) = exp

(
−2πλb

ˆ ∞
0

(1− Eh[exp(−θmrαhv−α)])v dv
)

= exp
(
−πλbθ

δ
mς
−δ

sinc (δ) r2
)

(7.17)

and

LIm(θmrα) = exp
(
−2πλeffm

ˆ ∞
0

(1− Eg[exp(−θmrαgu−α)])u du
)

= exp
(
−πλmpmS

{e} (Pm) θδmς−δ
sinc (δ) r2

)
. (7.18)

The lower limits of integration for both the Laplace transforms are zero because of
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no interference guard zone.

An interesting observation from (7.14) is that the spectrum access success for
MTDs is independent of the intensity of MTDs λm and the energy success probability
S{e} (Pm). This is because, as S{e} (Pm) or λm increase, the maximum activation
probability pmaxm decreases accordingly resulting in the activation of fewer MTDs to
satisfy the maximum interference constraint.

7.4. Overall Success Link Probability

Employing the existing analytical characterizations, we define the unified perfor-
mance metric for the energy harvesting empowered CM2M network. Intuitively, an
MTD will only be able to successfully communicate with its nearest aggregator if
the following conditions are met:

1. The harvested energy is greater than the required transmit power;

2. The MTD is allowed to access spectrum while satisfying the primary UE’s
QoS constraint; and

3. The ratio of the received signal’s power to the interference from all the other
MTDs and the primary BSs is greater than the desired SIR threshold θm.

The performance metrics S{s} (Pm) and S{e} (Pm) derived in the previous section
are both important in characterizing the performance of a CM2M network. Nev-
ertheless, S{e} (Pm) only signifies the energy availability and S{s}(Pm) signifies the
spectrum availability. For a more comprehensive analysis, there is a need to combine
these two metrics such that all the factors governing the performance of a CM2M
network can be captured by a single metric. Hence, we introduce the overall link
success probability metric as follows

P totsuc (Pm) = S{s} (Pm)× S{e} (Pm) , (7.19)

where P totsuc (Pm) is the overall success probability, which depends on the communi-
cation aspects, MTD transmit power, and the solar panel parameters. Using the
expressions in Table 7.2 and with a few manipulations in (7.14), the overall success
probability in (7.19) is given as
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For okta ≤ 6 :

P totsuc (Pm) = 1/2
1 + c1P−2δ

m + c2P−δm
erfc

(
Pm − ζai√

2ζbi

)
, i ∈ [1, 2]. (7.20)

Here, i = 1 represents okta 0, while i = 2 represents 1 ≤ okta ≤ 6.
For okta 7 :

P totsuc (Pm) = 1
1 + c1P−2δ

m + c2P−δm
exp

(
−
(
Pm
ζb3

)a3)
. (7.21)

For okta 8 :

P totsuc (Pm) = 1
1 + c1P−2δ

m + c2P−δm

Γ
(
a4,

Pm
ζb4

)
Γ(a4)

 , (7.22)

where c1 =λb
λc
P 2δ
b

[
γ
{u}
out

(1−γ{u}out )
(1−F(θu, δ))

]
and c2 = λbP

δ
b θ
δ
m

λcsinc(δ) .
It follows from (7.20), (7.21) and (7.22) that for all values of oktas, the effect

of modulation dependent decoding thresholds θm and θu, path loss exponent α,
density of the MTDs λm and primary BS density λb remains the same on the overall
success probability. This is because the cloud cover only affects the availability
of the energy and the spectrum success probability remains unchanged. However,
from (7.19), we observe that both the terms S{s} (Pm) and S{e} (Pm) depend on the
device level transmit power Pm, which could be adapted to optimize the CM2M
performance. In the following section, we see how Pm could be adapted to achieve
better connectivity for the MTDs and also, what impact will the densification of
MTDs have on the required transmit power and the coverage characteristics.

7.4.1. Optimal transmit power

As the transmit power Pm of the MTDs increases (and in turn ς increases keeping
Pb constant), S{s} also increases as the maximum permissible SAP (pmaxm ) decreases.
This implies that transmission opportunities of MTDs will diminish due to inter-
ference protection implemented by the cloud aggregator to guarantee the primary
user’s QoS requirement. Alternatively, increasing Pm results in a drop in S{e} as
more and more harvested power is required to meet the energy demand. However,
the low transmit power employed by a CM2M platform may not be able to guaran-
tee the required QoS or QoI at each MTD. Consequently, the transmit power must
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Parameter Description Value
α Path loss exponent 4
λc/λb Ratio between CM2M

aggregator and BS densities
100

γ
{u}
out Primary UE SIR outage

threshold
0.2

Pb BS transmit power 32 dBm
θm, θu MTD and UE SIR threshold [23, 23] dBm
Iscs, IMPPS Short circuit, maximum power

point current
[15,13.3] mA

Vocs, VMPPS Open circuit, maximum power
point voltage

[1.89, 1.5] V [120]

Table 7.3.: List of parameters used for plotting results.

be optimized through considering energy and spectral success. The inverse relation-
ship between the two terms can be observed in Figure 7.4. Since the overall success
probability is the product of these two terms, there must exist an optimal power
which maximizes the overall success probability. We see in Figure 7.5 that as the
cloud okta increases and consequently the harvested energy decreases, the overall
success probability decreases and for a fixed value of cloud okta, there always exists
an optimal transmit power which maximizes the overall success probability.

Proposition 7.3. (Optimal Transmit Power) The optimal transmit power can be
numerically evaluated by solving the following equations for P opt

m .

For okta ≤ 6 :

S{s}′
(
P opt
m

) [
erf

(
P opt
m − ζai√

2ζbi

)
+ 1

]

− 2
√

2πζbi
(
S{s}

(
P opt
m

))−1 exp
−(P opt

m − ζai√
2ζbi

)2
 = 0, i ∈ [1, 2].

(7.23)

For okta 7 :

S{s}′
(
P opt
m

)
exp

(
−
(
P opt
m

ζb3

)a3)
− a3 (P opt

m )a3−1

(ζb3)a3
(
S{s}

(
P opt
m

))−1 exp
(
−
(
P opt
m

ζb3

)a3)
= 0.
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Figure 7.4.: Existence of an optimal power which maximizes the overall success
probability, Eq. (7.6), (7.14) and (7.20): 1 ≤ okta ≤ 6.

For okta 8 :

S{s}′
(
P opt
m

) Γ
(
a4,

P optm

ζb4

)
Γ(a4)

− (P opt
m )a4−1 (ζb4)−a4

Γ(a4)
(
S{s}

(
P opt
m

))−1 exp
(
−P

opt
m

ζb4

)
= 0

Proof. The optimal transmit power (P opt
m ) is the solution of

∂ P totsuc(Pm)
∂ Pm

= 0 (7.24)

From (7.24), we obtain the partial derivatives of P totsuc for various oktas, which
can be numerically solved to obtain the optimal transmit power of the MTDs.

7.4.1.1. Discussion

1. As seen from Figures 7.4 and 7.5, there always exists an optimal transmit power
point which maximizes the overall success probability. This is due the fact that
as the transmit power increases, the maximum SAP (pmaxm ) reduces to activate
fewer MTDs and the SIR increases and hence the probability of successful
transmission increases. However, as the desired transmit power goes high, the
available harvested energy becomes insufficient. The optimal transmit power
point may lie in either the spectrum limited regime, i.e. when S{e} > S{s} or
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Figure 7.5.: Overall success probability with transmit power adaptation for various
okta values, Eq. (7.20)-(7.22).

the energy limited regime, i.e. when S{s} > S{e}. The location of the optimal
point depends solely on the solar panel parameters and other network related
parameters that affect the slope of S{e} and S{s}. As illustrated in Figure 7.4,
the decrease in S{e} is more rapid than the increase in S{s} for the given set of
parameters. The optimal power point lies in the spectrum limited regime as
the overall success probability P totsuc follows the same trend as S{s} as long as
S{e} is close to one. When S{e} drops, P totsuc enters the energy limited regime
and decreases accordingly.

2. Cloud cover plays an immensely important role in determining the performance
of MTDs in a CM2M network. Comparing the clear sky (okta 0) and heavily
cloudy conditions (okta 8) in Figure 7.5, a drop of almost 20% in the maximum
overall success probability is observed while for partially cloudy conditions, this
drop is fairly reasonable (around 8% and 15% for okta 6 and less and okta
7 respectively). Not only does the cloud cover affect the maximum overall
success probability, it also changes the optimal transmit power. This can be
intuitively explained by the fact that as the sky becomes clearer, a higher
amount of energy can be harvested and also consumed in achieving a high
spectral coverage. Thus, the a higher optimal power can be adopted when the
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Figure 7.6.: Effect of changing transmit power on energy success, Spectrum success
and overall success probabilities for various values of MTD density, Eq. (7.20).
1 ≤ okta ≤ 6, λb = 10−6.

harvested energy is high.

3. As the relative density of CM2M aggregators λc/λb is increased, the spectrum
success probability increases and the overall success probability also increases
as observed in Figure 7.6. Even though the maximum SAP of MTDs is not
related to the density of aggregators (7.9), the non-linear increase in overall
success is attributed to the fact that the distance between an arbitrary MTD
and its tagged CM2M aggregator decreases with the increase in λc. This
greatly reduces path loss for the desired signal.

4. We see from Figure 7.7 that for large values of λc/λb, a smaller optimal power
P opt
m can be used by the MTDs to maximize the overall success probability.

This is because the effective path loss between the CM2M controller and the
generic MTD reduces with increased λc and a high overall success probability
can be achieved with even smaller transmit power. The useful relationship can
be exploited especially for larger okta values, where up to 6 dB less transmit
power can achieve the best performance as the number of aggregators per BS
goes from 1 to 1000.
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Figure 7.7.: Effect of changing the density of MTDs λm on the optimal transmit
power P opt

m , λb = 10−6.

7.5. Conclusion

In this chapter, we provided a unified architecture for the cognitive M2M (CM2M)
framework. We advocate that the definition of cognition must be extended to incor-
porate M2M specific design challenges. We solicited a cloud based cognitive underlay
spectrum access for the MTD radio platforms. Furthermore, energy harvesting is
proposed to attain so called self-sustainable network design. We introduced a novel
statistical framework to characterize the energy and spectral success in CM2M net-
works. The relationship between energy and spectral outages was explored for a
reference scenario of solar energy harvesting with stochastic cloud cover. It was
shown that both metrics are coupled as ‘overall success’ as they are governed by
same underlying parameter, i.e., transmit power. Finally, there exists a tradeoff
between maximizing spectral success and the availability of energy and thus an ana-
lytical framework was developed to obtain the optimal transmit power to maximize
network level performance.
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8 Conclusions and Future
Work

In this chapter, we review the main results of this thesis and highlight the
important conclusions. We also present the possible extensions and future
directions of our work.

8.1. Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, we have considered various scenarios in which D2D and M2M com-
munication paradigms can be integrated with existing cellular networks. With the
help of stochastic geometry, we have developed comprehensive models for the per-
formance analysis of cellular networks in conjunction with M2M and D2D communi-
cations. In chapters 3-5, we studied how offloading UEs to D2D mode can result in
the enhancement of link spectral efficiency and the overall network throughput. In
chapter 3, we considered a simple single cell setup where the BS was equipped with
a large antenna array of M antennas. The BS served N UEs inside the cell using
zero-forcing beamforming. We investigated the gains that could be achieved in the
overall cell capacity if a certain number of UEs were offloaded to operate in D2D
mode. We obtained closed-form bounds on the spectral efficiency of an arbitrary
UE in cellular and D2D modes. We showed that offloading UEs to D2D mode is
particularly beneficial in maximizing the overall capacity when the number of an-
tennas at the BS is small, when the transmit SNRs are high and when the D2D link
distance separation is small.

In chapter 4, we studied how D2D communication can be integrated with cellular
networks in a multi-cell scenario. We incorporated the realistic path loss model
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recommended by the 3GPP for the cellular and D2D links for the analysis of the
area spectral efficiency of the network. We compared our results with the reference
model where a simple power law path loss model has been used. We demonstrated
that with the 3GPP recommended path loss model, the results not only change
quantitatively from the reference scenario but also qualitatively. The area spectral
efficiency for reference scenario saturates with the increase in the density of the BSs.
This, however, is not the case when the realistic path loss model is employed and
there exists a unique density of BSs that maximizes the area spectral efficiency of
the network.

Chapter 5 focused on the content-centric approach to establish D2D connections.
If a BS intends to offload a UE to be served directly by one of its neighboring UEs,
it is necessary that neighboring UEs possess the content that has been requested.
Our analysis considered that the UE requests follow the well-known Zipf law and the
helper UEs willing to serve the requesting UE are equipped with caches. Similar to
the EPC-level discovery of D2D helpers proposed by the 3GPP, we assumed that the
helper selection, authentication and authorization was carried out by the network.
We proposed that the UE will be served by one of its k closest D2D helpers inside the
cell subject to content availability. Our main analytical contribution was to develop
a tight approximation for the distribution of distance between an arbitrary UE and
the ith closest helper within the cell. Using this distribution, we characterized the
average rates experienced by the UE in cellular and D2D modes. Our results revealed
an interesting trade off between the number of candidate D2D helpers k and the
average rate experienced by the UE. We demonstrated that D2D communication
is most useful when popular contents are requested, as they are more likely to be
present in the caches of helpers closer to the requesting UE.

In chapter 6, we explored a new dimension of D2D communication, which was
to use D2D links to connect UEs with MTDs in close proximity for the aggregation
of M2M data. The advantage of this approach is to reduce the burden of massive
access on the BS while ensuring that the M2M data is relayed efficiently. We as-
sumed that the UEs and MTDs are both deployed independently according to a
homogeneous Poisson point processes. We accounted for the proximity factor in es-
tablishing a D2D connection by employing the Poisson hard sphere (PHS) model for
the UE coverage regions. According to PHS model, a UE coverage region is a disk
centered at it, whose radius depends on the distance between its nearest UE. The
UE only served the MTDs located within its coverage region. The PHS model is
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unlike the commonly used Voronoi tessellation approach, where the coverage regions
collectively span the entire space, i.e. all MTDs are covered. The PHS model is also
flexible as the coverage regions are of varying sizes. Furthermore, the PHS model
ensures that the coverage regions are non-overlapping making the MTD association
process simpler. The performance determining metrics for the D2D communication
in this case was not to maximize throughput, but to ensure that the rate require-
ments of both the UEs and MTDs are satisfied while maximizing the number of
MTDs served by a given UE. We showed that the QoS of a UE is not affected if it
aggregates data from a few MTDs and trunks this data along with its own data.

In chapter 7, we considered a cellular network underlaid with a separate M2M
network, where the MTDs transmitted to their closest generic aggregator in cellular
downlink. The MTDs were assumed to be energy constrained as they harvested
energy from the sun and only the MTDs with sufficient energy were able to transmit
to the aggregator. We adopted a stochastic cloud cover model to account for the
variation in the harvested energy at a particular time. To avoid disruption to the
cellular network, we proposed that the MTDs employ cognition by keeping the
aggregate interference to cellular UEs at a certain level. We introduced a cellular
outage probability threshold, which dictated the probability of activation of the
MTDs. We showed that the harvested energy available at the MTD to transmit
and the spectrum access success of the MTDs exhibit an inverse relationship in
terms of the transmit power of MTDs. As we increase the power level at which
we wish to transmit, a better coverage is guaranteed, but the probability of being
able to do this decreases due to the dependence on only the instantaneous harvested
energy. We defined a key performance metric called the overall success probability,
which captured the trade off in the energy success and the spectrum access success
probabilities. We concluded that there exists an optimum transmit power, which
maximizes the overall success probability. We further showed that by increasing
the density of aggregators inside the cognitive M2M network, we can achieve better
performance with a lower MTD transmit power.

8.2. Future Directions

We have identified several future directions for our work listed below.
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Steering Nulls at D2D Receivers

In chapter 3, we studied the impact of D2D communication in a massive MIMO
systems. Our analysis assumed perfect channel state information (CSI) at the BS
and did not take into account the interference generated from the other cells. As a
next step, it would be interesting to study the interplay between D2D and massive
MIMO with imperfect CSI and pilot contamination. It is also important to study
how the additional degrees of freedom at the BS could be used to steer nulls at the
D2D receivers to minimize the impact of interference and whether this will affect
the performance of cellular UEs.

Modeling and Analysis with Realistic Path loss Model

As stressed in chapter 4, the results and the related inferences may significantly
change when LoS and NLoS links are taken into account in the path loss model.
Our analysis in all the chapters except chapter 4 consider a simple power law path
loss model due to increased tractability. The modification of the analysis based on
the 3GPP recommended path loss model still remains an open issue. Additionally,
the UE association with the BS is based on highest long term received signal strength
and this boils down to association with the BS with the minimum path loss. For
power law path loss model, minimum path loss association is synonymous with the
association with the nearest BS. But, this is not the case when the realistic path loss
model is employed and therefore the association process requires rigorous analysis
and a straight forward extension of our analytical results for realistic path loss model
is not possible.

Analysis of Spectrum Partition Factor

Our analysis in chapters 4 and 5 considers in-band overlay D2D communication,
where a portion of spectrum is reserved for D2D communication. It would be a nice
extension to see if this partitioning factor is adapted with respect to the variation
in cellular and D2D traffic to efficiently utilize the available spectrum. For example
in chapter 5, we have seen that when unpopular content is requested or when the
UEs do not demand very high data rates, it is better for the BS to serve the UEs
and not offload them to D2D mode. But due to static bandwidth assignment, the
available spectrum for D2D communication remains underutilized. By controlling
the spectrum partitioning this problem can be mitigated.
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Design of Collaborative Caching schemes for D2D helpers

As already shown in chapter 5, the probability for a UE to served by its neighbor-
ing D2D helpers critically depends on the helper’s cache hit rates and the content
popularity. Our work assumes a simple caching mechanism, where each memory
unit is independently filled. An interesting future direction would be to see how the
contents should be cached in the k candidate D2D helpers’ caches to store as much
different content as possible to maximize the data rate experienced by the UE. A
comparison of various caching strategies would be extremely useful.

Furthermore, we currently assume that the contents are homogeneously popular
both in space and time. It will be interesting to introduce the aspect of spatial
and temporal locality in the content popularity as some content may be requested
in certain locations and at certain times. Various studies on the behavior of social
interaction between the users could play a significant role in analyzing the patterns
of content popularities. Devising optimal caching strategies based on the social
interaction along with the proximity information of the users will help exploit the
full potential of D2D communication.

Design of an Incentive Mechanism for M2M Aggregation

Our work in chapter 6 is based on an inherent assumption that the users are willing to
aggregate M2M data from the MTDs. This argument is supported by ensuring that
the QoS requirements of a UE are not affected. However, in reality there are many
factors that would make the users decide otherwise. These factors include, but are
not limited to, battery drainage, security and privacy concerns, etc. For encouraging
the users to participate in the aggregation of M2M data, the network operators
have to give some incentives to the users, such as free minutes or downloads. Game
theoretical techniques can be employed to help achieve rational strategies of the
users.
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A.1. Proof of Theorem 5.1
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(a)

x
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Figure A.1.: Distance to the nearest D2D neighbor within the circular Voronoi
cell: (a) when b(o, r) is inside Bmax, (b) when b(o, r) partly overlaps Bmax.

The probability that the distance Ri between the requesting UE and the ith
nearest D2D helper within the cell is at least r is the probability that there are at
least i− 1 helpers inside the region A(r). We therefore have

FRi|X>Y,Nd≥i(r) = 1− Γ(i,A(r))
Γ(i) (A.1)

where A(r) is the area of intersection between Bmax of radius x and and a disk
b(u, r) of radius r centered at the UE at location u. As shown in Fig. A.1, this area
of intersection can be categorized into two regimes given as follows.

• Regime 1 - When b(u, r) partly overlaps Bmax, i.e. x − y < r < x + y. The
overlapping region A(r) in this case can be written as [121]
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A(r) = ∇(r, y, x) = r2 arccos
(
ω1

2y r

)
+ x2 arccos

(
ω2

2y x

)
− 1

2

√
4y2x2 − ω2

2,(A.2)

where ω1 = r2 + y2 − x2 and ω2 = x2 + y − r2.

• Regime 2 - When b(u, r) lies inside Bmax i.e. 0 < r < x− y. The overlapping
region in this case is straightforward and is given as A(r) = πr2.

Differentiating (A.1) with respect to r gives fi,1(r, y, x) in (5.22) and fi,2(r) in (5.23)
for regimes 1 and 2 respectively. Then, given that the UE and at least i D2D
helpers lie inside Bmax, the unconditional distance distribution fRi(r) is obtained by
averaging (5.22) and (5.23) over X and Y as follows

fRi(r) =
´∞

0 fY (y)
[´ a2
a1
fi,1(r, y, x) fX(x) dx+

´∞
a2
fi,2(r) fX(x) dx

]
dy

P [X > Y ] .P [Nd ≥ i] . (A.3)

The limits of integration a1 and a2 are obtained by rearranging the limits of r. For
Regime 2, x > a2 = r + y and for Regime 1, a1 = r − y < x < a2. But, since x > y,
we have a1 = max(y, r − y). Solving the integrals in (A.3) and substituting the
values for P [X > Y ] = pin from (5.18) and P [Nd ≥ i] = p

(i)
Nd

from (5.19), we obtain
(5.21).

A.2. Proof of Proposition 5.3

Because of the exponentially distributed channel power, we can write (5.34) as

R(k)
d,i,Π = ERi

[
exp

(
−sdσ2/Pd

)
LId (sd)

]
, (A.4)

where sd = τdr
α and LId (sd) = EId [exp (−sdId)] is the Laplace transform of D2D

interference. Since, at most one D2D connection is active in a cell in a given time
instant, we employ a key assumption that Φint

d is also HPPP1 with intensity λintd =
pintd × λm. Here, pintd from (5.37) is the probability that there is at least one UE

1The equi-dense HPPP assumptions ignores the correlations due to the position of helpers inside
a cell, but is more tractable. [22]
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being served in D2D mode inside an arbitrary cell. We can then write LId (sd) as

LId (sd) = EQ
[
exp

(
−2πλintd

∞̂

q

ν

1 + s−1
d να

dν

)]
, (A.5)

The lower limit of the integral in (A.5) represents the minimum distance separation
between the typical UE and the interfering D2D helpers in other cells. Notice that
the lower limit q = ‖zi‖ in this case is different from the distance r, which is the
distance to the ith nearest neighbor within the cell. This is because the interfering
D2D helper may be closer to the typical UE than the ith nearest D2D helper within
the cell. Therefore, a distance separation of r doesn’t ensure a guard zone. The
value of q is governed by the nearest neighbor distribution of HPPPs because of
the equi-dense HPPP approximation. Therefore, fQ(q) = 2πλintd q exp(−λintd πq2).
Owing to the convexity of functions of the exponential function, we apply Jensen’s
inequality to achieve a tight bound for (A.5)

LId (sd) ≈ exp

−2πλintd EQ


∞̂

q

ν

1 + s−1
d να

dν


 . (A.6)

Substituting (A.6) into (A.4) gives (5.39).
The overall D2D coverage probability for NS and US schemes and a particular

content request in (5.38) is obtained by taking expectation over i and by conditioning
over the probability of D2D mode from Prop. 5.1.
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B.1. Proof of Theorem 6.1

The coverage probability for MX case can be characterized as

SMX
a (θ) = ERarb

[
P
[
SIRMX

a ≥ θ|Rarb = r
]]

= ERarb

[
h r−α

Im
≥ θ

]
(a)= ERarb [LIm (sa)] . (B.1)

Here, (a) follows from the exponential distribution of the channel gain h, sa = θrα

and LIm(.) is the Laplace transform of Im which is the interference experienced by
the UE from the MTDs outside its S-cell. For analytical tractability, we assume that
the set of active MTDs Φact

m in MX case constitute a HPPP with density λactm . At a
given time, as only one MTD inside a S-cell (if there is any) will be transmitting,
the effective density of Φact

m will be λactm = λu × P [Nm ≥ 1] = λu(1 + µ)−1. Hence,
we have

LIm(sa) = E
[ ∏
ωj∈Φactm \o

exp
(
−sahj||ωj||−α

)]

(b)= EQ

exp(−2πλactm

∞̂

q

Eh
[
1− exp

(
−sah ν−α

)]
νdν

)
| Q

 , (B.2)
where (b) follows from the probability generating functional (PGFL) of PPPs. Since
the channel power gain is independent of Φact

m , the expectation with respect to h
is moved inside the integral. The lower limit of integral q represents the mini-
mum distance separation between the UE and the interfering MTD. The value of
q is governed by fQ(q) = 2πλactm q exp (−λactm πq2) because of the HPPP assumption,
where Q is the distance from the typical UE to the nearest UE having at least
one MTD in its S-cell Taking expectation with respect to h, we get LIm(sa) =
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EQ
[
exp

(
−2πλactm

´∞
q

ν
1+s−1

a να
dν

)
| Q

]
. For further simplification, we exploit the

convexity of the exponential function and apply Jensen’s inequality to shift the
expectation operator inside the exponential function to obtain (6.14).

B.2. Proof of Theorem 6.2

The SIR coverage probability to decode k MTDs can be written as

SSICa (θ) =
k∏
i=1
SSICa,i (θ), (B.3)

where SSICa,i (θ) is the probability to decode the ith nearest MTD (i = {1, .., k}) given
that all i− 1 MTDs have already been decoded. It is given as

SSICa,i (θ) = ERi
[
P
{
SIRSIC

a,i ≥ θ|Ri

}]
,

= ERi [LIin (sa)LIout (sa)] . (B.4)

Here, LIin(.) and LIout(.) are respectively the Laplace transforms of the aggregate
interference experienced by the typical UE from MTDs inside its S-cell and other
S-cells. The derivation of LIout(.) is rather straight forward as we combine the effect
of MTDs in each interfering S-cell owing to the fact that the MTDs are uniformly
distributed inside the S-cell. We consider that the collection of active MTDs con-
stitutes a HPPP with density λoutm = λu with effective power NmPm, where Nm

is the random number of MTDs inside each S-cell. Hence, we have LIout(sa) =
EΦoutm

[∏
vj∈Φoutm

Eh,Nm [exp (−saNmh||vj||−α)]
]
.Making use of Jensen’s inequality and

taking the expectation with respect to Nm inside the exponent and applying the

PGFL of HPPPs, we get LIout(sa) ≈ ERuncon

[
exp

(
−2πλu

´∞
w

ν

1+(Navg
m sa)−1

να
dν

)]
.

The lower limit w ensures that the interference power is coming from outside the
S-cell under consideration. It indicates the distance between the typical UE and the
nearest interfering MTD and follows the same distribution as Runcon in (6.10) as we
consider the location of UEs as the central source of interference.

Using similar techniques, the Laplace transform of interference LIin (sa) experi-
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enced from MTDs inside the typical S-cell can be written as

LIin (sa) = EX|X≥r
[
exp

(
−2πλm

xˆ
r

ν

1 + s−1
a να

dν

)]
, (B.5)

where the lower limit of the integral ensures that the MTDs {1, ..i − 1} do not
contribute to the interference as their data has been previously decoded and the
closest interferer is at least at a distance r from the typical UE. On the other hand,
the upper limit x denotes the boundary of the typical S-cell. Notice here that for the
validity of the analysis, the expectation is with respect to the radius of S-cell with
the condition that the radius of S-cell is grater than r. This conditional distribution
can be expressed as

P [X = x|X ≥ r] = fX(x)
P [X ≥ r] = fX(x)

exp
(
−λuη−2πr2

) , x > r. (B.6)

Substituting LIin(sa) and LIout(sa) in (B.4) and (B.3) gives (6.20).

B.3. Proof of Theorem 6.3

The coverage probability of the UE can be expressed as

St(θ)|Y =

P
[
ρ0h
Iu
≥ θ

]
0 ≤ y ≤ Rmax,

P
[
Pmaxu h y−α

Iu
≥ θ

]
y > Rmax.

(B.7)

Alternatively, we can write St(θ)|Y = P [h ≥ stIu] , where

st =

s1 = θ/ρ0 0 ≤ y ≤ Rmax,

s2 = θyα/Pmax
u y > Rmax.

Because of the exponentially distributed channel power h, we have St(θ)|Y = LIu(st),
where LIu(st) is the Laplace transform of the aggregate interference experienced by
the typical BS in uplink from active UEs in other macrocells. It can be written as

LIu(st) = EΦactu

 ∏
zj∈Φactu

Eh,Pu
[
exp

(
−stPuh ||zj||−α

)] .
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The interfering UEs zj ∈ Φact
u do not comprise a HPPP, but a Poisson-Voronoi

perturbed lattice due to the correlations between the sizes of adjacent macrocells.
Hence, the characterization of the Laplace transform of interference in intractable.
We employ the approximation proposed in [92] to approximate Φact

u as an inhomo-
geneous PPP with intensity measure function Λu(dν) = 2πλuνdν, where ν = ||zj||
is the distance of a UE to the BS at the origin. We therefore have

LIu(st) = exp

− ˆ
ν>0

EPu

[
1

1 + (stPu)−1 να

]
Λu(dν)

 ,
(a)= exp

− (1− pmax)EU


∞̂

u

Λu(dν)
1 + (stρ0uα)−1 να

| U < Rmax




· exp

−pmaxEU

∞̂

u

Λu(dν)
1 + (stPmax

u )−1 να
| U > Rmax




(b)= exp

−πλu (1− pmax)EU


∞̂

1

u2

1 + (stρ0)−1 tα/2
dt | U < Rmax




· exp

−πλu (1− pmax)EU


∞̂

1

u2

1 + (stPmax
u )−1 uαtα/2

dt | U < Rmax




exp
(
− (1− pmax)EU

[
u2 | U < Rmax

]
C(α, stρ0, 1)

)
.

· exp
(
−pmaxEU

[
u2C(α, stPmax

u u−α, 1) | U > Rmax

])
, (B.8)

where the distance U between the interfering UE zj and its associated BS is also a
random variable and follows the same distribution as Y . We substitute the value of
Pu in step (a) and exchange the order of the integral and the expectation. Notice
that the lower limit u of the integrals in (a) is due to the nearest BS association.
This implies that zj is at least at a separation of u from the typical BS. Step (b)
follows by employing the substitution t = (v/u)2. Solving the integral for t, we
obtain (6.28).
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